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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Diuh DATE: June 26, 1964

FROM: Richard H. Demuth

SUBJECT: The Machado Proposal

Since the paper of June 2 entitled "The Issues Arising from the
Proposal of Dr. Machado" will probably come up for discussion during
July while I am on vacation, I want to note the following reservations
which I have about it:

1. A first point, which is perhaps largely formal, concerns the
proposal that the June 2 paper, when circulated, should have attached
to it the earlier study of April 10 as a background staff study. The
questions which many of us had about the April 10 paper were not
solely as to its length; I think it would need considerable editing
before being circulated. In any event, I think it is undesirable to
circulate an unnecessarily large amount of documentation. In a
memorandum of the size of the June 2 paper, without the April 10 staff
study attached, we should be able to say everything about the Machado
Proposal that is worth saying at the present juncture.

2. I have no basic difficulty with the first seven and a half
pages of the paper except that I would suggest omission of paragraph 24.
The maintenance-of-value clause found in the Bank's Articles of
Agreement does not have any real relevance to the question of value-
linking in domestic local currency bond issues.

3. Section 3 of Part V, entitled "The Side Effects of Value-
Linking" (paras. 25 to 28), seems to me quite inadequate. In particu-
lar, the question raised in paragraph 26 whether, once introduced, the
value-linking technique would have to be generally adopted for all
money contracts in the country concerned is, I think, a serious one.
It is disposed of in the paper simply by the statement that the
histories of Israel, Finland and France suggest that this need not hap-
pen. However, the experience of those three relatively sophisticated
countries is not likely to be typical of the experience in less
developed countries which have less administrative capacity and less
tradition of fiscal integrity. I think we ought to have some indica-
tion, for example, of what has happened in Chile, where value-linking
with the dollar is very prevalent. Basically, it is my view that the
issuance of value-linked bonds is of particular importance and has
most economic justification when part of a general national stabiliza-
tion program and that, in any event, it is only under those circum-
stances that there is any case for an international guarantee of value-
linked domestic obligations.

4. My particular difficulty with the paper is in connection with
Part VI dealing with the matter of an international guarantee. If I
understand it correctly, the case for the guarantee rests largely on
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the argument that local investors may not trust the obligation of
their own government both to pay the face amount of the bonds and to
live up to the value-linking provision. Some of this mistrust may
be purely psychological and have no basis in fact; in such cases, a
World Bank guarantee might be useful without involving the Bank in
any real risk. But in those cases where the mistrust has a real
justification, it must be, not because of budgetary or economic con-
siderations, but because of the existence of political risks -
particularly that the government may be taken over by revolutionary
forces, which may then repudiate obligations assumed by predecessor
governments. This is certainly a real danger in some countries and
one against which domestic investors might well wish to guard them-
selves by a World Bank guarantee. But the opposite side of this
coin, which seems to me well hidden in the paper, is that, to the
extent that the fears of domestic investors have substance, the
assumption of a guarantee obligation by the Bank would involve a
serious risk of loss, against which no reasonable premium charge is
likely to provide the Bank with adequate protection. Moreover, in
the kind of situation envisaged, it would be of no avail for the
country's subscription to the Bank to be used as collateral for the
Bank's guarantee, as suggested in the paper, since a political
repudiation of debt is likely also to include a repudiation of the
government's obligation on its subscription. Accordingly, I cannot
agree with the conclusions in this part of the paper (i.e.. para-
graph 42) that "it is hardly credible that a country would default
on such guaranteed bonds" and that "the risk of default on a bond
serviceable in domestic currency which is internationally guaranteed
would appear to be small."

5. I also question the suggestion in paragraph 48 that, if the
Bank is to consider guaranteeing domestic value-linked bond issues,
the technique should initially be confined to issues floated to help
finance projects which are also being financed by the Bank or IDA.
In my judgment, the only situation where application of the Machado
Proposal is likely to be really useful is where sizeable bond issues
are floated which are part of an over-all stabilization program and
are designed to attract the repatriation of flight capital. If that
is correct, it would not make much sense to limit use of the tech-
nique to bond issues designed to finance local expenditures on Bank/
IDA-financed projects.

6. It follows from the above that I do not agree with the conclu-
sions stated in paragraph S4 that we should try the device on an
experimental or pilot basis (except possibly as part of a stabiliza-
tion program) and that the financial risks are relatively small.
Moreover, I do not think there is any basis for the statement in the
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final sentence of the paragraph that, if we use the device success-
fully on an experimental basis, it "may possibly have far-reaching
implications for mobilization of resources for economic development
of the developing nations." To the contrary, I believe that the
circumstances under which the device might appropriately be used are
limited and that, even where they exist, the governments in question
may often be reluctant to ask the Bank for the kind of guarantee
envisaged.

cc: Mr. Woods
Mr. Knapp
Mr. Aldewereld
Mr. Broches
Mr. Avramovic

RHD:tf



Tot George Woods

From: Edward Mason

Subject: The Machado Proposal

1. The Machado proposal is one among a number of suggestions that the
Bank undertake a guarantee of government security issues. This is a cen-
tral feature of the "Horowitz Plan" that the Bank has been asked by the
Geneva Conference to study. There may be others. You may want to postpone
a decision on the Machado proposal pending a broader examination of the
proper scope and focus of Bank guarantees. Alternatively you may want to
take action now on the proposal in the limited form suggested by Dr. Machado
postponing until later an examination of its broader potentialities as a
device for mobilizing domestic savings.

2. As proposed by Dr. Machado the suggestion is limited, at least for
the time being, to the local currency component of Bank and I.D.A. loans in
five Central American economies. There is substantial merit in this propo-
sal and the risks, in this limited area, are negligible. At the same time
it should be recognized that the gains are also limited.

The evidence seems conclusive that Bank and I.D.A. loans are constrained
by the inability of the governments in question to mobilize sufficient domes-
tic savings to cover local currency components.

There is a prima facie case for the proposition that a Bank guarantee
against currency depreciation and debt repudiation--I don't think these can
be separated- -would channel domestic savings into value-linked government
securities to cover the local currency components of Bank and I.D.A. projects.

The risk to the Bank of extending such a guarantee are no greater than
the risks of lending to cover the foreign excnange component of projects.
Repudiation of a Bank guaranteed internal debt would have the same external
repercussions as repudiation of a foreign debt. Such action seems to me
possible only if a revolutionary government comes to power reconciled to
severing all relations with western capital markets, which might also mean
severing western trade relations. If this became a possibility Bank loans
as well as guarantees would suffer.

In sum, the Machado proposal gives fair promise of enlarging the Bank-
I.D.A. contribution to development in the five Latin American economies, of
broadening the domestic capital market, and of channeling some part of domes-
tic savings into higher priority use, at relatively small risk. The un-
answered question is whether Bank guaranteed, value-linked securities could
in fact be sold on domestic markets. It seems worth a try to find out.

3. There remains the question whether Bank guaranteed, value-linked
securities might not have a wider use in mobilizing domestic savings in
countries other than the five Central American economies and for investments
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George Woods

in addition to Bank and I.D.A. projects. A study of this question belongs
I think in a broader survey of the whole question of the use of Bank
guarantees which appears to be implicit in an examination of the "Horowits
Plan "

Edward S. Mason
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPENT

OFFICE AEkORANDUM

To: Senior Staff Meeting Date: June 2, 1964

From: Dragoslav Avramovic

Subject: The Machado Proposal

1. In its report dated April 10, 1961, the Economic Lepartment
presented in a staff study the findings of its exanination of the "Machado
Proposal". Subsequent discussions which have taken placa both within
the Staff Economic Committee and outside, have revoaled the need for an
accompanying report which would in part contract and in part expand upon
the staff study. More specifically, the attached report has three main
objectives.

2. Firstly, it represents a summary version of the staff study.
The SEC discussion, and private conversation, have confirmed that general
agreement exists on certain matters - particularly on the question of
whether a Local currency problem exists in Latin American countries -
which were at one time considered in dispute and which, it now appears,
were analyzed in unnecessary detail in the study. At the same time it
is apparent that certain matters such as the implications of the inter-
national guaranteeing of domestic bond issues both in general or more
particularly by the Bank itself, were insufficiently examined in the
study and need to be highlighted.

3. Secondly, two considerations in particular combined to
circumscribe both the content and the presentation of the study and the
purpose of the attached report is to break away from these restrictions.
The first of these restrictions arose out of the mere fact that the study
originated in a consideration of the specific proposal made by Dr. Machado
in his paper of July 19, 1963, and this determined both the approach to
the problems raised and their presentation in the study. In fact by
appraising his proposal as part of the whole problem of domestic resource
mobilization the area of discussion was considerably widened but the
restriction nevertheless continued to exist. Secondly, the geographical
coverage of the study was limited to the financially more stable countries
of Central America. This made it difficult to discuss the separate
problems which only arise v-hen the inflation psychosis is firmly establish-
ed throughout a country.

h. The third objective of the attached report, and related to the
second, is to bring to the notice of the Senior Staff Meeting two
recent and important pieces of information which are closely related to
the Machado study. Firstly, quantitative estimates have recently been
made of private capital exports from the developing countries. Secondly,
it has recently been reported in the press that as part of its stabiliza-
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To: Senior Staff Neeting Date: June 2, 1964

tion program the Brazilian Government is studying the desirability of a
bond issue guaranteed against currency depreciation. Both these matters
carry implications which it seems desirable the Bank should be a-Tare of
when the wider issues raised by Dr. Machado's paper are being discussed.

5. Subject to discussions at the Senior Staff Meeting and the
decisions that will eventually be made, the attached report may perhaps
serve as a basis for a Bank document for the Board. The full study of
April 10, after suitable modifications, may then accompany the Bank
document as a background staff study.

Attachments:

The Issues Raised in the hachado Proposal
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I. Introduction

1. In the course of discussions of the President's paper "Bank
Financial Policy" of July 19, 1963, Dr. Luis Machado presented a paper
entitled, "Memorandum on possible Worl'd Bank assistance to help the less
developed member countries raise the local currency required to complete
financing of development projects". In this paper he proposed that in
certain circumstances the Bank should be prepared to guarantee the issue
in member countries of bonds which carry a government obligation to
compensate the holders for any reduction in the external value of repay-
ments of principal and of interest resulting from the devaluation of the
currency.

II. The Supply of Domestic Savings

2. The basic economic hypothesis upon which this proposal of Dr. Machado
rests, is that in many of the less developed countries development is
impeded by a shortage of domestically available savings for priority
investment. Dr. Machado raised this general problem in the context of
the delay in the execution and submission of Bank projects. In fact,
the shortage of local currency for Bank projects is merely a reflection
of a wider problem. There exists the basic shortage of investible funds
and the proposal can only be adequately appraised in the light of this
general shortage. The analysis of material published in Bank and Fund
country reports confirmed for the Central American countries that whether
the problem of the availability of domestic investible funds was looked
at from the narrow standpoint of Bank projects, or from the wider ones
of the public sector or of the economy as a whole, that the 1achado
hypothesis is correct; that the physical, administrative, technical, etc.
capacity of the Central American countries to absorb investible funds
Xor viable projects has been and is likely to continue to be in excess
of the supply of the investible funds forthcoming from domestic and
foreign sources.

3. 11hile the lack of sound projects ready to be financed represents
a major bottleneck to raising the rates of investment and of economic
growth in many developing countries, in others it is the lack of finance
that is the primary obstacle. Thus, the conclusion with respect to the
Central American countries (para. 2 above) appears to hold generally for
many other countries in Latin America and for some countries in other
regions as well. In these countries, the realized growth rate has fallen
below the potentially attainable rate due in part to lack of finance.
Both the staff study "The Machado Proposal" and the study "Economic Growth
and External Debt" emphasize that whilst this is undesirable from the
economic point of view, it is also undesirable from the point of view of
the financial policy of external lenders to these countries. For the
safety of their funds is at an optimum only when all the profitable projects
in a country are undertaken because only then is the economic growth rate
raised sufficiently above the population growth rate. Thus failure to
utilize the absorptive capacity to the full because the existing institu-
tional framework does not permit the needed funds to be mobilized and to
be appropriated to uses that yield highest returns, is undesirable from
the economic and social viewpoints and risky from the financial viewpoint.
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III. Alternative Solutions

4. There are in general three courses of action which present themselves

in the face of this shortage of domestically available savings for priority
investment. These are not strictly alternative possibilities, rather

they are courses of action which can be employed in varying combinations

with each other. The first possibility is to reduce developmental capital
investment, the second to increase the total flow of investment funds and

the third to mobilize the existing flow of savings more effectively for

priority domestic investment.

5. The reaction to the shortage which in the short-run is perhaps the

only reaction that is possible and seemingly the easiest to apply, is to

reduce public investment itself or alternatively to reduce public capital
transfers to the private sector. This has certainly happened in the

last 5 or 6 years in the Central American countries where, in the worst
case - that of El Salvador - public investment has been running at about

half its 1956 and 1957 level. Most of these outlays appear to represent
in general a high-priority use of funds for infrastructure development

and for private industrial and agricultural investment and whilst wasteful
expenditure must be constantly guarded against, any significant contraction
in the flow of these funds is bound to hamper development.

6o The second possibility is to increase the total flow of investment

funds. This can be achieved in one or a combination of four general waysj

- by increasing the money supply, by increased external borrowing, by

increased public saving or by increased private saving. Only the first

three of these are considered in this chapter; the increase in private

saving is taken up in the next chapter. Increasing the money supply is

judged in general to be of little use in helping to solve the problem.

Whilst under certain conditions such a policy is to be favored particularly

where there is marked under-employment of resources and a high degree of

flexibility in the pattern of production, for many countries increasing
the money supply undermines their financial stability and leads to a

deterioration in their balance of payments position. Likewise, the
financing of local currency expenditure out of further external borrowing

has its limitations. Whilst, as the recent Bank report on the subject

has shown, the foreign exchange limitation on external borrowing by a

country is in general difficult to defend on economic grounds and might
in certain circumstances impede economic growth, nevertheless the more a

country can avoid the burden of external debt service by generating a

higher rate of domestic mobilization of resources, the better.

7. The most widely favored solution to the shortage of investible

funds is to increase the level of public savings by a combination of

greater discipline over public current expenditure and increased taxation.

In fact not only in the Central American countries but in the less develop-

ed countries generally, according to a previous Bank Reportl, the

1/ Marinus van der Nel, Economic Staff, "Financing of Public Invectment in
Underdeveloped Countries" (An analysis for nineteen less developed countries

during the 1950's), (September, 1960).



proportion of public investment financed by public savings has tended to

diminish rather than increase. Undoubtedly much more can in principle
be achieved in the fiscal field in most Latin American countries and

this must be a primary goal of Bank operations in these countries. The

Bank cannot'.approve any policy which runs counter to this need. At the

same time, it must be recognized that fiscal policy is the outcome of

political and social pressures as well as of purely economic considerations.

Judging by past experience, to assume that an increased fiscal effort

alone could in all cases be expected to solve the local currency problem

seems over-optimistic. International officials who are closely concerned

with the fiscal problem in Latin America are reported as "not sanguine as

to the possibility of expanded public revenue".

IV. Nobilization of Private Capital for Development

1. The Misdirection of Domestic Savings

8. The remaining possible solution to the basic problem of an inadequate

supply of investible funds for priority investment is to be found in

policies which lead to a more effective mobilization of private savings

for this purpose. It must, of course, be accepted that both the supply

of private savings in any country and its utilization are predominately

a reflection of the society to be found there - the distribution of income,

the distribution of political power, etc.. In addition, however,

institutional and other considerations are likely to influence the volume

and the utilization of savings; and to the extent that modifications in

institutions and in policies can be expected to lead to a more adequate

savings mobilization, such modifications should be considered.

9. Several of the institutional and policy factors which interfere
with full savings mobilization and appropriate savings use in the

developing countries are identified below.

(a) Fear of the Future Value of a Currency

10. Undoubtedly in many countries past experience and present policies

give rise to the fear that the value of national currencies vis-a-vis

the dollar or European currencies will decline. In Latin America, for

instance, the price levels in most of the countries have been rising much

more rapidly than in the developed countries of the world and although

with fixed exchange rates the disparities might not be immediately

reflected in exchange rates, in the longer run they in all probability

will be. The persistence of rising prices in some of these countries

means that there will be a universal and highly certain expectation
amonst investors of its continuance in the future. In other countries -
particularly those of Central America - prices have risen little if at

all in the past five or even ten years and for two of these countries
the dollar value of their currencies has been unaltered since the 1920's

and 1930's. However, even for these cases, it is generally recognized

that the openness of their economies, the low level of their exchange

reserves, and the political, economic and administrative difficulties



associated with their pursuing more disciplined fiscal and monetary
policies, make their future monetary stability in the eyes of investors
extremely hazardous. Whilst, therefore, in these countries, as opposed
to the first group, expectations of a future depreciation of the currency
will be less universally and less certainly held, the fear that this will
occur will nevertheless be fairly widespread.

11. The existence of these expectations induces investors to seek out
those forms of monetary investment which provide the greatest security
against a depreciating currency. This security is found in particular in
the form of securities and other assets serviceable in foreign currency -
i.e., in the form of capital flight - but it is also found in the form
of domestic assets such as real estate in which an equity interest is
obtainable. Thus the pattern of resource utilization is distorted in
favor of investment overseas and of investment in those sectors where an
equity interest in the real capital assets is obtainable and these are
not necessarily those upon which the economic return is greatest.

(b) Varying Patterns of Investment Financing

12. This consideration is linked to that in the previous paragraph. If
all domestic investment projects were financed by the same combination of
equity and loan finance then no distortion of domestic investment would
arise, though, of course, the flight of capital overseas would still
occur. However, in the periods of inflation, or even of fear of inflation,
particular effects are likely to take place. One sector of real investment
- infrastructure, including public utilities - is customarily bond
financed, while the other sectors - manufacturing and housing - is
customarily either equity-financed or directly purchased or financed by
some mixed form of equity-bond instruments; and whatever is bond-financed
is at a disadvantage when inflationary expectations exist.

(c) The Imperfections of Capital lMarkets

13. The purpose of an efficiently working capital market is to bring
borrowers and lenders together in order to determine conditions of
borrowing and lending which satisfy both parties. The more efficient
the market the greater the variety of monetary instruments which will
exist to satisfy the requirements of particular groups of lenders and
borrowers and the greater the probability that the investment opportunities
offering highest (and safest) return will obtain funds. In fact in most
developing countries capital markets are of a rudimentary kind. Further-
more, their operation is impeded by controls over interest rates and
other restrictions. If, therefore, as is likely to happen, savers fail
to obtain domestically the conditions for lending which they require,
either they will not save their income but will consume it, or alternative-
ly, they will attempt to obtain these conditions in overseas capital
markets, i.e., by capital flight.

14. For the Central American countries, domestic savings have been
diverted both overseas and into lower priority forms of domestic investment



as a result of the three factors listed above. It must be recognized,
however, that the latter flow - into lower priority domestic investment -
cannot be accurately isolated and it may be of limited quantitative
significance. It is the problem of capital flight which in the view of
most observers is of major importance. And it is when we look at Latin
America as a whole or at the developing world as a whole, rather than at
the relatively stable Central American countries that the significance
of the capital flight problem can most clearly be seen.

2. Capital Flight

12. A recent study of the international Zonetary Fund for the U.N. Trade
and Development Conference shows that in the period 1952-61 private short-
term capital movements out of Latin America have totalled 3576 million.
In addition, however, the "net errors and omissions" figure was a debit
of $2,556 million and much of this is considered by the Fund to be an
unrecorded outflow of capital. Furthermore, the outflow is thought to
have gathered pace in recent years rather than to be a declining amount.
These estimates confirm an earlier estimate by the U.N. Economic
Commission for Latin America that the annual rate of capital export from
these countries has been around ,300 million. In order to put these
figures in perspective they can be compared with total Bank lending in
these countries up to June 1961 of i474 million and up to June 1963 ofpL649 million.

13. The motives which lie behind the flight of capital are complex.
Fear of the internal and/or external depreciation of a currency is undoubt-
edly important. This might take the form of a speculative short-run
movement in which case it imposes a liquidity problem on the country
concerned and in the light of the low level of exchange reserves in these
countries is likely, as a result, to undermine their g-rowth rate.
Alternatively, it might be a longer run movement of funds resulting from a
more general lack of confidence in a countryts currency.

14. Political motives are often considered to be of preponderant
importance in inducing the flight of capital. These fall into two general
categories. There is, firstly, the reluctance to invest in domestic
public bonds, despite the desire to receive future interest payments and
repayments of capital in local currency, because of the lack of confidence
in the ability and/or willingness of future governments to honor their
obligations to bondholders. Secondlr, there is the more far-reaching
political motive for exporting capital which springs from the fear that
a political revolution will take place of a kind which may lead to the
expropriation of private capital and to the renunciation of internal
public debts.

15. Whilst it would be impossible to quantify the significance of
different motives in respect of different countries at different times,
nevertheless, some broad view as to the nature of the most important of
the motives would be necessary if action by the Bank or other institution
to reduce the flow of capital overseas in any particular instance is to
be effective.
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3. Alternative National Policies for obilizing Private Capital for Development

16. Three general possibilities are open to a government which wishes
to correct the misallocation of investible funds which stems from the
factors discussed above and in particular, in this regard, to deal with
that part of the capital flight problem which stems from economic rather
than political motives.

17, Firstly, it can impose exchange controls on the export of capital
and domestically can reinforce these exchange controls by controls over
the investment portfolios of institutional investors - the banks,
insurance companies, social security institutions, etc. Quito apart from
any general considerations regarding the form which the economic organiza-
tion of a country should take and which might inhibit the use of controls,
the more pragmatic considerations of administrative faasibility and of
cost set limits to their use, Furthermore, in relation to capital flight,
controls can do nothing about the repatriation of past capital enports
from a country and in fact there is likely to be a direct relationship
between the efficiency of the controls and the unwillingness to repatriete
capital.

18. Secondly, a country can use a straightforward increase in interest
rates in order to bring about a better allocation of resources domestical-
ly and to dissuade people from sending their capital overseas. Whilst
it is generally agreed that some increase in interest rates is desirable
in very many developing countries, it is doubtful whether even a drastic
upward shift in them, even if this were politically and socially possible,
would combat the economic fears which drive investors overseas and into
real estate. To do so they might have such a deflationary efect as to
seriously impair growth.

19o In regard to these two alternatives - controls and rate of interest
policy - a recent Fund paper on "Restrictions on Trade and Payments in
latin America" concludes: "It is not possible to resolve *he differences
about best techniques for capital control in any short discusaion It
does seem clear, however, that direct restricticns, that is, restrictive
licensing of exchange transactions, will not work in the Latin American
environment." The paper subsequently states, "..there is also a case
against relying solely on monetary policy. A policy of monetary restraint
pushed to the point where it is effective in curning capital flight may
well have serious effects on the level of econonic activity in the economy."

20. Given this dilemma, another way to cope with the problem is worth
exploring. Guaranteeing the maintenance of value of savings may he
desirable in order to avoid their flowing overseas, into lower prisnity
investments, or alternatively being consumed. This is the third possible
solution and is the one put forward by Dr. hachado as the first part of
his proposal.
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V. Value-Linking

1. General

21. The value-linking of financial obligations can take, and has in
practice taken, many different forms. Dr. Machado had proposed a linking
of both the interest and repayments of principal of bond issues to the
par value of a currency and the payments to be made in local currency.
In fact the value maintenance can be on interest and/or principal repay-
ments; 100% linkage or less; a one-way or a two-way obligation (i.e.,
applicable either to just a decline in a currency's value or to both
a decline and a rise); carry a convertibility clause; and finally, the
standard of value itself can be selected from a whole range of possibili-
ties. As regards the last of these variables, the two most obvious
possibilities are the official rate of exchange and an index of prices.
But there are many others. For instance the alternative standards set
under the IBRD' own Articles of Agreement (Article II, Section 9 (a))
could be used.1 A straightforward link to the official rate of exchange
might be undesirable because of the discontinuous nature of the changes
which occur in this particular "price" except under a regime of fluctua-
ting rates of exchange. The social and budgetary impact of the devaluatio
of the Israeli pound in 1962, for example, convinced the Israeli authori-
ties that the external linkage of internal obligations should be
discouraged: The 66% revaluation of dollar-linked monetary obligations
which occurred in 1962 when the Israeli pound was devalued by 40%,
whilst it would have been acceptable if spread over several preceding
years, created widespread friction, unrest and dissatisfaction simply
because it was concentrated at one point of time.

2. Evidence in Support of Value-Linking

22. There is a long history of support amongst economists for the value-
linking of monetary obligations over time on economic grounds. Such a
policy, it is argued, would both encourage a higher rate of saving and a
more ontimum allocation of investible funds amongst competing opportuni-
ties, (see para. 12). In addition, it has been supported on wider grounds
of giving justice to those, particularly in the low and middle income
groups, who save but who find that they are insufficiently sophisticated
in terms of the investment opportunities they can utilize, and thus
suffer a decline in the real value of their savings account balances,
life insurance policies, etc.

23. Apart from the strong analystical support from the economic view-
point for value-linking, the experience of three countries - France,
Finland and Israel (particularly the last two of these) - which have
used value-linking very widely and over an extended period since 1945

1/ Article II Section 9(a) states that the Bank's holdings of member countrie
currencies shall be increased "whenever (i) the par value of a member's
currency is reduced, or (ii) the foreign exchange value of a member's
currency has, in the opinion of the Bank, depreciated to a significant
extent within the member's territories".
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shows, on balance, that this device may be workable and useful. In these
countries value-linking appears to be widely accepted in the financial
community as being a desirable technique once it is accepted that rising
prices in the future are highly probable. While there is universal
concern in these countries that governments seem unable or unwilling to
control the inflationary process, and value-linking is regarded as a second-
best solution, it is also generally agreed that, given the facts as they
are, economic growth has been stimulated by value-linking as a result of
the encouragement of private saving and of a better allocation of
investible resources.

24. The general desirability of value-linking as a device for compensa-
ting lenders - whether they be persons or institutions - who operate in
the international market when currency obligations they hold fall in
value is to be found in the Bank's own Articles of Agreement. The already
mentioned Article II Section 9(a) provides for the Bank's holdings of
member currencies to be adjusted when either a de jure or de facto change
in the value of a member's currency takes place. Whilst the precise
justification for this particular Section of the Bank's Articles might
be different from that which would be used when dealing with the problem
posed by Dr. Machado, nevertheless, the principle involved is the same.

3. The Side-Effects of Value-Linking

25. It is when the side-effects of value-linking are considered that
reservations arise. Three of these side-effects are thought to be of
particular importance. Firstly, by adversely affecting the climate of
expectations in the economy the device may aggravate the inflationary
process. There is considerable force in this argument. On the other hand,
the experience of some countries shows that this danger does not have to
be either universal or too great. This at least appears to have been the
experience of Israel and Finland: rightly or wrongly, it is widely be-
lieved in these two countries that no inflationary side-effects have
occurred as a result of the introduction and of the continuing existence
of value-linked bonds. Moreover, it has been even argued that in some
countries in the recent past it would have been desirable to have such
bonds already available in order to deter the flight of capital from the
country without running the risk of possibly aggravating the problem by
actually making a new issue of such novel bonds precisely at the time
when the worst of the capital flight took place. More generally, a case
can be made for the introduction of value-linked bonds into the debt
structure of some developing countries before the immediate need arises
for them. The anti-inflationary and anti-speculative effect of value-
linking through its effect on saving and its provision of a financial
asset in which people can invest their money when inflation and/or de-
valuation are expected, are forces which may swamp the adverse effect
that linking might have on the climate of expectations.

26. The second side-effect is that, once introduced, the technique will
have to be adopted universally in the country for all money contracts
over time. Under certain circumstances this will happen; under others it
will not. The recent financial history of the three countries we have
examined certainly suggests that this need not happen.
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27. Finally there is concern that whilst value-linking might increase

the availability of savings in certain sectors of the economy, it could

discourage saving elsewhere and thus on balance have a negative net effect.
On the other hand, the functional relationship between private saving
and the return on saving is notoriously difficult to determine. In
conditions in which the value of domestic currencies is depreciating as
rapidly as it is in some developing countries, a guarantee to maintain

the value of these savings would probably have a favorable effect upon
their overall level. If this assumption is accepted, then the adverse net

effect of value-linking on aggregate savings can only be the result of a
fall in public savings. This is a danger. But if the use of the value-
linking technique is conceived as part of a more comprehensive policy,
it could increase public saving rather than the reverse.

28. Nonetheless, the adverse side-effects of value-linking must be kept
very clearly in mind whenever the use of the technique is being considered.

In particular the timing and specific form which a particular bond issue
of this type should take, are of great importance. If value-linking in
certain circumstances is of crucial importance for economic development,
it is necessary that its adverse side-effects should, as far as possible,
be anticipated and countered by appropriate action.

h. Conclusion

29. The Economic Department's staff study of the problem of resource
mobilization and particularly of the problem of capital flight has
arrived at the conclusion that the value-linking of public bond issues
may be on balance a desirable policy in a number of developing countries,
including those of Latin America. Because it is focussed on one of the
important motives behind capital flight - lack of confidence in the
currency - it may achieve in a more efficient and elegant way the purpose
for which controls and drastic increases in the rate of interest are
intended. Providing investors have confidence in the pledges of their
governments to honor the value-linking obligation, a more effective
mobilization of private capital for development can be undertaken.

30. In stating this conclusion, the authors of the staff study have
been aware that it runs counter to the belief which is sometimes expressed
that in those countries in South America which have experimented with
value-linked obligations, the experience has been unfavorable. Unfortunate-
ly, no systematic analysis of this experience has to our knowledge been
made and the pressure of time necessitated that the staff concentrated on
a review of the use of the technique in those countries - Finland, France
and Israel - which have had an extensive rather than a sporadic ex-
perience with value-linked bonds. Without a reasonably systematic study,
it is impossible to make a judgment on the South American cases. It is
easy enough to point to isolated difficulties associated with the use
of the value-linking technique such as in Chile in 1959, but the
particular nature of each bond issue and the circumstances in which the
difficulties arose need to be examined carefully before a judgment can
be reached. In Chile, for instance, the difficulty appears to have
arisen from the convertibility obligation given by the government. Further-
more, it would be surprising if no difficulties arose with the use of
the technique either in Chile or elsewhere. The crucial question is not
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whether value-linking is "good" or "bad" but under what circumstances it
will work and what lessons can be derived from the practice of those who
have been using this technique for a long period and who therefore can
be presumed to be well aware of the pitfalls, as well as the advantages,
of this device.

31. In certain countries the lack of confidence of investors in the future
value of their national currency will be matched by a similar lack of con-
fidence in their governments to honor pledges given by previous governments.
In these circumstances the value-linking of public bond issues by itself
will be insufficient to convince investors that holding such bonds is as
safe for the value of their savings as holding overseas securities, real
estate, etc. In these circumstances it is only by a "higher" body
guaranteeing the bonds that potential holders can be convinced of the
security they formally provide.

VI. The International Guaranteeing of Domestic Bond Issues

1. General Considerations

32. The guaranteeing of a domestic bond issue by a regional or inter-
national organization which represents a group of countries, is in principle,
an extension across frontiers of the practice of guaranteeing which is used
within individual countries. In a situation in which private investors
look beyond national boundaries for those forms of monetary investment
which they expect will maximize their returns, it is undesirable from the
point of view of economic development not only that their decisions should
be distorted by the existence of inflationary expectations as discussed in
Chapter IV, but it is also undesirable that political uncertainty should
influence the geographical pattern of investment resource utilization.
The widespread belief that the capital flight problem from Latin America is
predominantly motivated by political considerations indicates that the
distorting influence of this factor is very great.

33. It is possible to argue that capital flight and misdirection of
savings are inevitable and that if their harmful effects are to be offset,
this should be done through additional external public lending by govern-
ments in the developed countries or by international agencies. Such off-
setting action will tend to increase the net foreign debt burden on the
developing countries.

34. The international guaranteeing of domestic bond issues aims to attack
the root causes of the distortion of international capital movements rather
than leave countries to "sweat it out" or to borrow directly abroad. It
does this by giving to the bonds of one country the same degree of security
against adverse political action as that possessed by the bonds of the
country for which investors have the highest degree of political confidence.

2. The Coverage of the Guarantee

35. The above represents the general argument for the international
guaranteeing of domestic bond issues. The question arises as to what
particular features of a bond issue need to be guaranteed if the problem
of capital flight is to be tackled and, furthermore, what form the
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guarantee needs to take for it to be effective.

36. There are two primary elements in the terms of a bond issue which
can be guaranteed - the interest payments and the repayments of principal.
In addition, value-linking introduces as a third element the compensation
payment as defined in the value-linking obligation These three features
can be guaranteed individually or in combination. If, for instance,
there is confidence that future governments will be willing in general to
honor the servicing of the internal public debt but that this willingness
might not extend to honoring the maintenance of value obligatio then
only this element in the bond would need to be guaranteed. On the other
hand, if there is only a fear that the government might suspend interest
payments at certain periods of stringency but would not actually repudiate
its obligations, then only the interest obligation would need to be
guaranteed. Whilst each case must, of course, be judged at the time, it
seems that in many cases if a guarantee is to be effective in stemming
the flow of capital overseas in response to political fears, it must
cover the possibility of an outright default on the repayment obligation
and, where relevant, the value-linking of this obligation. The guarantee-
ing of the interest payment - whether value-linked or not - would seem
to be of less importance. After all many investors in these countries
seek refuge for their capital in Swiss Bank Accounts which provide both
security against political action and against devaluation but which pay
in certain circumstances a negative rate of interest.

3. The Form of the Guarantee

37. An international guarantee of a domestic bond issue, whatever the
coverage of the guarantee, can take one of two forms. Either it can be
an undertaking to make good the failure of the domestic government or
other public authority, in terms of the domestic currency, or alternatively
to make good the failure in foreign currency. From the point of view of
the guarantor there is little difference between these two alternatives
for in order to obtain the domestic currency he is likely, though not
necessarily, to have to purchase it with foreign exchange. Therefore, it
would seem that the guarantor should decide upon the form of the guarantee
simply by reference to the relative effectiveness of each form in dealing
with the capital flight problem. Undoubtedly a guarantee to make good
the default upon a bond issue either in local currency or in foreign
exchange at the option of the bondholder, would be far more effective in
inducing residents to buy domestic bonds than a guarantee merely in terms
of local currency: such a guarantee would provide both the security

1/ It is not clear from Dr. Machadols paper how comprehensive the guarantee
under his proposal would be. It is understood, however, that he envisages
that it would cover all three elements of the debt service obligation.

2/ This would seem to be a likely possibility if in the future a government
attempted to curb wage demands induced by a rise in the cost of living but
found opposition on the grounds that public bondholders were being
compensated for the rise.
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against political default and currency depreciation which many investors
demand. At the same time it would not erase the basic domestic nature
of the bond which means that the obligation of the local government is
in terms of domestic currency and therefore carries no exchange transfer
problem.

4. The Limitations

38. Lest too much success be expected from any such internationally
guaranteed value-linked bond issue, the possibilities must not be exaggera-
ted. To begin with there will remain the large group of investors who
prefer equities rather than bonds and who invest in the U.S.A. or in
Europe simply because the outlets for risk capital domestically are
inadequate due to an inadequate level of economic development, the
domination of public enterprise, etc.. No technique of value-linking
and guaranteeing bonds will attract this private risk capital from going
overseas if there are insufficient outlets at home for it. Secondly,
guaranteeing and value-linking will not prevent the export of capital by
people who are so concerned about the possibility of expropriation of
capital by a future government and/or the future desirability for political
reasons of residing overseas, that their sole concern is to get as much
as possible of their capital overseas and preferably in anonymous accounts
so that national authorities cannot check upon individual holdings. For
a government could in principle completely undermine the purpose of a
guaranteed-value-linked bond by imposing a 100% tax either on capital in
general or upon holdings of public bonds in particular.

39. It would be inappropriate, however, to argue that because every-
thing cannot be done, nothing should be done. For institutional investors
such as insurance companies and for the growing middle-income saving class
and for at least some of the wealthy people the guaranteeing and value-
linking of bonds would, it is considered, go a long way to stem the flow
of flight capital and possibly induce the repatriation of some of it.

5. The Implications for the Guarantor

40. It would seem that the risks of default by a government upon inter-
nationally guaranteed bonds would be minimal. The government's obligation
is merely in terms of local currency so that no question of an external
transfer problem arises from it. The problem is a budgetary one and a
deliberate decision to default on internal debt servicing would therefore
be required before the guarantorts obligation would become effective.
Even then a government would be able to discriminate in favor of that
part of its internal debt (such as the guaranteed debt) the servicing of
which would reflect directly upon its external credit standing with
international lenders. Thus the possibility of default on its internation-
ally guaranteed obligations would appear to be smaller than in the case
firstly of external debt where the foreign exchange transfer requirement
can raise particularly difficult debt servicing problems for certain
countries, and secondly of the normal unguaranteed internal debt where
default does not directly affect a country's external credit standing.
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41. To cover its contingent liabilities, a guarantor would normally
establish a reserve. No actuarial basis for the size of the reserve
could be formulated; of necessity this would have to be a question largely
of intuitive judgment. The actual financing of the reserve could take
two general forms. Firstly it could be in the form of a commission
payable either in local currency or foreign currency according to whether
the guarantee carries a convertibility option or not. Alternatively it
could be in the form of a prior charge upon a source of funds external
to the country. A country's subscription to an international organiza-
tion such as the World Bank could be used as collateral for this purpose
or alternatively the subscriptions of a group of countries who wish
individually to take advantage of the guaranteeing procedure, could be
used jointly as a combined reserve.

42. The actual financing of the reserve will, of course, affect a
country's attitude to both the decision as to whether to request a
guarantee and to the implications of default. Assuming, as we presumably
should, that a government is able to borrow more cheaply with the guarantee
than without it, it must then determine whether this saving is less than,
or greater than, the commission it might be required to pay. Its decision
on this would also vary according to whether the commission must be paid
in local or in foreign currency. Furthermore, if both the commission or
the collateral (e.g., IBRD subscription) is in local currency and the
guarantee is stipulated in local currency, it is hardly credible that a
country would default on such guaranteed bonds. For the disbursement of
the guarantee would be equivalent to an expansion in the domestic money
supply which it would be possible for the country itself to effect for
the servicing of the bonds without incurring the hostility of inter-
national lenders which default would generate. This merely reiterates
the point made above, that the risk of default on a bond serviceable in
domestic currency which is internationally guaranteed would appear to be
small.

VII. Should the World Bank Act as a Guarantor

43. It must remain a matter of judgment whether and in what cases the
Bank may wish to undertake the guarantee of locally issued bonds. There
are arguments against the Bank getting involved in any guarantees,
whether of this type or any other: guarantees can never be as clear-cut
operations as straight lending is and this may affect the relationship
between the borrower and the guarantor. Furthermore, in this particular
type of guarantee, the Bank would be asked to go into an area where
difficult questions of interpretation may arise: value-linking to the
price index raises the question of the definition and coverage of the
index, and value-linking to the exchange rate may raise questions relating
to multiple exchange practices and similar disguised forms of devaluation.
Finally, the very fact that the Bank has never done any guarantee
operation militates, at least in the view of some, against undertaking
this kind of operation in the future.

h It is possible to put forward fairly strong counter-arguments
against the objections listed in para. 43. Whatever these counter-
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arguments, however, the ultimate decision has to be made in the light of
a multitude of factors bearing on future Bank policy. Many of these
are subject to systematic analysis; some are not. The following text
reviews several of the relevant considerations.

1. Legal Considerations

45. It is understood that it is within the powers of the Bank under
its Articles of Agreement to offer the form of guarantee envisaged by
Dr. Machado or some alternative form of guarantee of a domestic bond issue
of a member country.

2. Effect on Financial Standing

46. The proposal that the Bank itself should act as the international
guarantor is based on its reputation in the world's capital markets. In
effect the proposal would amount to a member country using this reputation -
in return for a commission or lien on external assets - for the purposes
of its own domestic borrowing. The question might therefore be asked as
to whether in so doing the Bank's reputation as a borrower might not
itself be impaired particularly in the event of a default occurring by a
member government. In judging this, it should be borne in mind that
the chances of default occurring on an internationally guaranteed bond
seem remote and that the contingent liability can always be covered by a
conservative financial policy. In these circumstances it could be argued
that the possibility of the Bankts borrowing power being undermined is
small. Furthermore, the honoring of a guarantee in the event of default
might in the eyes of some enhance, in a sense, the Bank's reputation
rather than the reverse. However, this is an argument which cannot be
pushed too far.

3. Criteria for Guaranteeing of Domestic Bond Issues

h7. If the Bank were to enter this kind of operation, there is in
principle no reason why Bank guaranteeing of domestic bond issues by its
members should be restricted to the amounts required to finance the
local currency component of Bank/IDA projects, as proposed by Dr. hachado.
In fact if it is to be effective on any scale in stemming and reversing
the flight of capital the Bank would have to consider the matter more
generally.

48. However, both prudence and administrative considerations suggest
that initially the consideration of the guarantee should be limited to
the finance required for Bank/IDA protects. This limitation would
immediately make operative, at least as a minimum condition for guarantee-
ing, the same criteria as are used for Bank/IDA loans and credits.
However, the Bank t s direct impact on the financing of a project can take
several alternative forms - internal ploughback by an enterprise,
imposition of an increased tax, imposition of a new tax, etc. as well as
the form of domestic borrowing whether this be value-linked or not.
Thus, even if as a matter of general economic policy a combination of, say,
increased enterprise ploughback, increased general taxation and the issue
of an internationally guaranteed bond, are desirable, the Bank has to
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choose which of these policies is of greatest importance to the country
at any one time or alternatively in relation to which policy it can
have the greatest direct impact. Of course as part of its general
conditions for lending to a country the Bank can insist on certain
fiscal, monetary or other steps being taken and thus indirectly influence
the mobilization of domestic resources but its direct impact will still
be limited to the local currency needs of its projects.

49. This limitation on the use of the guarantee procedure would have to
be reconsidered if the device proves to be effective in mobilizing domestic
capital. In particular, in this connection it has been argued that it
would in some cases be distinctly undesirable to limit the use of the funds
generated in this way to the financing of new infrastructure projects,
e.g., in the Latin American countries, as would be the case if they were
directly linked to the financing of Bank/IDA projects. For in some countries
the primary bottleneck to development is judged to be a shortage of working
capital for fully utilizing the existing productive capacity of the economy
(or shortage of funds for industrial and agricultural fixed investments)
rather than a shortage of funds for new infrastructure projects, and the
proceeds from the domestic bond issue could be used to alleviate such a
shortage. These and similar considerations should be taken into account
at a later stage.

50. If it were to issue a guarantee, the Bank would need an assurance
in terms of the overall development policy of the country that the
increased domestic resources mobilized as a result of its guarantee, would
be productively employed. The question arises, however, whether the
Bank should be as exacting in its requirements when guaranteeing as it
is when lending to a country, or whether it should be more or less so. It
would seem that the requirements should be either the same or less. In
the case of straight lending, the risks of default are greater since the
loan has to be serviced in foreign exchange. In the case of guaranteeing
an issue serviceable in local currency, there is no transfer problem,
and the risk of default is accordingly smaller. For the future, it is
even possible to envisage a situation in which a country might be
considered uncreditworthy for Bank lending and too rich for IDA credits,
but in which the guaranteeing of its domestic bond issues might still be
considered if it is needed to enable the high-priority projects to be
carried out.

51. If as a matter of general policy the Bank were to decide that
guaranteeing the domestic bond issues should be a part of its operations,
certain guiding principles would be needed for determining the circum-
stances under which requests for guarantees would be entertained. In the
most general terms, the Bank would feel justified in issuing a guarantee
when it judges that by doing so an existing or prospective flight of
capital can be stemmed by such action or the partial repatriation of past
capital flight effected and that the side-effects of such action do not
on balance outweigh its advantages. If the unwillingness to hold capital
in domestic currency is judged to be the result of inappropriate economic,
monetary, fiscal, etc. policies being pursued by the government then it
would certainly be desirable to use the lever which the power to guarantee
- like the power to lend - makes available to the Bank. Providing the
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guaranteeing of a value-linked bond issue is not judged to be damaging
to a country's economic policy - by, for instance, reducing its fiscal
effort - such action by the Bank would in the circumstances, be desirable.
Thus the yardstick to be used in deciding on such a guarantee would be:
"Is the government's fiscal effort likely to be worsened by the
guarantee and, moreover, could the guarantee not be used as part of a
more comprehensive policy to improve this fiscal effort"?

52. Futher, the question arises whether the issue of the guarantee
should be limited to countries whose past fiscal and monetary record is
"satisfactory" or should be extended to cover also countries which
have experienced galloping inflation but currently wish to reconstruct
their monetary systems. Historically, governments having both the
desire and power to halt runaway inflations have done so by the introduction
of a new stable currency and with the help of foreign stabilization loans.
As an alternative, or possibly as a supplement, to such a policy, is the
possibility of regaining confidence in the currency by a Bank guarantee
of local bonds which are guaranteed against monetary depreciation. For
such an operation to be undertaken with success, horever, the government
should consider monetary stabilization as one of the major policy goals
and it should have the support of public opinion in pursuing this policy.
If this is the case, an international guarantee of domestic value-linked
bonds is as justified as an international stabilization loan: the only
difference is that the guarantee is cheaper for the country, it draws on
domestic rather than on foreign resources, and the risks to international
lenders are smaller.

VIII. Concluding Observations

53. Four major and separate issues are involved in the proposal of
Dr. Machado:

(a) Is value-linking of domestic bond issues desirable from
an economic and financial viewpoint?

(b) If the answer to (a) is positive, is an international
guarantee of such value-linked bonds necessary and desirable?

(c) If answers to (a) and (b) are positive, is it prudent and
appropriate for the World Bank to be such an international
guarantor?

(d) If answers to (a), (b) and (c) are positive, what precise
coverage and form should such World Bank guarantees have
and under what circumstances should the Bank consider such
operations?

54. There are no unqualified answers to any of these questions; the
answers depend on the circumstances prevailing in different countries and
at different times. Feelings are quite strong on any of these questions,
and views of different people are likely to be quite divided. Given this
division of opinion as well as the uncertainties which are inevitable in
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any new operation, on the one hand; and given the economic arguments
which on balance speak strongly in favor of the need to try new devices
to stem capital flight and thus accelerate the economic growth of the
developing nations based on their own resources, on the other hand - the
best course of action seems to be for the Bank to try the guarantee of
value-linking on a selective and experimental or pilot basis. There is
no assurance of success; equally, the financial risks appear relatively
small, If success is achieved, this experiment may possibly have far-
reaching implications for mobilization of resources for economic development
of the developing nations.



Mr. Dragoslav Avramovic May 25, 1964

G. M. Wilson (Signed) G, M. Wilson

The Machado Proposal

This can go to the 3enior Staff Committee, but I would suggest
two changes.

1. In para. 3 of your covering note, 6 lines from the end,
I did not 'instruct' you to limit the study in this way.
I told you that Machado had the Central American countries
primarily in mind, that concentrating on these would limit
the scope of the study to manageable proportions, and I
asked you to discuss this with him. I think this sentence
might read "Secondly, after discussion with Dr. Machado,
we limited....".

2. You might consider omitting paras. 55-58. Not that I
disagree with them, out here you cross over from analysis
to advocacy. By all means say this orally. But this is
your paper and it is for you to decide.

,ilson/hd
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Dragoslav Avramovic

The Yachado Proposal

As requested, we have prepared a sumary paper on the
lachado Proposal for discussion by the Senior Staff Comittee.
The drafts of the paper and of my memorandum to the Comnittee
are attached for your consideration.

Avr./w



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OF-ICE MEMORAMDUM

To: Senior Staff Committee Date: hay 20, 1964

From: Dragoslav Avramovic

Subject: The Machado Proposal

1. In its report dated April 10, 1964, the Economic Department
presented in a staff study the findings of its examination of the "Aachado
Proposal". Subsequent discussions which have taken place both within the
Staff Economic Committee and outside, have revealed the need for an ac-
companying report which would in part contract and in part expand upon the
staff study. More specifically, the attached report has three main
objectives.

2. Firstly, it represents a summary version of the staff study.
The SEC discussion, and private conversation, have confirmed
that general agreement exists on certain matters - particularly on the
question of whether a local currency proble,- exists in Latin American
countries - which were at one time considered in dispute and which, it now
appears, were analyzed in unnecessary detail in the study. At the same
time it is apparent that certain matters such as the implications of the
international guaranteeing of domestic bond issues both in general or more
particularly by the Bank itself, were insufficiently examined in the study
and needed to be highlighted.

3. Secondly, two considerations in particular combined to circum-
scribe both the content and the presentation of the study and the nurose
of the attached report is to break away from these restrictions. The first
of these restrictions arose out of the mere fact that the study originated
in a consideration of the specific proposal made by Dr. i"achado in his
paper of July 19, 1963, and this determined both the approach to the prob-
lems raised and their presentation in the study. In fact by appraising
his proposal as part of the whole problem. of domestic resource mobilization
the area of discussion was considerably widened but the restriction never-
theless continued to exist. Secondly, as instructed, we limited the geo-
graphical coverage of the study to the Central American countries. In
doing this the study was unable to focus upon t'ose countries where the
problems examined are of greatest importance nor was it able to discuss
the separate problems which only arise when the inflation psychosis is
firmly established throughout a country.
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To: Senior Staff Committee Datel May 20, 1964

4. The third objective of the attached report, and related to the

second, is to bring to the notice of the Senior Staff Committee two recent
and important pieces of information which are closely related to the lachado

study. Firstly, quantitative estimates have recently been made of private

capital exports from the developing countries. Secondly, it has recently
been reported in the press that as part of its stabilization program the

Brazilian Government is studying the desirability of a bond issue guaranteed

against currency depreciation. Both these matters carry implications which
it seems desirable the Bank should be aware of when the wider issues raised

by Dr. Machado's paper are being discussed.

5. Subject to discussions at the Senior Staff Committee and the
decisions that will eventually be made, the attached report may perhaps
serve as a basis for a Bank document for the Board. The full study of April
10, after suitable modifications, may then accompany the Bank document as
a background staff study.

Attachments:

The Issues Raised in the hachado Proposal
The inutes of the Staff Economic Committee

Distribution: Copies for Information:

President Assistant Department Heads
Vice Presidents (Bank and IFC) Director, EDI
Special Advisors Economic Advisors
Department Heads
Mr. de Wilde
Personal Assistant to the President
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toI. MODUCTI(M

1. In the course of discussions of the President's paper "Bank
Financial Poliq' of July 19, 1963, Dr. Luis ?othade presented a paper
entitled, *Mworandum on possible World Bank assistance to help the less
dsvftlped mwder countries raise the local currenc7 required to complet.
financing of development projects". In this paper he proposed that in
certain circumstanoes the Bank should be prepared to guarantee the issue
of member countries of bonds vhih carry a govermnwt obligation to
coqmenate the holders for ay reduction in the external value of repqm
=onts of principal and of interest resulting from the devaluation of the
currency,

n. The Sppky of Domestic Savings

2. The basic econoiie hypothesis upon which this propesal of Dr. Machado
reste, is that in many of the less developed countries development is
impeded by a shortage of domestically available savings for priority
investment. Dr. Hahadoirised this general problem in the context of
the delay in the execution and submission of Bank projects. In fact,
the shortage of local currency for Bank projects is merely a reflection
of a wider problem. There exists the basie shortage of investible funds
and the proposal can only be adequately appraised in the light of this
general shortage. The analysis of material published in Bank and Fund
country reports confirmed for the Central American countries that whether
the problem of the availability of domstic investible funds was looked
at from the narrow standpoint of Bank projects, or from the wider ones
of the public sector of of the econosy as a whole, that the Machado
hypothesis is correct; that the plysical, administrative, technical, etc.
capacity of the Central American countries to absorb investible funds
for viable project. has been and is likely to continue to be in excess
of the supply of the investible funds forthcoming from doestic and
foreign sources.

3. While the Uale of sound projects read to be financed represents
a major bottleneck to raising the rates of investment and of eoonomcw
growth in marV developing countries, in others it is the lack of finance
that is the primary obstacle. Thus, the conclusion with reapect to the
Central American countries (para. 2 above) appears to hold generally for
many other countries in Latin America and for some countries in other
regions as well. In these countries, the realised growth rate has fallen
below the potentially attainable rate due in part to lack of finance.
Both the staff study "The Machado Proposal" and the stuy "Econorio Growth
and External Debt" emphasize that whilst this is undesirable from the
economic point of view, it is also undesirable from the point of view of
the financial policy of external lenders to these countries. For the
safety of their funds is at an optimm only when all the profitable projects
in a country are undertaken because only then is the economic grwth rate
raised sufficiently above the population growth rate. Thus failure to
utilize the absorptive capacity to the full because the existing instita-
tional framework does not permit the needed fhnds to be mobilised and to
be appropriated to uses that yield highest returne, is undesirable from
the eoonormic and social viewpoints and risky from the financial viewpoint.
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'U. AlteruatUVe * tie

4. There are in general three courses of action which present themselves
in the taos of this shortage of darestcally available savings for priritq
irtestent. These are not strictly alternative poesibilities, rather
they a courses of action which can be mpaloyed in varying conbinationu
with each other. The fIrat p4oniuility is to reduce developrntal oaptal
investment, the second to increase the total flow of investaunt funds and
the third to mobilise the existing flow of savings nore effectively for
priority domsitio investment.

5. The reaction to the shortage which in the short-run is perhape the
on2y reaction that is poesible and seemingly the easiest to apply, is to
redtice public investment itself or alternatively to reduce public capital
transfers to the private sector. This has certainly happened in the
last 5 or 6 years in the Central American oountrias where, in the worst
case - -;hat of El Salvador - public investment has been running at about
half its 1956 and 1957 lwvel. Most of these outlays appear to represent
in general a high-priority use of funda for infrastructure developast
and for private industrial and agricultural investment and ihilst imsteful
expenditure sat be constantly -uarded against, any significant controctlon
in the flow of these funds is bound to hamper devalopmnt.

6. The second posibilUty is to increase tae total Zlow of investment
funds. This ean be aohiovd In one or a cmbination of four general w"*1
- by Increasing the momey supply, by inxr.amkd euteraal borrowing, by
increased public saving or by Increased private saving. On.'y the first
three of these are considered in this chptor; the increase in private
saving is taleon up in the noxt chaptor. Increasig the noney aupply is
judged in genexral to be of little use in helping to solve the problem.
hilst under eartain conditions aiuch a poliq7 in to be faiorod particulwry

wher- there is marked under-p t of resourcea and a high degre. of
flexibility in the pattern of production, for Mari oountries inmreasing
the monsy supply undermines their financial stability and leads to a
deterioration in their balance of paymnts position. Likwise, the
finazning of local currency epaditure out of lfrther external borrawng
has its limitations. Whilst, as th* recent Bank report on the subject
has shmwn, the foreig exchange limitation on external borrowing by a
country is in general difficult to defend on economIc grounds and might
in oartain ciritistancts inpede economie growth, nevertheless the more a
country can avoid the burden of external d*bt service by generating a
higher rate of damestic mobilization of resources, the better.

7. The met widely favored solution to the shortakge of inreatible
funds is to inorease the level of public savings by a corbination at
greater discipline over public current expnditUre and increased taxation.
In fact not only in the Central A erican countries but in less dsve2ap-
ed countries generally, acoording to a previous Rank the

Marinu. van der el, Econoie Staff, "Firnadtng of Public Investmant in
Underde"!Pw Countries" (An analyz for nineteen less dsveloptd ountries
luring the 150's), (September, 1960).
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proportion of puble investnt financed by publi saving has terdod to
diminish rather than increags. %&dubtedly much more cn in principle
be aehieved in the fiscal field in most Latin American coantries and
this mset be a primary goal of Bank o"erations in thee countries. The
Bank can t -pprove any polic which rms counter to this need. At the
saTe timm, it nast be recogniized that fiscal policr is the oQtcom of
political and seoal presures as well as of puirely soonoric oonsideration.
Judging by past ktperience, to ass=* that an incrased fiscal effort
alone could in all cases be expettd to solve the local crrency problem
seem over-optimistic. International officials who are clo.ely concerned
with the ilscal problem in Latin Amwica are roported "5 "not sanguif as
to the povsibilty of expanded public ravenue.

IV. Mobiation of Private Ogptal for Dsvsaq

The Misdireion of Dcoestic 3avins

8. The rwmainir poesible solation to the basic problem of an inadequate
s9r4'pLy of investible funds for priority investment is to be found in
policies which lead to a more effective mobilisation of private savinrs
for this purpose. It must, of cmuree, be accepted that both the supply
of private saving in mW country and its utilization are predodminately
a reflestion of the soclety to be found there - the distaibution of inoOMi,
the distribution of political pommr, etc.* In addition, hawever,
institutional and other considations are likely to infiluence the voluie
and the utilisation of savings; and to the wxtent that modifications in
institutions and in policies can be epected to lead to a more adequate
savings mobilisation, such modifioations shoul be considered.

9. Several of the institutional wad polic7 factors which interfere
with full savings mobilisation and appropriate savings use in the
develpirng countries are identified beiw,

(a) tear of the Future Value of a Ourn!

10. Undaubtedly in miny countrien past exerience and pre4aent policies
give rise to the fear that the value of national currencies vUi-a-vis
the dollar or urpean currtncies will decUne. In Latin Arerica, for
instance, the price levels in most of the countries have been rising naub
more rapidly than in the develmped countries of the world and although
with fixed exchange rates the diparitiee rIght not be imusdiataly
reflected in exdbange rates, in the longer run they in all probability
will be. The persietAaen of rising prices in some of these oountries
neans that there will be a universal and highly cartain expectation
emint investors of its continuance in the future. In other countries a
particularly those of Central America - prices have risen little if at
all in the past five or even ten years and for two of these countlries
the dollar value of their currencies has been unaltered since the 19201s
and 1930's. lowever, even for these case, it is gsnerally rec ognied
that the opennes of their econmies, the lw level of their exchange
reservse, and the political, econc.ic and adinistrative difficulties



associated with their pursuing more disciplined fiscal and monetary
policies, make their future monetary stabilit7 in the eyes of investors
extreme hasardous. Whilst, therefore, in these countries, as opposed
to the first group, expectations of a future depreciation of the currency
will be less universally and less certainly held, the fear that this will
occur will nevertholess be fairly i-Idespread.

11. The existence of these expectations induces investors to seek out
those foms of ronetary investment which provide the greatest security
against a depreciating currency. This security is found in particular in
the form of securities and other assets serviceable in foreign currency -
i.e., in the form of capital flight - but it is also found in the form
of domestic assets such as real estate in which an equity interest is
obtainable. Thus the pattern of resource utilisation is distorted in
favor of investment overseas and of investment in those sectors where an
equity interest in the real capital assets is obtainable and these are
not necessarily those upon which the economic return is greatest.

(b) Varying Patterns of Investment Financing

12. This consideration is linked to that in the previous paragraph. If
all domestic investment projects were financed by the same covbination of
equity and loan finance then no distortion of domestic investment would
arise, though, of course, the flight of capital overseas would still
occur. Howeer, in the periods of inflation, or even of fear of inflation,
particular effects are likey to take place. One sector of real investaent
- infrastructure, including public utilities - is custaumarily bond
financed, while the other sectors - manufacturing and housing - is
customarily either equity-financed or directly purchased or financed by
sme mixed form of equity-bond instrumentsj and whatever is bond-financed
is at a disadvantage when inflationary expectations exist.

(c) The Imerfections of Cap tal Markets

13. The purpose of an of ficiently working capital market is to bring
borrowers and lenders together in order to determine conditions of
borrowing and lerng which satisfy both parties. The more efficient
the market the greater the variety of monetary instruments which will
exist to satisfy the requirements of particular groups of lenders and
borrowers and the greater the probability that the investment opportunities
offering highest (and safest) return will obtain funds. Mn fact in most
developing countries capital markets are of a rudimentary kind. Further.
more, their oration is impeded by controls over interest rates and
other restrictions. If, therefore, as is likely to happen, savers fail
to obtain domestically the conditions for lending which they require,
either they will not save their income but will consuwe it, or alternative-
ly, they will attempt to obtain these conditions in overseas capital
markets, i.e., by capital flight.

14. For the Central American countries, dom*tic savings have been
diverted both overseas and into lower priority forms of domestic investment
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as a result of the three factors listed aboe. It mat be recognized,
however, that the latter flew - into mie prior ty domestic investment -
cannot be accurately isolated and it may be of listted quantitative
sigr.fioamoe. It is the problem of oaital fligt whidh in the view of

most observers is of major inportance. And it is when we look at Latin

Aerica as a whole or at the developing world as a whole, rather than at

the relatively stable Central American countrtes that the significanoc

of the capital flight probleau can i-ost clearly be seen.

2. CapItal V'M&ht

12. A recent study of the International Wnetary rund for the U.N. Trade

and Develoment Conference shovs that in the period 1952-61 private short-1
term capital ricoemente out of Latin Auarica have totalled 576 million.

In ad I tion, howewer, the "net errors and oisIone" figure wa a debit

of 2,r56 million and much of this is considered by the Fund to be an

unrecorde outflow of capital. Furthermore, the outflmw is thc'aght to

have gathered pace in recent years rather than to be a declining amount.
These estimates ceonirm an earlier estiate by the U.N. Economitc

Cofaission for Latin .erica iat the annual rate of caital export frcs

tkese co-ntries -iten around -300 illcn. In order to put these

fifrures in perspective they can be oompared with total Bank landing in
thesoe ountries up to June 1961 of h74 million and up to June 196 3 of
$649 Aillion.

13. The motives which lie behind the flight of capital are oeapl,.
Fear of the internal and/or external deprectation of a rrey is undoubt

edly irmportant. This might take the form of a speculative mhort-run

mover.ent in which case it ioses a liquidity problem OA the country
concerned and in the light of the low level of ehane reserves in these

contriee is iikely, as a resZlt, tzo un-erine their :rowth rate.
Alternat-ively, it might be a Ionger run movement of funds resultinr frWm a now
more general lack of confidence in a coQntry's currency.

14. Political motives are often considered to be of prepondoxwnt

iiportanoe in Inducing the flight of cApital. These fall into two general

categories. There is, firstI, , the reluctance to invest in domstio

public bonds, despite the desire to receive future interest paymente and

repayments of capital in local currency, because of the lack of confideno
in the abilty and/or willingness of future governments to honor their

obligations to bondholders. Secondly, there is the riore far-reaching

political motive for exporting capital which springs froai the fear that

a political revolution will take place of a Kind w'icki Tiay lead to the

=xpropriation of private oapital and to the renunciation of internal
public debts.

1$. I1hilst it would be impossible to quantify the sig7nificance of

di ferent motives in respect of different oountries at different tise,
neverthelss, so broad view ar to the naturz of tne ziost t.portant of
the motives would be neeoasary if action by the Bank or other institution
to reduce the flow of capital overeas in any particular instance is to

be effective.
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3. Alternative National Policien for -obilising Private Cauital for D ieveopnt

2k6. Thrre general rossibilities are open to a go-hr'nt which wishes
to correct the nisallocation of investible funds which stems fron the
factors discusned above and in particular, ir this regard, to aial vith
that part of the capital flight problem which stems from econode rather
than political notive.,

17. Firstly, it can impoie cchange controls on the export of capital
and domstially can reinforce these exchange ontrols by controls over
the investment portfolios of institutional investors - the barks,
insurance coqpanies, social security institutions, etc. Mite apart frcm
any general cnsidertiornz regarding the formt which the eor&id.c organiia-
tion of a country should ta1ke and which might inhibit the use of oontrols9
the more pragpatie ooneiderations of administrative feasibility and of
coet set limits to their use. Furth rmore, in relation to capital f31t,
controls can do nothing about the repatriation of past capital exports
frm a country and in fact there is likely to be a direct relationship
betweezi the ofiiaiency of t1e contro-r and the unrriningness to repatriate
capital.

18. Seoondly, a ountry can use a atraightfozvard increase in interest
rates in order to bring about a o( t r allocation of resources domestical.
ly and to dissuade people from sending their capital ahilst
it is gnerally a-reed that saxe increase in interest rates is desirabl
in very many developing countries, it is doubtful whether even a drastic
upward shift In them, even if thia were politically ind socially possible,
mould aombat the aconmic fears which drive investors overesas and into
real ortato. To do so they ight have euch a deflationary effect as to
seriously impair grvwth.

19. In regard to these two alternatives - controls and rate of interest
-,olicy - a recent Fund paper on "e strictlons on Trade and Payments in
Latin America" concludes t "It is not possible to resolve the differenoe"
about best techniques for capitnl control in any short discunsion. It
does eem clear, however, that direct restrictions, that is, restrictivv
licensing of exchange transactions, ill not work in tVh Latin uErican
environment." The paper subsequently states, "...there is also a oe
gainst relying solely on monetary policy. A policy of :onretzt7 restraint

pushed to the point where it is effective in curbing capital flight may
well have serious effects on the level of econonic activity in the ecgn(.*

20, Given this dilemaa, another way to cqpe with the proble. is W141t- OV '
exploring. Guaranteeing the maintenance of value of savings :ay be
desirable in order to avoid their "lowing overseas, into lo-wer iorlty
investoents, or alternativel,; being consumed. This is the thir" possible
solution and is the one put foriard by Dr. Machado as the first part of
his propoeal.



1. General
21. The value-linking of financial obiga'tions can take, and has in
practice taken, many different form. Dr. Machado had proposed a linking
of both the interest and repayments of principal of bond issUes to the
par value of a currency and the payments to be made in local currency.
In fact the value ,aintananoe can be on interest and/or principal repay-
ments; 100% linkage or less; a one-way or a two-way obligation (i.e.,
applicable either to j3t a decline in a currency's value or to both
a decline and a rise); carry a convrtibility clause; and finally, the
standard of value itself can be selected fron a whole range of possibili-
ties. As regards the last of these variables, the two most obvious
possibilities are the official rate of exchange and an index of prioes.
But there are rany others. For instance the alternative standards est
under the I!3RD own Articles of A-reement (Article II, Section 9 (a))
could be used A straightforward link to the official rate of exchange
night be undesirahle t)ecause of the discontinuous nature of the changes
which occur in this particular "price" except under a regime of fluctua-
ting rates of exchange. The social and budgetary impact of the devaluation
of the Israeli pound in 1962 convinced the Israeli authorities that the
external linkage of internal obligations should be ciscouraged* 'iw
66% revaluation of dollar-linked monetary obligations which occurred in
1962 when the Israeli pound was devalued, by hO4, ,Tfhilst it woulTd have -been
acceptable if spread over several preceding years, created idespread
friction, unrest and dissatisfaction simply because it was concentrated
at one point of time.

2. Evidence in up7ort o Vi1e-Linking
22. There is a long history of support ariongst econorists for the value.
linking of monetary obligation. over time on economic grounds. 3uch a
policy, it is argued, would both encourage a higher rate of saving and a
more optim= allocation of investible funds amongst canpeting opportunities,

(see para. 12). In additicn it has been supported on wider grounds of
giving justice to those, particularly in the low and middle incom groups,
who save but who find that they are inzufficiently sophisticated in terms
of the investment opportunities they can utilioz, and thus suffer a
decline in the real value of their savings account balancer, life insurance
policies, etc.

23. Apart from the strong analytical support fron the economic viewpoint
for value-linking, the experience of three countries - France, Finland
and Israel (particularly the last two of these) - which have used value-
linking very widely and over an extended period since 1945 shmrs, on
balance, that thir3 device may be workable and useful. In these countries
value-linking appears to be widely accepted in the financial coxm-wnity
as being a desirable technique once it is accepted that rising prices
1v tho ftture ame highly prehbbU. Whilo the"e in univvrsal oonemr in

thee ennees at earame te~p 'AD&U -nbe rme n Uo aorrl the

curenci-as hall be IAnsread "whouever (J) the Wa value of a merberds
curr=enq is redce;4 = (14 the foreign ecang alue of a member**
currency has, in the opinion of the Bank, depreciated to a significant
extent within the rmwberl s territories".
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th.se iountries that goverment. seem unable or unwilling to control
the inflationary process, aind value-linkin regardd as a seoondft
beat solution, it is also generally aged t, given t facts a they
are, econoric growth has been stimlated by valuo-linking as a result
of the encouragement of private saving and of a better allocation of
investible resources.

211. The general desirability of value-linking as a devics or copersa.
( n lvnders -whether they be peesons or institutions -d ho operate in

i 'ntrnational riarket when ca. ency obligaticns they hOIL fil1 in
u to be found in the Bank's own 'rticles of Agrcement. The already

nti)Hed Article II Section 9(a) - rovides for the Bank4s hol.ins of
r her (hrren3ie8 to be adjusted aen _ther a de jure or 77Mchange

in the value of ne-ber currency takes place. Whilst th :se
ju stirication for this particular Section of the flank's Articles rdigt
be direrent fromi that which -oa d be used when dealir wth the -oblm
posed by Dr. Machado, nevertheless, the pri ciple Onvolved is the same.

3. The Side-N f ts ofibe-LinkinE
27 It ie when the side-effects of value-linking are considered that
r servations arise. Three of these ide elfects are thourht to be of
narticular ixportance. Firetly, by adversely affecting the climate of
epectf tions in the econony The device may aggravate the inflationary
rwoes s. There is considerable force in this argument. On the other
hand, the experience of sioe countries shows that this dang er does not
have to be either universal or too great. This at least appears to have
been the experience of Israel and Finland: rightly or wrongly, it is
widely beaieved in these t.o countries that no inflationary side-effects
have occurred as a result of the introduction and of the continuing
existence of value-linred bonas. Moreover, it has been even argued that
in some countries in the recent vast it wouuI s o be n uesrable to have
such bonds already available in order to deter the fliht of capital
fron the country withoAt runniag Ih( risk of possibly a jravating the
p roblem by actually making a new is sue of such novel bonas preoisely at
the tie when the worst o_ the capital flight took place. 'Iore , enerally,
a case can be made for the introduction of value-linked burdc into the
debt structure of some dev 3o ing countries before the immediate need
arises for themy The anti-inflationary and anti-rpeculative effect of
value-linking throu.h its effect on saving and its provision of - financial
asset In which people can invest their money when inflation and/or
devaluation are exoected, are forces which may swnmp the adverse effect
that linking might have on the climate of expectations.

26. The second side-effect is that, once introduced, the technique
will have to be adopted universally in the country for all oney contracts
over time. Under certain cirounstance. this will happen; under others it
will not. The recent financial hiatory of the three countries we have
examined certainly suggests that this need not happen.

27. Finally there is concern that whilst value-linking might increase
the availability of savings in certain sectors of the econaW, it could
discourage saving elsewhere and thus on balance have a ne-ative net effect.
On th-e other hand, the functional r lationshii- bet. en private saving and



'the ratur on saving is notoriously diffielt to datemins. in onditioUn
in which the val)s of dostio currencies is depreciating as rapidly
as it is in some dveloping countries, a guarantee to maintain the
Talue of thease savings would probably have a favorable effect upon their
overall level. If this assurqtion is acoepted, then the adverse net
effect of value-lriking on a-refate satings can only be the result of
a fall in public savings. This _s a danger. Biut if the u.1eze of the value-
linn t ~ehnizue ie conceived as part of a more compreheneive policy,
it oou3ld increase public saving rather than the reverse.

20. roathelaes, the adverse sido-efrecte of value-linkn ust be
kapt very clearly in mind henver the use of the technque is being
co~sidered. In particular the tizi and specific form whU.ic a particular
tond issue of this tpe should take, are of -reat lmportonoe. If value-
ltnking in certain circu1r mne, is of crucial inpotance for ecofnamie
development, it is neoesaary that it. adverse side-effects should as
fai as posaile, be antioipated n c nter d by irapri te ction.

4. Conclusion
29. 2'he Economic Departsentfs -atf study of the rcblem of rsajcrce
mobtlization and particularly of +h probler of eapitl flight has
arrived at the conclusion that th- -lue-inking of Mublic bond issues
yr:ay be on balance a desira poliy in 3 nurber of developi; c itries,
including those of Latin ri . ciuse i f i, foc-r ed on one of the
in ortant motives behind calita fli-ht - lack of confidence in the
currency - it may achieve in :. etAciert and eJ.-ant .: th , nurpose
for which controls and drastic increases in the rate of interest are
interid. Providi; investors aV.e confidence in the pledges of their

to honor the value-linking obligation, a rore effective
mobilization of private capital :cor developmnt can be Unrken.

30. In tatin: this concusicn, the authors o.' the staff etudy have
been aware that it runs ccurter to the belief whit as aontiies expresaed
that in those countr:iO5 n 5 uth '1Irica uhich have experinentod with
value-linked obligations, the exper'iencs has been unfavorable. Unfortunate-
ly no ayotematic o. this '-oriene has to our knowledge been
made and the pressure of time nessaitatod that the staif concertrated
on a review of the use of the tt chnique in those countrea - niand,
France and Israel - TIhi have had an extensive rather tham a sporadio
experience with valuo-linked bonds. Without a reasonably sy.temtio
study, it is iriossible to mace a judgment on the South AAerican ses.
It is easy enough to point t, isolAted difficultires associ. d with the
use of the value-linking techniquc such as in Chile in 19!9, but the
particular nature of sach bod 1,,-3, and thX circu.n:tan es v hioh the
difficulties arcse need o be oxained careftilly before a jud ent can
be reached. In Chile, for instance, the difficulty ppers to have
arisen froi the convertibility obliation given by the coverrirant. Furthew.
more, it would be surprising i no fficulties had arisen en the
specific enviroment of Chile. The crucial question is nIot whether value-
linking is "good"l or "bad" but undc- what c1rctanoe it will sork and
what lesonw can be derived from the practice of those who halve been
dOfn Vthis technique for a long period and iho therefore can be presumed
to be well aware of ti pitcll, as wll as the advantages, of this devioe.
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31. In certain ocuntries the lack of confidence of investors In
,he future value of their national currency will be ratched by a siilw
lack of ounfideno in their govrrnents to honor pledgs given by
previous rovernmnt3. In these cireumstances the "alip-linkring of publie
bond isoues by itself will be inaufficient to corvince investors that
Iolding such bonds Is s safe for the value of their savings -s holding
o rezns s~ecrtir#es, -- fstate, etc. In these circumstances it is
only by a "highr" body' guaranteeing the bondz that potential holders oa
be Convinoed of the sacurity they formrl-y provide.

VI. The I t atioal Gu rant e in of Doiestic i3ond lesues

I. Genral Conaiderations

32. TVe guaranteeing or dozostic bond i 1,ue by a reional or inter-
na i na). orgizrtion hih - e iets a fgroup of !rie, te in prinaiple

'n 4Flension acrozs frmntters o Jfe practice of waranteeing hich is
used within individu' cco tries. Tn n sttuation in uhich privte

irnre7tors locd beyond nati ni o ndaries for those foiTe of monetary
investment which they e7pect il rxifrze thair return-s, it is undes4?ab3
'ror, tc point of vie% of econoIc develOpr5nt not only that their
decisions & auld be dintcrtd 9 Oceietenee of in!f 1 tionry eetatiOnS

as discased in Chapter I, but it is also undesirable that political
uncertainty shoild iniluenE rhE eo-raphic 1 ttern of investrent

resource utilizati.on. The sideepred belief that the capital flight
'roblem fro; IAtin Amrica is predcwinantly motIvated by political con-
siderations indicates that the distorting influence of this factor Is very
grest.

33. It is poeble to arr e titl f Vight and misdirection of
savin[,s are inevitable ind thqtnhe rful effects are to be offset,

t ~ hou be done ti rough a t nd. vt.rnal public 'endinr by Iovern-
entn i hc dovelopcd cour en r by inter tin l Iencies. Such off-

setta'g action 2i t-nd to 4!crea , he net f'oreirpn debt burden on the
developing countriel3.

316. The international guarantusing of dcoieetio bond iosse airns to
Ittack the root cau s tti ditortion el? internetional capital movments

t- r than leave countrie - t sweat i out" or to borrtw directly abroad.
It oes this by tivin to tho nde of one oortry the sare dejrec of

se rityr aginat -. dwrxe li+i U ction A. that pos1eesed by the bonds
fthe ccuntry for vhich invec torn have +he higoest degree of political

confidenc.

2. The COverae of the Guarantee

31. The above repre enta te eneral argiment for the international
guarantaiflg of dor.estic bnd. is u I. The ueetion arises as to what
articular aturea of h tie need to be iuranteed if the problm

of capital fligt is to be Lacl1ed nnd, rher!ore, what for the



guarantee needs to take for it to be effective.

36. There are two priiary etiaents in the ter1W of a bond issue which
can he juarantead - the iznte rest payments and the repayaf'znts of principal.
In d vaue-itnking introduces au a third element the compensaticn

pa-;ment &s defined in the ialemlinklug obli ation These three features
c n be jw'ranteed individually or in conbination..: If, for in t ince,
thr C a con Lidence sat. Lua e oviernments will boe wiIUlig in neral to
no or the erviclng of the in-rnal publ debt but that this wil ngness

t not stnd to h'or1orng th Aia tonence of vnue oblig tior, then

only this element in the bond would need to be guaranteed. On the other

1a6., i. dLre i "nly a ear Lhat -e goverwrmnt eIght suspend interest

paymiente at certain periods of stringEmy but -ould not -actuail repudiate
its o.:ligati~os, mtn Onu L laderest otcatioi soalX uecd .c be

g arantee . Whilst each ca"e ist, of course, b ju at E t -,', it
e s t in fany j a a 3: te a t be eS>CtiY in ster ig

th. .f.low of capital oLr3ea in response to 1oitia. fears, t at it must

cover e poasibility oi an otriht ncaalt on the repay.ent obliation

and, wzhere relevant, the value-4inking of this obIL1.atien. T&e m'arantoe-
2s o Ue iuteent pagt - wheM v -1nied L or o - "ou1u seem

to be of less importance. After a"l many investors in these countries
seek refue for their capital in Iwies iank Ac ints hich provide both

security against politicail action ano. agai nst oevaluation but which pay
in certain circumatances a rae tiye rate of interest.

3. ThA Fozm Ok thA (GuLaant1

37, - n mnt ruatnal :1aaran : & isestic bond is;e, wIatev-r the

covezrage oi he guarantee, can taoe one of two forms. tither it can be
an un ertaki; to riake good t- ure of the oot tic verrent or
other public authority, in terms of the domestic currency, or alternativey
to uake gooa the failure in foreign curreny. From the point of view of

the guarantor there is Li-tLe ifferenoe between these two alt rnatives
for in orc'er to obtain the o tic rxncy he ia lizel, though not

necesar-ly, to have to purchase it with foreign exchange. Therefore, it
wo]ld seea that the Aarantor scdi. decide upon Le I onr. oi tie guarantee

simply oy reference to the rieltive ef ectivenes3 of each form in dealing
with the capital Cigint Arolem. RJaou tedly a gran~ ze to tw 'e good
the default upon a bond issue either in local currenv or in foreign
exdhangE at the option of the o1oiolder, wou ; be far more e ective in
inducing residents to buy domestic bonds than a guarantee mereL in terms
of local currency: such a 'uarat would provide both the secrity

it ocieano ear. Aac s aper hor coDprehen:. ve .e uarantes
under his proposal would be. It is understood, ho.ever, that he envisages
that i" woulu cover ,l thrte eerents of the Jebt serviue bigation.

This would seer to bt  a likely possibility if in the future a ,verxTPent

attempted to curb wage cemands induced by a risia th cost ::- living but
found opposition on the groinds that public bondholer; were beirg
eompensated for the rise.
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againat political d4fault and currency depreciation which rany Investors
d4&and. At the sat* ti it would not erase the basic dwsstic nature
of: the bond whiCh ivana that the obli.ation of the local government is
in terms of domesU currenW and therefore carries no exchange transfer

robl1..

TTh& Timitations

too much sucess be erected frvq- any sucb internr-tionally
aranteed v~aue-inked bo- issue, the possibilities -ust not be exagge-rA

SeTho in with thire allrc r::in he larve group f investors who
r equitis rather than bonds an who invest irn the U..A. or in

hurepe aizplj because the otitl ts for risk capital do~ stically re
inaruate due to an tndsogwt )ev&L of economtic develornt, khe

d rnation of' public enterpri e, ce. .. No technicue of vaiue-linkirg
nd uarantseing bonrs !iL -ttract this nrivate ri.k Ic . i; frC going

nvorsn n 3i there -tri Lneci .nt ou+1sts at hone for it. seordlj,
::r.ft1e1 rc an] ke-linkin 412l -e+t prevent the v-zort of ca&ital by

nooj t o:h r~'e re ronerre- ,boh +e poesibility of eprorri tion of
pit1 br a nuture governent -nd/or +he future desirability or politloal

reajonn of raciding overqaca., that their sole concern is to - et -e much
im posible of their capital overseas and prefrab3y in novryMoue accounts

s St nationnl authoritiec cannot check upon individual holdtig,. For
-cv rnment could in principle corpletely undeyrne the puroe of a

vtcod-vs 1..4inked bond y inpo in i 10O% tax either on capital in
ncr1 or upon holdtngs of pubrir: bonds tn particular.

3*. It weuls be inppropriAte, hotever, to ar-UP that because every-
cannot he do-o, nothinE ehou0d be done. For ittitutiona.L investrWS

ich az insurance omarnie nd for the grcving middle-incone s ving class
n for 1t least ::ome of th? lt y people the oaranteein; and value-

link-ing of bonds would, it is considered, go a long way to sten the flw
of 'light capital and poe bI! induce the repatriation of some of it.

11 : j . t tfz : -: detaW1t by ror:reent in inter.-

y _uantd orjd w: - rlini. Th _:-rn'ent' igatiom
I el;: 3 :: te Cf lOl1 e .0 thtr n uestion of: a . ternale

r Trcher c s for , >"i -robler is -ud-Ie+ : n. and a
4"terte de on to A 4 e in rn - dem servicirw ,1d terefore

be r: 1ired befcre. the v ua: -mtor' obliat on Cluod bec
-. ~n : gco'rn:::en. wci .r: - to di en .inate L f:vor of that

+t o its irternal debt (.ueh as hguaraneed debt) the servicing of
ah woul~ ref Let direot2y on ,t extcrol credit vt.nding with

international lenders.* T hua t r ovibility of lefault on itr internation.-
'sly J rant ed obligations ut , piesr to be smaller than in the care
firetl, of ntern~a debt where the foreign xchtwr tr er re 'irement

cn.)is rzticarl; dif-it t servcin; 'roblems for certain
countries, and secorxly of the normal unguaranteod internal debt where
default does not directly affe(t a ountryNt external credit standing.
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41.. To cover its contingent liabilities, a guarantor would normal7y
establish a reserve. ko actuarial basin i'or the aize of the reserve
could be formulatedl of necessit tids would have to be a question largely
o1 intuitive judgpent. The actual financing of the reseve could take
two general foms. Firstly it Ioul' be in the orz, of a co 2.sion
payable either in local eurren or lorein Corroncy ac1-rdii to -hether
the guarantee cax-ies a crnvertib lty option or not. AlternAt 'ely it

co le in the for- of a pr char-e upon a Gource of farls aAternal
to the country. A country' suscription to an internationa or anisa-
tion such a, the corlb Benk coaic be u a' 7o3.laterL Lor this purpose
or ternativeiy the subscr'tioa o group of couatriee e h
AindiLiMually' to take advant.e of Lu cuaranteeing procedwre, could be
used jointly as a co#irnAd reoerve.

1J2. The actual financi o & he reeOrve will, ol ooursi, ':,Ct a
ccan-ryls attitAe to oV' InA decsion a3 to whether o r'eqest a
Sarantee tn to .1e i i4Ati "AS of .&-aul . Antrun, as we presimaby

si ouli, that a governent is bie to oorrow oore 6heap4y with the guarantee
San without it, it trust then deterie whether this saling is lese than,

or preater thaUI =I oeuission it might :e rvquired to pay. Itz decdsion
on this wouLd also vary acoording to whether the comumission mut be paid
in local or in ioeign *urronc. whrDhermre, i both iale comission or
V'e collateral (e.g., i3s, suboription) ax in local curr anu the
guarantee A.a stipulated in 1o"al uVeUncy, it is hardly Q O that a
country would default on euch gutran ed bonds. For the diebur4Aent of

t he puarantse woul be equLval to an expansion -n the doji1eStic Money
supply whiCh it would be pOWeible t or the country iteelf to efseot for
the aervioing of the bonds wio oat iacurrag the hoseiLitiy of inter-
natiolnal lenders which deaialt would enerete. This imerely Ieiterates
the point made above, that rik of default o a boed aerwioeabl in
d westie currency which is Intr ztionally gpiranteod would ppe ar to be

V.L!. Jtaouid toe e4rai irct as a Guarantor

h3. It must rerain a wattr o jU inent mhether and in what oases the
Bank may wi'm to undertake rante of loctL4-y iaued b!fnn. There

ar argwmentn againt the Bank t etinz involed i.n any cuar tees,
Weter of this type or arz oth r: guararntees can never be a lear-cut

operations an atraight lendi is and this ay afIreCt the r>eA2i.onhip
eween the borroer and te guarantor. Furthermore, in tis par ieular

type of guarant, t~h Bank no.d be ase to o into an area wh re
di~ioult questions of interpr t tion may arise; val.ue-linking to the

price .Wdm raiseb the questi t ic efinitin and covera e of the
index, and value-liaking to te xcnge rte gay raise cuostio relating
to saai-pl eoxchange practioea and aimiia disguised forme of devaluation.
Finally, the very fact that the bank has never done any guarantee
operation Mt&At-tes, at least .n ihe view of som, against undertaking
this kind of Operation in the future,

44 It is possible to put forward fairly strong counter-arg-tMente
against the objections listed in para. 43. Whatever these counter-
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argurants, however, tha ultirate decision has to be made in the light of
a multitude of factors bearing on future Bank poU4. MaVr of these
are saibject to aystmaati analy3sij smo- are not. The following text
reviews several of the relevant considratoi .

1. Legal cnsiderati-ns

h5. It is undorstood that it is within the powers of the Iank inder
its Aeticlem of Agree-ent + ofer the fon of 'uaranteae fri&aed by
Dr. duhado or ore iterntiv form cf snrantee f d tic ond i55u,

2, Ffac t 3nFrnca tanding

h6. The prooel thatt 'he 'v i 117 should aot as the a:t romtional
gwirsntor is asod en its rTeputtion in th orld's capit A. :rkets. In

e mt ho "rorsal would ir o it +o rerb-r country usinl this re utation -
in return for a co-L-isnion or ] en on erternal hssets - for the nirposes

of~ it on doeti f orrmAinE. The us tion rright therefo be ased as
to whether in so doing the Bankt reputation as n borrower rdiht not
itelf he iixired artie ial) i hn th event of r default oc rrin, by a
mfeber 7overnmnt. In judr ,ir, tiis, it ahoUld be borne in "ind that
the chanes of default ocurri on an tnternational1y ; uuranteed bo3A
sepi rerote and that the cent st ibility can aLways he covered by a

cemrVative finanoial olier. In these circnstance s it ccild be argued %_-
Tat The possibility o? te mKf- borrowing power beinr undermined ia

small. Furthermore, the -onorin;- of a guarantee in t.e event of default
mi ght in the eyes of ecme nhanon, in a sense, the Bank' s rerutation
rather than the reverse. .F ver, this is an rgnunt ,tich carnot be
pu sed too far.

3.Criteria for Gmarmnti Dofistic Pond Iseues

h7. If the Bank were to etrir this kindi of operation, there is in
Srarcire no renon why Bank unr nte og of !oieTtic brnd tner by its
1 1n1 rs should 60 reotricied t ti isruntv ruired to i ne t.he

leon c rrne- omoponent rf Tv/f rhets, a nro'osed by fi. ?achado.
In f'qtct If it is to he ey In ed 'nT rd ir ring

k 3Icht ' arit-i the rek Vold yje to eonsider t e t ore

hj. Howver, both rrudence and o xatrative Lonsiderst o Cst
t+ * riti ally the c sder ti n of h uarantee shouVx I e limited to
t9 finonce recuired for Bark/fA -rejecta. This idt Ation wo4Ld

i kiately mak1e orerntive, 0t Jrast as a riniium condition .or -uarantae-
ing, the sano criteria as are use" or -ank/I loans and credite.
H sever, the Bank' direct 1 'rt :n the financing of - project can tak4e
several alt rnativ VorIs -rnt rn 1 ploughback by an it r rise,
rtpositl on d an ier'oaed t,, iositicn of a new c,, etc. as weU as

the forr of dumctie borrmwing -hether this be value.-.inked or not.
Thus, even if as a matter of general emnoric policy n coniratien of, o* ,
increased enterprise plIoughback, increased general taation and the issue
of an internationally guaranteed cr4, are asiraule, the 3ank ha to



choose wbich of these policies is of greatest inoprtance to the country
zitarw one time or alternatively in relation to which poliqy it can
have the greatest direct impact. Of course as part of - ,a er r

caliti'. f'or nxI' LO AN ounry tte .ank can inist on cert-ln
, net ary or other atens hepa taken an0 thus indire >ly L fluence

wie obiization ot dometio resources but its direct irpact '111 still
be limitod to the local currency neds of its rojects.

t9. This limitation on i ue of ,he uarintee 7rocedure ould ave
te h .rei e iderad ilethe device -xove to me e X::ctive In obilizing

d ~stic capital. In rarticulhr, in this v rrction it M .rgued
-t it o 'A. in > i c es e distinctly undesirabe to Uird+ te use of

t nds genrated IS this way to V e inancing of n Ie nf-st- cture
, c.t., tn : Litn eorican coutries as would e if tbw

vrre directly link d to the in ncing of Banrojet. or in some
I:s *he criory l teneckc 1,o developimnt is juded to be . shortage

S:"-orking cajita. for uiy ut~iiing' the existing roductive ca ity
of t.. econy (or oirtage i funds ior industrial and af Tcul+,rl
fi::ed inves tents) rather t'n a 'nortage of funds for ner inre roture

'c2 ou, :ird the x'oc s 'zrm T. uz stc bond issue ould be used to
a' viat.. cuch a aaortae. 11 se anasimilar can,-iderattons n be

tUon2 Kto scounmt at a t t :

90. K it -e c v is~a aam anta-, me iank mould need an ssrance
in tias of 4e overali ovlJe- t oLic of the coun r that h:

in r -c ,d mti rL."oruc -o(il:ea as a re sult of s t uran+,e , wo 2A
be productie3r engloy'd. The nuestion arisea, hoiwev r. dthr t"'e

ft a shul. be -u a~ct..ng in itb rirem*ents when !u ranteeir nge' it
i:; vhen l nLL g to a oun r: , or/ l7Ta o n ld be riore or 1e f Xi 'aid

ce.n ts:t ty:.. r uirmenets -neai "Le citer the same or less. In the
cct of ttrai ht ndi a + i&kc of default are .rtter Knce the loan
has to 1,t serviced in .t ri &nan e. In the case of -u r nttng

an is ue serviceable in loc urency, there L n. transfe - rr '
S k . o. e it is ocx:,r lg3 ,paakIer. for the ftitre, it is

e e osible Lo envisage ' to tion pn )hich a counto riy iht I.
cuire~d un'i 2 t'orthy ior ons 1anuni ad too rich for I HA cndite,

but in 17 ci,. Lo '; mt euL : o: its diL stio bnd ivrmunr irt st il be
coji 'iad JIf t.c i.3eedes ~o en Lie tie igh-priority proj wt + we

Ci> ed ;out.

5l. 1 a atter uf' general policr the dank were to deci&e thn 4
gu< :na 'c "oms eitic uond :roes s oula be a part of it oetiona,

crt; in ;;uidln principles wo id ce eded or detarr{nir' t
circ r't:nce na wihl req u sts or uarantees woui be f n-e rt ved. In 'hf

jat 'le~ral ', the bank would N'el jutit'iedi in iT < -: ntee
whon it ja, ea. 1a by woin .o an oi t. n or aroc activ "1icht of
cai Is a~n be e a ou by um.:1 actian or the partial renatri ition o. past

4t i i h acted ado. that the sidoe.fcts o such at-ion do not
or balance outaieigh ito ndvantags . ii the unwillingneas to hold cnpital
in domestic currekcy is juc d to be the result of inappruprifte economie



mont ar'y, fiscal, ot policies being pirsued by the roarrmmnt thom it
wo dd certainly be desirable to usie the levr Viich the power to guarante
- like the power to lend - r-ikes availablFe to the Bank. Providing the

Ua2nnft ein f R V luink P ond imuk is not judted to be damaging
Sa ,ointry's oco;oic policy - by, for instance, redu.cirnct fi,.cal

ef.Cort - such action by the Hank would in the circviztanoss, be dezlrablo.
Thus the sardsti~ce to ea nied adeciding on such a urnntee would be.
"11S the mov*enient's fiscal - ort likely to be worsened by tn e

rarna and, imoreoIer, Alc it hu&ratee not be uAed as part of a
re ct presn-rive olicyr t. irove this itcal f oft"?

52. irther, the iuestion .rioee whetner the is. ue c f the 2uar ntoe
tg L -e II, toc to oon ntre whose Selt i6 scsi ami vnnet*y record is

um : erienced :ailooir1a r~in" on ut eur-ently till to re contraot
t eir netrv, sy t.Ta "intor~ic].y, govt-rnenta 'avi; ota ho e
desire and power to halt runaway Infiations have done so bY the -11tro-,

Cu ctir. of a nw nta'ole curreny ano wi.th the helw o, ioi'ein staoUlia-
'on loans. As an a.ternative ar 'osibly as a e legeant to such a

icy, is um ,oaabilit; o, ru atli .ng cun.once in the cur renay by
;a ,ante of :tcal b. noh re urant d aeairet ne ary

ufe rociation. Y, r such an ane' t to te uiatircen w.th oco&s
lowever, the gvoverrnent ahoul a sider ronetezy stabilizatiin as one

o the Wmjor nqy yoals and it s'ould have he support of -ublic
',inion in parsuing thit .olic. . thia i.s the case, an n tional
:u 'antee of (oIEstic vauo-li boru iv as justilied$ as an inter-
n t ional Abii5atiOl O~nf: tie i nl difference is that the iu rantee

a clie-ar tor 10 ount1y, it Ca!Coi rtio ratIe then on . reign
esorgee, ,d the -it to i~rrn tronal. lenders are smallor.



YII Concludlfs Observations

53. Four major and separate issues are involved in the proposal
of Dr. Machadeo

(a) Is value*.linking of domestic bond issues desirable from
an economic and financial viewpoint?

(b) If the answer to (a) is positive, is an international
guarantee of such value-linked bonds necessary and
desirable?

(o) If answers to (a) and (b) are positive, is it prudent
and appropriate for the World Bank to be such an
international guarantor?

(d) If answers to (a), (b) and (a) are positive, what precise
coverage and form should such World Bank guarantees have
and under what circumstances should the Bank consider
such operations?

54. There are no unqualified answers to any of these questions;
the answers depend on the circumstances prevailing in different
countries and at different times. Feelings are quite strong on arn
of these questions, and views of different people are likely to be
quite divided. Given this division of opinion as well as the
uncertainties which are inevitable *n any new operation, on the one
hand; and given the economic arguments which on balance speak
strongly in favor of the need to try new devices to stem capital
flight and thus accelerate the economic growth of the developing
nations based on their own resources, on the other hand, the best
course of action seems to be for the Bank to try the guarantee of
value-linking on a selective and experimental or pilot basis, There
is no assurance of success; equally, the financial risks appear
relatively small* If success is achieved, this experiment may
possibly have farreaching implications for mobilization of resources
for economic development of the developing nations.

55. In judging whether the Bank should feel justified in engaging
in this operation, certain historical perspective is perhaps needed.
In the first decade and a half of its existence the primary task
of the Bank has been to build up its creditanuing in world capital
markets on behalf of its member countries, Only by so doing could
it fulfill the primary duties assigned to it under its Articles of
Agreement. It is universally recognized that the Bankts achievement
in undertaking this tahk has been beyond what could have been
reasonably anticipated in 194.
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>6. In the course of aohieing this position it was obviously
irrelevant to consider the guaranteeing of bonds by national
goverrmts; wna a person or institution whose own credit standing
is beyond dispute can effectively guarantee the obligatiorn of
others. It is a matter for the Bank to decide at what point in time
it considers it has the strength to mm in the direetion of assisting
indirsetly in the mbilization of resources for devslopmnt by

guaranteeing the domesti bond issues of its mmber governments rather
than limiting its finmneial assistance to that given directly in the
form of loans or IDA credits.

57. Thu investment of capital funds will aays carry risks and
these risks will vary from one investment outlet to another. It is

certain that for a given real rate of return on a series of alternative

investmnt opportunities preference will be given to those whose

outcae is most certain. This preference is in fact desirable and

in the interests of eaonomic grosth. However, it is apparent that

in addition investment funds are being diverted both between different

sectors domestically and between different countries internationally
as a result of differing expectations regarding both the currency
stability and political stability of different countries and regions
throughout the world. This diversion, while perhaps justified in

terms of the security of private capital funds, is not consistent
with the domestio and international priorities for investment funds.

58. The combination of a guarantee against default and against
the depreciation of one currency via-a-vie others ms go a considerable

way to remove the uncertainties which discriminate so markedly against

the investment of funds in those countries whose development the

Bank has been established to promote.
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RLCONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Staff Economic Committee Date: May 7, 1964

From: Stanley Please

Subject: Report on "The Machado Proposal" - Mieeting of April 27, 1964

Background

This report, prepared in the Economic Department, examined a
proposal which had been made by Dr. Machado in a paper: "Memorandum on
possible World Bank assistance to help the less developed countries raise
the local currency required to complete financing of development projects."

Dr. Machado had argued that the most serious obstacle to economic
development of most underdeveloped countries was their inability to raise
the necessary local currency to match the foreign exchange obtainable from
the Bank or IDA for their projects and that this problem arose not so much
from a shortage of domestic private savings as from the diversion of these
savings into real estate and capital flight as a hedge against internal
and/or external currency depreciation and because of the absence of a
developed capital market to meet investors' requirements. His proposed
solution had two parts: firstly, that the governments concerned should
issue bonds, the real value of which would be maintained by being linked
to the official rate of exchange, and secondly that the World Bank should,
when requested, be prepared to guarantee such a bond issue.

The report explored the economic case for both aspects of Dr.
Machado's proposal. Whilst the report was restricted to the five Central
American economies,i/ much of the analysis was considered to have more
general validity.

Shortage of Financial Resources

The Committee endorsed the conclusions in the report that local
currency problems in the Central American countries impeded Bank lending
and, more generally, had been a factor in reducing their actually realized
rate of growth below the potentially attainable rate.

The Committee agreed that one of the important reasons for this
shortage of domestic investible funds was the diversion overseaofp-private
capital in response to both fears regarding the future value of the cur-
rency and political fears. It was felt that this was a problem in many
countries; its magnitude varied from country to country and from period to
period; and it is probably greater in some countries in South America than
in those of Central America, although the existence of capital flight in
this latter region was beyond dispute.

1/ Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua.
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The Committee felt less strongly about the likely magnitude of
misallocation of resources domestically arising from inflation. The Com-
mittee agreed with the analysis in the report that the impact of inflation
on the pattern of resource allocation was probably adverse because infla-
tion tended to distort the functioning of the bond and equity markets. On
the other hand, the quantitative impact of such distortions is uncertain
and it may be limited. In any case, the capital flight effect seemed much
more important than the distortion effect.

Relation to Fiscal Discipline

The high priority which must be accorded to greater fiscal dis-
cipline in the countries of Latin America as a solution to the problem of
shortage of domestic investible funds was emphasized. It was argued by
one member that in same countries - though not the Central American coun-
tries - this aim of policy is so important that to distract attention from
it by what might appear to be an alternative and easier solution would be
highly undesirable. However, the Committee as a whole felt that this need
not occur. In fact, Dr. Machado's proposal could be used as a lever by
which to strengthen a country's fiscal performance rather than the reverse.

Different Aspects of the Machado Proposal

Two aspects of the Machado Proposal were discussed. In the first
place, the proposal envisaged value-linking of bonds as such, i.e., irres-
pective whether they would be guaranteed from outside or not. The Commit-
tee considered that in very many circumstances the value-maintenance of
bonds would be useful. It would not be useful if it was undertaken as a
desperate move in a fiscal situation which was rapidly deteriorating. (In
this latter case, value-linking could accelerate capital flight.) But
barring such circumstances, value-linking would, it was argued by different
members, make government borrowing more competitive without the need to
raise formal interest rates unduly; it would widen the range of financial
instruments available to both lenders and borrowers and thus make the
capital market more effective in mobilizing and allocating funds; it would
open up avenues of investment for middle-class individuals, insurance
companies, etc., and thus stimulate personal saving; and finally it would
reduce the flight of private capital overseas to the extent that this was
induced simply by a fear of monetary depreciation and the absence of
domestic assets which act as a hedge against this depreciation.

On the other hand, if capital flight was induced by political
fears, including lack of confidence in the government, the Committee
doubted whether value-linking guaranteed by domestic authorities only
would be of significant help. Since, in effect, both the fears of infla-
tion and the political fears frequently were encountered at the same time,
the Committee felt that value-linking undertaken by the national authori-
ties may be of limited effectiveness only.

An international guarantee of value-linked bonds would obviously
increase their attractiveness. The question did arise, however, whether a
guarantee of maintenance of value only would be sufficient. It was not
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clear in the Machado Proposal whether the international guarantee would
cover the repudiation of obligations of the national government. In
addition to currency depreciation, the Committee felt that, given the
mixture of motives behind capital flight, an international guarantee to be
truly effective may have to include both currency depreciation and debt
repudiation.

In the event that the Bank decided to extend the guarantee, the
question arose regarding the criteria of country eligibility. The views
of the Committee were divided on this issue. Some members felt that the
same criteria as for lending should be applicable; others argued that either
higher or lower standards of economic performance, stability, etc., would be
required.

The Issue of Convertibility

One particular aspect of the guarantee provision in Dr. Machado's
proposal, which concerned some members, was the fact that in the event of
its becoming operative, the outstanding contingent liability of the Bank
to provide foreign exchange would automatically become an actual liability
in order)to acquire the necessary local currency to honor the guarantee.
This, however, would be the very time when lending to the country is likely
to be regarded as undesirable. Two ways round this difficulty were pre-
sented. Firstly would be the possibility of using the 9% subscription of
a country or group of countries for the purposes of acquiring the necessary
local currency. Secondly was the possibility of guaranteeing to the bond-
holder that if his government failed to honor the obligation in local cur-
rency the Bank would do so in dollars or other foreign currency. This
guarantee could be in respect of the whole debt service or merely in respect
of repayment of principal. This second suggestion, it was noted, linked up
with the final paragraph of the report itself in which the need to broaden
and strengthen Dr. Machado's proposal was emphasized if a major attack upon
the problem of current capital flight and, more particularly, the repatria-
tion of flight capital in the past is to be undertaken.

General

The Committee felt that the arguments were sufficiently strong
to warrant the application of some variant of the Machado Proposal on an
experimental basis. The Committee also suggested that if the Bank were
to be the guarantor, the question of the form and of the scope of such
guarantees should be decided first and, also, that criteria should be
laid down which should be used in exercising the guaranteeing authority
in particular cases.

In Attendance:

Committee Members: Avramovic (Chairman), J. H. Adler, Alter, Gordon,
Larsen and Thompson.

Others: Messrs. Andreu, Baneth, Elsaas, Horsley, Hulley, Lari,
Lowenstein, Please, Sala and Vergin.H
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Staff Economic Committee: Messrs. Avramovic, J. H. Adler, Alter,
de Vries, Edelman, Gilmartin, Gordon, Kamarck, Larsen,
Mcliarmid, Sadove, Thompson, Waterston and Wright.

Others in Attendance: (As "Others" above).**
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1. Introduction:

This memorandum represents in part a summary of the main Report on

the Machado Proposal. However, the range of the Report was circumscribed
by the fact that it originated in the specific proposal made by Dr. Machado

in his paper to the Bankts Financial Policy Committee last July. Talks

and events which have taken place since the Report was published make it

desirable to extend the coverage of the discussion both geographically and

in substance in order to highlight the wider issues that are involved.

2. The Supply of Domestic Savings:

Dr. Nachado's Proposal and therefore the Report upon it was specifical-

ly concerned with the financing of Bank projects. The more general problem,
however, was seen in the Report to be that of the insufficiency in the

supply of aggregate domestic savings in relation to absorptive capacity.
This general problem comes to be reflected in the financing of Bank projects

but it is logical to deal with the basic problem not its reflection. There

exists general agreement that this does represent a real barrier to the

development of Central and South American countries.

3. Alternative Solutions:

Summary of Chapter iiI of main Report with main emphasis given to the

role which a more disciplined fiscal policy can play in raising domestic

savings.

M obilization of Private Capital for Development

(a) The problems which any policy for the mobilization of private

capital should strive to alleviate:

(i) isdirection of savings in periods of inflation;

probably of limited significance.

(ii) Need for establishing and widening of orderly capital
markets in the developing countries.

(iii) Capital Flight - The recent IMF study of capital flight
makes it po:ssible to obtain a more significant statistical
appraisal of its importance particularly in relation to Bank
lending. Whilst the combination of economic and political
motives which lay behind this flight of capital, cannot be
appraised quantitatively, their nature is more fully explored
so that policies to deal with the problem can be accurately
focussed.
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(b) Brief discussion of controls vs. inducements. Among
inducements are a straightforward increase in interest rates and value-
linking. Limitations of a sharp increase in interest rates. Value-

linking as a possible alternative.

2. Value-Linking

(a) General considerations relating to value-linking. The signifi-
cance of guaranteeing to borrower and lender. What eventualities need to
be envisaged in a guarantee if it is to be effective in dealing with
capital flight and the domestic misdirection of funds?

(b) The experience of countries with value-linking.

(c) Is it sufficient to limit the value-linking guarantee to that

given by a national authority? Under what circumstances is an internation-
al guarantee needed and likely to be useful?

0. The International Guaranteeing of Domestic Bond Issues

(a) What should be guaranteed? Just the maintenance of value in

domestic currency, or should it also include a guarantee against
repudiation? Should the bondholder have the option of getting paid in
foreign currency? Should the changes in exchange rate be used as the
relevant index for revaluation purposes?

(b) What are the implications of guaranteeing to the guarantor?

7. Should the World Bank act as a guarantor?

(a) Legal position
(b) Effect on its financial standing
(c) Should the same criteria as for Bank lending be used for

guaranteeing a bond issue or should the standards demanded

be higher or lower?
(d) Should consideration be given to starting the operation on

an experimental basis as suggested by the SEC?

A) L
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PREFACE

The present version of the study of the Machado Proposal is
excessively long. The next version, presumably for submission to
the Board, should be reduced to about 15-20 pages and focused far
more directly upon the main findings, e.g., those in Chapters IV,
V, and VI. Much of the material in the body of the report can and
will be shifted to appendices.

The main reason for the excessive length - and for the some-
what polemical tone - of the present version has been the need to
take up, in some logical order, different points which have been
raised in the Bank in connection with the ideas of Dr. Machado. In
the discussions in the fall of last year, in and outside the Staff
Loan Committee, serious doubts were expressed on:

Whether the problem of local currency shortage
existed at all. Furthermore, the discussion of this
issue was often confused by different interpretations
of the term "local currency problem", some limiting
it to the finance of Bank projects and others widen-
ing it to include total public savings or even total
national savings in relation to a countryts absorptive
capacity. These issues are taken up in Chapter II.

Secondly, amongst those who accepted that Dr. Machado
had isolated a realistic problem (however defined) were
those who argued that the sole solution lay in such
policies as a higher rate of internal savings by
autonomous public bodies or more generally by the govern-
ment itself through more restrictive fiscal policies, e.g.,
through more disciplined practices in government ex-
penditure, current and capital. Consequently, it was
necessary to consider whether these and other possible
solutions obviated the need for the Machado-type bonds
(Chapter III).

Connected with the second, some argued that there was
nothing one could really do when serious inflationary
pressures existed; and more generally, that there was
nothing one could usefully say about the effects of
these pressures on the preferences of potential in-
vestors for holding different types of assets
(Chapter IV).

Fourthly, based on sporadic examples drawn from memory,
it was argued that value-linking was useless, self-
defeating, inappropriate for a self-respecting govern-
ment, and even perhaps slightly immoral. This necessi-
tated the analysis of the actual experience (Chapter V).
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Despite all its length, it will be argued that the scope of
the study is too narrow in four respects. First, the quantitative

analysis is focused on too small a sample of countries - Central

American economies - and these are countries where the problem of

inflation is not acute. Secondly, the review of actual experience

with value-linked bonds is restricted to only three countries, while

there are others where this device has been tried. Thirdly, the

study is too "economic", while the real issue is more financial and

legal than economic. Fourthly, the study has failed to consider

the technical alternatives to the Machado-type bonds.

The general reason for narrowing down the focus and the scope
of the study is that a line has to be drawn somewhere in any analysis.
The special reasons are as follows. The Central American countries
were selected for case study following a general judgment that the

Machado proposal was unsuitable for those economies where inflationary
pressures were really serious. The authors have always felt that this

judgment was premature. Secondly, the review of actual experience

with value-linking was restricted to France, Finland and Israel,
because these are the only countries where this device has been used

for a long time rather than sporadically, and where some documentation

of the experience was immediately available. If any further work in

this field is deemed desirable, experience of other countries should

also be reviewed (e.g., Chile, Argentina), in particular if it is

judged that the Machado-type device may perhaps work even in really
inflation-ridden economies. Thirdly, the study was limited only to

economic considerations because it had to be demonstrated first that

the economic case for the Machado proposal existed - and this was

the matter which was in dispute when the study was started. Once it

is agreed that the economic case is there, it makes sense to consider

whether and how the proposal could be carried out in practice, and
if it can, whether the Bank should or should not associate itself

with it, and in what way. Fourthly, the study refrained from con-

sidering the possible features of various types of paper which can

be devised. One issue here is what the major aim of such a paper should

be: minimization of future capital flight (a la Machado proposal),

or repatriation of assets already held abroad - a much more ambitious

goal. The economic case for both, we believe, exists. But whether

this is financially practicable at all, and if so, what form should

such an instrument have, are issues of banking policy and banking
experience on which the Economic Department cannot claim any special

expertise.

The authors wish to express their appreciation for cooperation

and assistance by the staff of the western Hemisphere Department, by
the Bank's resident representatives in Central America and by the

International Monetary Fund. Responsibility for the analysis and for

the conclusions of the report rests, however, with the Economic

Department.



CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Nachado Proposal

1. In the course of discussions of the President's paper "Bank
Financial Policy" of July 19, 1963, Dr. Inis Machado, Executive Director
of the Bank, representing a group of Latin American countries, presented
a paper entitled "Memorandum on possible World Bank assistance to help
the less developed member countries raise the local currency required
to complete financing of development projects". He subsequently elabora-
ted upon various parts of his paper in discussion with members of the

Economic Department.

2. Dr. Machadots thesis is that the "most serious obstacle to the
economic development of most underdeveloped countries is their inability
to raise the necessary local currency to match the foreign exchange
obtainable from the Bank or IDA for their projects". This inability,
he argues, arises not so much from a shortage of local private savings
as from the diversion of these savings into real estate and capital
flight as a result, firstly of a fear of both internal and external
currency depreciation, and secondly of the absence of a developed
capital market to meet investorst requirements.

3. The local currency shortage can be mitigated in various ways.
The most obvious ones are increased taxation, overseas borrowing to
finance local currency expenditures and an increase in money supply,
i.e., deficit spending. Dr. Machado considers that for differing reasons
each one of these three possible solutions is undesirable. His own
solution has two parts. Firstly that governments faced with the local
currency problem should issue bonds the real value of which would be
maintained by being linked to the official rate of exchange. This
value-linking would be applied to both principal and interest. Secondly,
Dr. Machado proposes that "the World Bank should be prepared, if
requested by the government concerned, to guarantee this undertaking
to maintain the monetary parity in local currency of the bonds thus
issued".

4. Initially, he feels that the Bank should aim at having the
greatest impact by limiting the proposal to countries with small aggregate
national incomes so that a given Bank commitment would have the greatest
relative effect within particular national boundaries. Furthermore,
Dr. Machado excludes from consideration countries where the fundamental
problem is a marked insufficiency in the supply of capital funds rather
than the inability to mobilize the existing supply. Finally,
Dr. Machado would refrain from applying his proposal to countries ex-
periencing galloping inflation, because there may be a danger that
proposals such as his own would distract attention from the attack on
the fundamental economic, social and political problems. Dr. Machado
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agrees that where readiness to attack these problems exists,
measures along the lines of his proposal may play a substantial role

in the reconstruction of monetary systems and in fiscal and monetary

stabilization. Nevertheless, caution dictates that his proposal be

tried first in countries where circumstances are less dramatic.

5. Considerations set forth in para. 4 have led Dr. Machado to
identify the following Latin American countries as relevant to his
proposal: the five Central American countries, Colombia, Ecuador,
Panama, Peru and Uruguay. Even for these countries, however, he is

insistent that he does not regard his proposal as in any sense a

panacea but as a part - albeit an important part - of the more

comprehensive economic policy upon which their development is dependent.

2. Importance of the Issue

(a) Rising Needs for Capital Funds

6. The growth process in the less developed countries of the world

is retarded by many factors: the shortage of technical, managerial and

administrative capacity; the existence of social and other'institutions
which obstruct the changes which are a precondition for growth; the
inability or unwillingness to make the present sacrifices which capital
formation out of domestic resources involves; the wastage of investible

resources in low-priority projects; the difficulty in securing an
adequate flow of foreign exchange; occasionally, the paucity of
natural resources; etc. The relative importance of each of these
factors in any one country will vary over time and will, at any one
time, vary from one country to another.

7. One of this multitude of obstacles is the bottleneck to economic
development which is presented in certain countries by the shortage of
domestic savings available for the financing of high priority investment

projects. The hypothesis which has to be tested is, therefore, that
whilst all the other determinants of the rate of growth in these
countries indicate that a more rapid rate is possible, this potential
is not being realized because of an inadequate supply of domestic
finance. In brief, both their needs and absorptive capacity are, after

allowing for external assistance, in excess of their developmental
savings.

8. With the growing desire of many countries to improve their

standards of living, with their growth of population, with the gradual
erosion of the technical, managerial and administrative barriers to
development as educational advances and the programs of technical

assistance bear fruit, the bottleneck of savings will become increasing-
ly important in many of the less developed countries. On the basis of
any plausible assumptions regarding firstly population growth, secondly
the acceptable increase in per capita incomes (on political, social,
or whatever other grounds), and thirdly, the return to capital, the
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capital needs of the less developed countries are immense and rising.2
These needs can be met in part from external sources and it is widely
recognized that the willingness of the developed countries to make
the immediate sacrifices that increased contributions from this source
imply, represents a major political challenge to them. However, this
external assistance, whilst it is for most countries a pre-condition
for development, can only be successful if matched by an adequate
effort to mobilize capital domestically.

(b) Limitations on the Supply of Domestic Savings

9. In this regard the less developed countries face serious
difficulties. Having low per capita incomes, which are in many cases
very sensitively linked to the world market conditions prevailing for
one or a few primary products, the margin of income above the subsistence
level which is available for saving is, by hypothesis, small. This is
the fundamental savings problem of these countries; but it is further
aggravated by competing pressures on resources which reduce the
proportion which is actually saved below the margin of saveable income.
The "demonstration effect" from high income countries encourages personal
spending rather than saving. The pressures resulting from poor social
conditions make their mark in the public sector through the development
and expansion of social welfare services. Furthermore, the existing
balance of economic and social power, and also political considerations
frequently find expression in policies which reduce taxation below a
country's "taxable capacity" and thus, given the level of public
expenditure, result in lower public savings than are possible at a
given level of income. Likewise, political considerations combined
with social considerations sometimes lead to policies to achieve a more
equal distribution of income and/or wealth which, in the absence of
any complementary policy, are likely to depress aggregate savings, by
reducing the private flow without a corresponding increase in the public
flow.

10. In the light of the dire need to increase their savings and the
real and institutional obstacles to doing so, governments in the less
developed countries have been persistently encouraged by outside
advisers, including the Bank itself, to strengthen their policies to
mobilize local savings for development particularly through fiscal
measures. In fact loans and credits from the Bank and IDA have frequent-
ly been used as a vehicle by which such mobilization policies can be
insisted upon as a condition of external financing.

j/ See, for instance, the projections for 1970 by the United Nationsl
Secretariat prepared for the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development. These suggest an increase of over 85% in expenditure on
the gross capital formation of the developing countries between 1959
and 1970. This projection cannot be considered excessively high:
The implied annual rate of growth of capital expenditure is about
5', which is not much higher than the growth rate in total product
of these countries in the 1950's, reckoned at about 4% per annum.



11. In these circumstances it follows, furthermore, that the use
of savings for the financing of non-priority expenditure must be
particularly deplored. Of course, this is true whenever there is a
scarcity of the means by which wants can be satisfied. The allocation
of the limited means should always attempt to exclude those wants
which are of relatively low priority. However, in the circumstances
of the less developed countries this requirement becomes particularly
important. Whilst wastage of investment resources by developed countries
is to be deplored as foolish, in the less developed countries it is,
often literally, a matter of life and death. In this respect the
phenomenon of capital flight is particularly important.

(c) The Paradox of Capital Flight

12. However understandable may be the justification in the eyes of the
individual investor, in aggregative terms the export of capital from the
less developed countries to the major world financial centers is a
paradox of serious impact. It in part negates the actions of institutions
engaged in international lending, including the Bank, which are attempt-
ing both directly and indirectly to channel the world's investible
funds towards the less developed countries. Unless capital flight can
be slowed down or, preferably, halted and reversed, the amount of
external financial assistance which these countries must obtain in
order to promote a given level of development will inevitably increase.

13. There are qualifications to this statement. First, some capital
will be exported in response to short-run speculative or political
considerations and then repatriated. Whilst this creates a liquidity
problem for the country, in the longer run it only reduces the supply of
investible funds if the liquidity squeeze is so severe as to adversely
affect the growth of the economy. However, the liquidity position of
many less developed countries is so strained that this condition is in
fact a realistic one. Few of them have a level of either unconditional
or conditional reserves which enable them to disregard even a short-lived
flight from the currency.

14. Secondly, it must be borne in mind that the capital invested
abroad gives rise to earnings which flow back to the country. Sometimes
these earnings are available for servicing the increased gross external
indebtedness which the initial flight of capital made necessary if the
economic growth of the country was not to be slowed down. In fact if the
expatriate capital was earning commercial rates of return and the extra
capital imports were given on non-commercial (say I.D.A.) terms, then
an improvement in a country t s foreign exchange position could in
principle be visualized. However, this combination of circumstances is
unlikely to be present. In particular, the same factors which motivated
the initial capital flight are likely to dissuade both the repatriation
of the annual earnings and of the capital sum whilst the amount bor-
rowed abroad and the service thereon will only to a limited extent be of
the IDA type. iioreover, it can be doubted whether external lending to a
country is increased in order to offset its export of flight capital:
perhaps the reverse is done because it might be assumed to reflect a mis-
management of domestic economic policy and therefore to necessitate a
lower estiimate of a country' s ability to service additional indebtedness.
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15. The export of capital from the less developed countries can
be regarded as one of the major examples of the non-priority use of
capital funds. Any reasonable action which can be taken to reduce
this flow must, therefore, be regarded as a priori desirable.

3. Terms of Reference

(a) Focus of the Study

16. Several alternative directions presented themselves along which
the examination of Dr. Machadots thoughts could proceed. At one end
of the spectrum was the possibility of a comprehensive study of the
general problem of mobilization of local savings for development
including the role of fiscal and monetary policy in generating private
and public savings. At the other extreme was a narrow study in depth
of the experience of one or two selected countries with government
borrowing or, more narrowly still, specifically with their use of value-
linked bond issues. The possibility also arose of focussing attention
in the study on limited aspects of the more general mobilization problem
such as the motivation behind capital flight. Whilst it was felt that
at one extreme the more comprehensive study was too ambitious, it was
also considered that a study which was too narrowly focussed on particular
aspects of the general problem would be of little use either for
operational purposes or for evaluating the significance of the proposal.

17. The decision finally taken was that the proposal should be
examined as part of the broader problem of domestic resource mobilization.
Only by so doing could its significance be properly judged. At the
same time, however, it was decided that in order to delimit the study it
should be focussed rather narrowly from a geographical point of view.
Given the fact that the initiative for the study was given by a repre-
sentative of a group of Latin American countries, the priority in
research was to these countries. (An attempt was made in the initial
stage, to include one country in Africa and one in East Asia, but the
readily available material did not appear sufficient for a reasonably
thorough study.) Within Latin America, the attention was concentrated
on the countries listed in para. 5, for reasons already stated there.
Furthermore, the study was dependent from the beginning upon the collection
of factual evidence and of judgments on certain crucial issues; and this
has only proved possible in respect of the Central American countries.
Whilst, therefore, relevant material in respect of other countries is
referred to at various points in the paper, the systematic analysis
has been restricted partly by design and partly by circumstance to its
significance in the setting of the Central American economies.

(b) Limitations

18. Essentially this is a desk study which has attempted to establish
a framework of reference by which the economic aspects of the Nachado
proposal should be judged. Bank and Fund economic reports for Central
American countries have been examined, and this has been supplemented
by material specifically supplied for the study by Bank representatives
in the Central American countries and by Bank economists. The only field
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work has been to acquaint ourselves with the experience of France,
Finland and Israel with value-linking; but this was a brief investiga-
tion, kept to a minimum of time.

19. The study has been merely concerned to establish firstly
whether from a purely economic point of view the problem raised by
Dr. Machado - the inadequacy of savings mobilization - is a real one
in the Latin American countries studied and what is its extent; and
secondly, if it is a significant problem, whether the proposed solution
is likely to be effective. No significant analysis has been undertaken
of the legal aspect of the proposal, nor has the financial technique
needed to carry out the proposal been examined. Logically, the
investigation of these matters should follow the appraisal of the basic
economics of the proposal. It would be a waste of effort and of money
to investigate the legal and the technical aspects of a particular
solution of a problem which may not exist at all or whose proposed
solution does not make economic sense.

20. The study has avoided being drawn into the wider arena of
economic controversy represented in particular by the existence of
inflation itself or of fear of inflation. There is no doubt that answers
to questions such as: are inflationary price increases purely a monetary
phenomenon reflecting lack of discipline in fiscal and monetary policy;
or are they, up to a point, an inescapable part of the process of
economic development, or of rapid economic development, in certain
structural and institutional circumstances; what considerations determine
this minimum rate of inflation for any country if it is a structural
problem? etc., - are of fundamental importance to the full evaluation
of all the ramifications of the problems Dr. Machado's proposal has raised.
Hovever, to have failed to draw a barrier around this whole complex of
controversial issues would have made the systematic analysis of the
Machado proposal far more time and labor consuming than has so far been
considered desirable.

21. Finally, the study has been limited to examining the issue put
forward by Dr. Machado in his July 1963 paper to the Financial Policy
Committee and in our subsequent discussions with him of this paper. It
has not been widened to encompasshis other suggestions relating to other
possible activities of the Bank

(c) The Lay-Out of the Study

22. The following chapter (Chapter II) examines whether in Central
America the local currency problem actually exists. Chapters III and IV
review, with particular reference to the experience of the Central
American countries, alternative solutions to the problem, proceeding
from the less desirable to the more desirable ones: reductions in public

1/ This refers to his suggestion that the Bank should underwrite a bond
issue by the Central American Bank for Economic Integration, made at
the time of the 1963 Annual Meeting.
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investment and in capital transfers from the public sector to financing
private productive investment are examined first, closely followed by
inflationary finance, as the most undesirable reaction to shortage of
domestic savings; this is followed by an analysis of external financing
of local currency deficits; and finally, policies to increase domestic
savings and to mobilize them more efficiently for developmental pur-
poses are reviewed. Chapter V examines the merits of the issue of
value-linked bonds by governments as a method of mobilizing domestic
private savings for development: it draws in particular upon the
experiences of three countries - Finland, France and Israel - which
have extensively used value-linking of bond issues since World War II.
The second element in Dr. Machado's proposal, namely the Bank guarantee,
is examined in Chapter VI to judge whether there would be a demand for
such a guarantee and the risks and dangers involved in such a policy.
The concluding Chapter VII pulls the various threads of the argument
together, attempts to outline the wider policy implications of the
issue for purposive mobilization of private savings for development
generally, and ends by suggesting possible next steps which could be
taken were the conclusions of the study to prove acceptable in
principle.
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CHAPTER II. THE LOCAL CURRENCY PROBIEM: THE CASE OF CENTRAL AMERICA

1. Levels of Analysis

23. The thesis that economic growth in many of the Bankts less developed
member countries is impeded by the difficulty in raising the finance

required to cover the local expenditure incurred in priority developmep
projects can be examined at three levels: (a) in relation to Bank/IDAY
projects; (b) in relation to all projects in the public sectors; and (c)
in relation to total investment activity.

24. From the point of view of Bank policy these three levels correspond
to the three broad levels of responsibility which it is open to the Bank

to accept in relation to the developing countries. If it is considered
that the Bank should act within the narrow framework of reference deter-
mined by its financing of specific projects then the first level of
consideration of the local currency problem will be the relevant one. If,
on the other hand, it is felt that an examination and evaluation of the

financing of Bank projects only makes sense within the context of the

overall fiscal problem or, more widely still, of the whole problem of

mobilization of domestically available investible funds, then it is the

second and third levels of consideration which become relevant. Any
action which the Bank might consider taking in relation to the Machado
proposal must, therefore, be on the basis of assumptions regarding its
role in the development process in its less developed member countries.

2. Bank Projects

25. The local currency problem in Bank financed projects directly
arises from Bank practice, based in part on the prevailing interpretation
of the Articles of Agreement, of limiting lending to the foreign exchange
component of projects. This limitation is commented upon briefly in
Chapter III (h) below insofar as it affects the issues with which this
paper is concerned. It has been the subject of a separate Bank report
at present under discussion.

26. However, the local currency problem in its pure form would exist
even in the absence of this restriction insofar as any lending agency
would always insist that the borrower puts up a part of the finance
required either for a project or an investment program which it was
assisting. Table 1 below outlines the financial requirements in respect
of Bank projects which are at present being undertaken.

In the remainder of the paper the designation "Bank" should be assumed
to refer to both the Bank and IDA unless otherwise stated.



Table 1

IBRD Loans and IDA Credits in Central America: Requirements for Local Currency Financing for Projects

on which Loans and Credits were being Disbursed at the End of 1963

Local Cur-
rency Cost Bank Dis- Local Currency
of Project bursements Requirements Percentage

Loan/Credit Amount of Loan/Credit Total Cost (in million (in $ mil- (in million of Local

Bank/ Agreement Loan/Credit Agreement of Project local cur- lion) local currency) Cost to

Countr7 Project Borrower IDA No. (in $ million) Signed ($ million) rency) on 10-31-63 1964 1965 Total Cost Remarks

Costa Rica Highway Government Bank 299 5.5 10-13-61) 21.9 Col. 72.0 0-786) 24.2 27.3 9
Costa Rica Highway Government IDA 10 5.5 10-13-61) 0.786)

Costa Rica Power and Instituto Costaricense
Telecommunications de Electricidad Bank 346 22.0 7-10-63 35.891 Col. 92.162 - 29.3 26.0 38 2

Total Costa Rica 53.5F 53.3

El Salvador Telecommunications Administracion Nacional
de Telecomunicacionee Bank 358 9.5 10-1-63 13.582 Co1. 10.205 - 2.71 2.66 30 3

El Salvador Fourth Power Comision Ejecutiva Hidro- 22 4
Project electrica del Rio Lempa Bank 342 6.0 6-19-63 10.12 0o1. 5.47 - 1.84 2.07

El Salvador Third Highway 4 a) 3a)
Project Government IDA 31 8.0 11-2-62 13.5 Co1. 13.75 o.,143 .a Jh)

Total El Salvador 7.95 8.13
'0

Honduras Western Highway - 40 5
Extension Government IDA 1 9.0 5-12-61 13.5 Leup.10.717 2.839 3.5

Nicaragua Rio Tuna Hydro- Empresa Nacional do
electric Luz y Fuerza Bank 259 12.5 6-22-60 18.521 Cord.12.17 5.089 10.5 5.6 33 6

Nicaragua Rivas Irrigation Government Bank 332 2.6 3-1-63 4.903 Cord.16.115 - 5:4a) 5.a) 7

Nicaragua Managua Water
supply Government IDA 26 3.0 9-7-62 6.0 Cord.22.666 0.195 5.85 7.86 56 8

Total Nicaragua 21.75 T1.M6

a) Since a forecast of annual local currency requirements is not available, annual

contributions of equal magnitude have been assumed over the estimated construction period.
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Remarks to Table 1

1. Shortage of local funds and delays in designing project were

reasons for delay (ca. one year) in implementation of project.

2. Majority of local funds from internal cash generation. Annual

government contribution to the total operations of the Instituto

amounting to 6 million colones in 1963, 1964 , 1965.

3. Local cost of project to be covered entirely by local bond issue

of 7.5 million colones, at 6 per cent interest.

4. Iocal cost financed mainly from internal cash generation.

5. The government has obtained a loan of $2.25 million equivalent
from the Inter-American Development Bank; $0.75 million equivailent

is for local currency financing.

6. Local currency cost financed, apart from retained earnings of the

Empresa, by a) government (two equity contributions of 1.15 and
0.65 million $ equivalent) and b) DIF loan of 2.5 million $
equivalent (repayable in local currency).

7. Local cost of irrigation system in the amount of cordobas 14
million to be financed by a government loan to the irrigation

authority (25 years, 1- per cent interest). Local costs for
the construction and improvement of feeder roads and the

establishment of an experimental and demonstration farm of

cordobas 1.8 million will be met by government appropriation.

8. The IDA credit covers a small portion of local costs.
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27. The first method by which local currency expenditures on these
projects have been financed is out of the internal funds of the operating
enterprises. In the case of power and telecommunications projects the
Bank has managed to induce these autonomous or semi-autonomous enterprises
to introduce tariff structures which will result in some or all of the
local currency requirement being found from internal sources. Whilst
there are dangers to the implementation in the longer run of a balanced
investment program in this procedure of, in effect, assigning revenues
to particular parts of the public sector; and whilst an undue emphasis
on the plough-back method of finance may lead to price distortions and
thus to misallocation of resources over the longer-run, it is highly
likely that this use of the normal channels of commerce for generating
public savings in the less developed countries has distinct and immediate
fiscal advantages which probably outweigh the potential disadvantages.
The net revenue generated in this manner is likely to represent in
large measure a net increase in the total savings in the economy.

28. The latter is not necessarily the case when the second method of
finance - by budget appropriations - is used as in the irrigation project
and the hydro-electric project in Nicaragua and in some of the highway
projects. Only by some evaluation of what the overall budgetary situa-
tion would have been in the absence of the appropriation to help finance
the Bank project, is it possible to judge whether the appropriation has
been financed out of increased saving or in some other way, e.g., an
increase in the money supply, or a curtailment of some other project.

29. The third method by which local currency costs have been met is
out of funds borrowed internally. Two cases arise in this respect.
Firstly, where the spending agency borrows from the government as in the
case of the Nicaraguan Rio Tuma Hydro-Electric project and its Rivas
Irrigation project. This raises the same problems of evaluation as
arise in the case of budget appropriations. The difference merely lies
in the accountancy arrangements between different parts of the public
sector. The second case is where, as with the telecommunications project
in El Salvador, the local currency costs are met out of a local bond
issue. To the extent that the issue is successful and not taken up by
the government or central bank - no evidence is available on this in
respect of El Salvador - it achieves a channelling of private savings
into a priority public use and possibly it may mean an actual increase
in total national savings.

30. The final method of financing the local currency component of
Bank projects is out of further overseas borrowing from other lenders
or, as in the case of the Managua Water Supply project, and the Honduras
Highway project, partly from IDA itself. The desirability of this has
been examined in another Bank paper and is also commented upon in the
following section of this study (paras. 49-51).

31. In one case - that of the Costa Rican Highway project - shortage
of local funds is explicitly given as a cause of delay in implementing
a project. In addition, part of the local finance for the power and
telecommunications project in Costa Rica is being financed out of govern-
ment contributions and the Bankt s Economic Report (May 27, 1963, para. 18)
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states that these contributions to state agencies, and specifically to
the National Electricity Institute, have been deficient.

32. Perhaps of greater significance than the actual delays involved
in implementing Bank projects which result from a shortage of local
currency is the possible failure to submit economically desirable and

high priority projects for consideration or to agree on their financing
by the Bank, because of the known difficulty or impossibility of raising
the required local currency. Whilst no direct evidence of this
potential market for Bank funds is readily available for the countries
being considered, the implication of the evidence presented in the next
section dealing with the public sector as a whole is that such a market
exists.

33. In summary, the evidence points to the conclusion that Bank lending
has been impeded by the shortage of financial resources within Central
American countries. This problem has been mitigated in the case of
power and telecommunications projects by the Bank giving encouragement
to policies which increase the net revenues of the operating enterprises.
Where the Bank is less able to exert any direct influence is in the case
of those projects where the local funds must come out of the general
budget either in the form of transfers or loans to public agencies.
With the Bank's growing interest in agriculture, industry, and education,
as well as its continuing interest in highway and irrigation projects,
these groups of projects are likely to become of increasing importance.
It is only by looking at the public sector financial problem as a whole
that the financing of the local currency cost of these types of Bank
projects takes on a meaningful form.

3. Public Sector

34. It does not require much proof that in order to judge the local
currency problem in respect of Bank projects we need to examine the
availability of savings to the public sector as a whole. In this regard
both Bank and Fund country economic reports leave little doubt that
public investment in the Central American countries has in fact been held
back in recent years by lack of finance.

35. At a general level the International Dbnetary Fund has found it
necessary to comment on the problem in regard to many developing countries
and specifically in regard to El Salvador. The following passage is
extracted from its Report on El Salvador dated August 16, 1963.

"A problem that has confronted the fiscal authorities of
El Salvador in recent years, along with those of many other
countries undertaking development programs, is that of securing
sufficient damestic resources to meet the local contribution
requirements which frequently are a prerequisite to use of
foreign economic assistance for development projects."

36. More specifically the following extracts from Bank and Fund
Reports reflect the importance of the problem either recently or
prospectively.
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Costa Rica (IBRD Report May 27, 1963) - High spending on
education has inter alia directed resources from development
projects of high priority. "One instance of this was the
inability of the Government to provide the local funds appropri-
ated in the 1962 Budget for the highway program which is being
assisted by an IBRD loan and an IDA credit, totalling !$11.0
million, made in 1961. The Government has also had great
difficulty in meeting its statutory contributions to the
capital of state agencies." (para. 18).

El Salvador (IBRD Report February 27, 1962): "El Salvador
faces serious problems in maintaining even the levels of capital
expenditures hitherto financed from fiscal revenues"; "Increases
in fiscal revenue sufficient to maintain development spending
at past levels would need to be in the order of 10 per cent
over actual revenues in 1961... It is doubtful that an increase
of the magnitude required is likely to be realized in 1962."
(para. 36). (IIF Report dated August 16, 1963): "The weakening
in the Central Government's ability to contribute to public
sector investment has slowed down the utilization of foreign
assistance."

Guatemala (IBRD Report November 23, 1962): "Public invest-
ment outlays during the past two fiscal years total Q 65 million
compared with a programmed level of Q 87 million... This was
mainly due to poor administration and insufficient local funds,
though substantial external credits were available." (para. 73).
"In 1962-63 the Government plans to cut public investment below
the 1961-62 level because of the difficult fiscal position."
(para. 75).

Honduras (IBRD Report November 15, 1963): "A realistic
appraisal of the fiscal trends over the next few years suggests
that the prospects for significantly increasing public savings
are dim, even if substantial efforts are made to raise revenues.
Honduras will, therefore, have to obtain external financing for
the great bulk of its total public investment requirements
because any more than a very modest amount of borrowing from
the banking system would jeopardize monetary stability. This
means that the external agencies will have to finance most of
the local currency costs."(para. 59). "Actual investment in
1963 will fall far short of the L60 million contemplated in
the program, but will still be considerably higher than the
peak level of 1962. The shortfall will be due primarily
to physical and administrative factors, and partly to the lack
of local funds."(para. 60). (IUF Report June 26, 1963): "The
low rate of utilization of foreign credits by the public sector
is due partly to the limited capacity of the Honduran economy
to implement investment projects requiring local capital and
labor and partly to the fact that utilization of foreign
savings requires a contribution from the Honduran Government.
Thus even though foreign funds may be available their use may
be slowed by the lack of complementary domestic resources."
(Part II, page 9).
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Nicaragua (IBRD Report May 23, 1962): Measures to mobilize
additional resources at home "will take time and in the immediate
future, Nicaragua will rely primarily on external sources to
finance public investment".

37. The picture which these extracts present of the difficulties in
financing a desirable and attainable level of public investment in the
Central American countries is in all probability bound to be reflected
in the execution of Bank projects and in their presentation. For this
not to be true it would be necessary to assume that all actual and
prospective Bank projects are accorded a degree of priority which
insulates them from the shortage of funds. Even in these circumstances,
however, Bank/IDA lending is likely to be affected indirectly, for
investment projects, to a varying degree, complement each other (this
is the basis for comprehensive investment programming) and therefore
a slowing down in one part of the public sector will react adversely,
though not necessarily immediately, on the presentation of projects in
which the Bank is interested. In any case the financial limitations
on the public sector investment programs of the Central American
countries are a barrier to growth which the Bank cannot ignore irrespec.-
tive of their effect on the demand for its own lending.

h. National Economy as a Whole

38. Whilst this appraisal of the financial obstacles to growth in the
public sector of investment deals with a part of the problem raised by
Dr. Machado, it does not deal with it in its wider setting. In
particular it implies that public direct investment expenditure should
be financed out of public savings and that the latter should, perhaps,
be no more, and certainly should be no less than the former. In fact
it would be merely coincidental if the considerations which should
determine the relative importance of public and private savings in the
economy, and the quite different considerations which should determine
the relative importance of public and private investment, resulted in
an equality between public investment and public savings. What is
important in aggregate is that the flow of public and private savings
combined should (after allowing for overseas assistance) not be less
than the physical and administrative capacity of the country to absorb
investible funds for viable projects. If this objective is achieved
then the channelling of funds into priority sectors can be achieved
through the capital market or by other means. For instance any excess
of public saving over priority public investment can be used to finance
private investment by the redemption of privately held government debt
or by the appropriation of public funds in support of, say, industrial
development finance companies. On the contrary, if at the margin public
investment is considered to be of higher priority than private
investment but is being held back by lack of funds, then savings can
be attracted into the public sector by the issue of government bonds or
by directives to private institutions to make available a part of their
capital funds to the government. Comments on the alternative methods
by which the optimum pattern of savings can be made consistent with
the optimum pattern of investment are presented in Chapter IV (4 and 5)
below. Judgments on both the optimum pattern of savings and of invest-
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ment must, of course, be made in respect of each country and these
judgments will determine whether the public sector should be a net
borrower from or a net lender to the private sector.

39. In this wider setting what has to be judged is whether the economic
development of the Central American countries has been impeded by an
inadequate flow of investible funds. There seems little doubt that it
has been; that the physical administrative, technical, etc. conditions
for growth do in general exist in these countries but that the increased
realization of this potential is dependent upon the finance being
available. Whether this represents "the most serious obstacle" to
economic growth or "a most serious obstacle", it is not possible to say.
Bank Reports certainly confirm that technical rather than financial
problems have sometimes delayed the implementation of a particular project.
This, however, should occasion no surprise: technical difficulties are
likely from time to time to cause delay without this necessarily reflect-
ing a general inability to absorb more funds and to use them productively;
this happens even in the developed countries. Whilst it is important
for each country to ensure that it has a flow of high priority projects
sufficiently prepared to absorb any increased volume of capital funds
which can be generated internally and/or attracted externally, there
is no evidence that the absorptive capacity in the Central American
countries is currently being fully utilized. It follows that the
actually realized growth rate has fallen below the potentially attainable
rate, due in part to lack of finance; and it further follows that the
safety of the funds actually lent to these countries is not an
optimum one. Such an optimum is reached only when all the profitable
projects in the country are undertaken, because only then is the
economic growth rate raised sufficiently above the population growth rate.-'
The failure to utilize the absorptive capacity to the full because the
existing institutional framework does not permit the needed funds to be
mobilized and to be appropriated to uses that yield highest returns is
undesirable from the economic and social viewpoints and risky from the
financial viewpoint.

1/ Economic Department, IBRD: Economic Growth and External Debt, Volume I,
An Analytical Framework and Volume III, Essays (Essays IV and V), 1964.
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CHAPTER III. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

40. There are six possible solutions which it is possible for the
government to adopt, individually or in combination, in the face of the
shortage of investible funds for priority investment:

Reduce public investment
Reduce public capital transfers to the private sector
Increase the supply of money
Increase the volume of external financing
Increase public saving
Mobilize private savings for priority investment

4l. The first five of these alternatives are examined in this chapter
in the light of the Central Aerican situation. The sixth possible
solution is examined separately in the next chapter.

1. Reduction in Public Investment

42. This solution can be regarded as, in general, undesirable. It is
widely accepted that the public sector's responsibility for infra-structure
development represents a high priority utilization of resources. There-
fore, whilst, quite obviously, the danger of wasteful expenditure must
always be guarded against, an enforced reduction of public investment,
which cuts out economically good projects, is damaging to the process
of economic growth.

43. Several of the Central American countries have had to reduce
their public capital expenditure very substantially in recent years. In
El Salvador public investment has been running at about half its 1956
and 1957 levels. A similar fall also occurred in Guatemala in 1960 and
1961 and for 1962/63 she has been forced to cut her estimates for capital
outlays by 18 per cent so that they still represented a mere half of
that undertaken in the period 1956-58. Significant reductions in public
investment have also occurred in Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Honduras
though the large reductions which occurred in 1958 and 1959 in the last
two of these countries and in 1959 and 1960 in Nicaragua have now in part
or in whole been made good and public investment is running at a level
near or above that of the mid-1950's.

h. In general, Bank reports suggest that public investment is being
held back at a level below what is technically and administratively
feasible and economically desirable, by the shortage of investible funds.
Certainly the continuing rise in population and in the aggregate level
of economic activity in these countries would suggest that even the return
to the mid-1950 level of public investment cannot be considered as very
satisfactory. To solve the local currency problem by depressing the
level of public investment is not an acceptable solution in these countries.

2. Reduction in Public Capital Transfers to Private Sector

45. As part of a policy to reduce public expenditure governments are
not only likely to reduce the investment activity of the public sector
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itself but also to reduce capital transfers to the private sector through,
for instance, reduced appropriations to development financial institutions
(for industry and agriculture) where these exist. Which of these two
courses of action is most harmful to economic growth will of course
depend on judgments regarding the priority to be accorded in any one
country to commodity-producing investment relatively to infrastructure
capital outlays.

46. Whilst the available statistical material does not permit any
detailed account to be given of the extent to which governments in the
Central American countries have cut back on their capital assistance to
the private sector, there appears to be a demand for these sources of
finance, which is not being satisfied due to the shortage of investible
funds. Certainly this is the case in Costa Rica but it is probably true
of the other four countries as well. Looking more widely, there is
very strong support for the belief that this is a major problem, for
instance in Colombia and probably in many other South American countries
as well. The channelling of investible funds by governments to industrial
development banks and finance companies for lending to private industry
would, it is widely believed, make a significant contribution to economic
growth in that country. Such a policy is, however, impeded by the
inadequacy of the volume of investible funds over whose disposition the
government has control.

3. Increase in Money Supply

47. The third possible way in which investment could be domestically
financed is out of an increase in the money supply. Technically this can
be achieved in many ways from the simple creation, by the treasury, of
the circulating media to the more sophisticated methods of direct or
indirect public sector borrowing from the banking system. To the extent
that the increased money supply is matched by an increase of domestic
output, or of domestic output in the monetized sector of the economy,
rather than of prices then the so-called inflationary method of financing
cannot be rejected as harmful. The difficulty appears to be that
generally speaking in the circumstances of a less developed economy the
scope for a substantial short-run increase in money supply is fairly
limited since bottlenecks in domestic production rapidly arise thus leading
to rising prices; and if the regime of fixed exchange rates prevails, the
deterioration in the balance of payments follows. That internal
inflationary pressures might be an inevitable consequence of rapid
economic growth under anything but the most unrealistic of assumptions
regarding the flexibility of economic structure, institutions and behavior,
is a contingency which might have to be accepted but, as already indicated,
it is no part of the terms of reference of this study to pursue this
very complex and contentious issue. Similarly, it is outside the terms
of reference to discuss the equally complex issue whether internal in-
flationary pressure must inevitably lead to balance of payments difficulties:
there may be ways in which the link between the two can be severed and
the balance of payments effectively insulated from domestic inflation.

48. Whatever position is taken on the above two questions, Bank economic
reports on these five countries have either implicitly or explicity
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assumed that any significant increase in the money supply was likely
to undermine a country's financial stability and this would suggest,
assuming the reference is to the general level of internal prices in
the country, that the scope for increased output in appropriate sectors
from existing resources was regarded as very slight. The Guatemalan
Report is explicit on this matter. It states that the "responsible
monetary policy followed by the Bank of Guatemala has not impeded
economic growth" whilst the Honduran Report merely asserts that "any more
than a very modest amount of borrowing from the banking system would
jeopardize monetary stability" (para. 59).

4. External Financing of Local Currency Expenditure

49. The local currency problem, as already noted, arises specifically
in the case of projects for which foreign lending has been confined to
direct foreign exchange expenditure. The distinction between the direct
foreign currency cost and the direct local currency cost of a project is
largely meaningless in terms of the overall economic raison dletre of
external assistance. What is relevant to the determination of the amount
of external borrowing to which a country should commit itself and which
the creditors should be prepared to consider lending, are such factors
as its future economic potentialities and the developmental returns to
capital. The creditors may also justifiably expect that the borrower
should be prepared to finance a reasonable proportion of the total
developmental cost out of his own resources. Some such basic principle
must underlie the decisions to borrow and lend, how much and for what.
The "foreign exchange component" rule is a very blunt instrument for
determining the pattern of finance: it may under certain circumstances
even lead to a distortion of the pattern of investment in the borrowing
country and to a less than optimum contribution of foreign lending
to economic development. The rule may be a necessary and useful tactical
device to assure that domestic financing of a project will be forthcoming.
If such a project is indeed a top-priority project, the effects of the
rule will be good, on balance; and conversely, if the project is of
lower priority. There is no need for this rule if the domestic overall
financial effort is considered satisfactory and if the borrower's choice
of projects is good. In such cases the disadvantages of the rule will
outweigh its advantages.

5O. This is not to argue that the local currency problem can always
be solved in an acceptable way if only the country could borrow the
necessary finance for local currency expenditure from abroad. It is
merely to argue that this solution is an acceptable one if certain
conditions are met. The more general issue still remains. However
ready foreign lenders may be to finance local currency expenditure, only
a part of this expenditure will be so financed: the borrowing country
will still be requested to put up a reasonable proportion of the total
cost of projects and programs.

51. The extent to which gross investment in the countries surveyed in
this study has been financed out of foreign lending or other foreign
assistance is shown in Table 2, together with comments on this issue which
have been made in Bank economic reports. It is apparent that for some of
the countries local currency requirements must be increasingly met either
out of foreign funds or in some new way, or both, if the rate of economic
development is not to be impeded.



Table 2

External Deficit on Percentage of Public
Current Account as % Investment Financed

Country of Gross Investment from External Sources Remarks from Bank Reports

Most re- Average Most re- Average last
cent years last 4 years cent year 4 years

Costa Rica 20%(1961) 22% n.a. n.a. "The authorities would be well advised to limit for-

eign borrowing for the public sector as much as

possible to foreign exchange requirements in order
to restrain the growth of external indebtedness"

(para. 54). "External borrowings on conventional
terms could not increase in the future as rapidly
as in the recent past without imposing a very heavy
burden of debt service payments.

El Salvador n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. El Salvador will have to rely on an inflow of capitaL
from abroad to a greater extent than in the past to

sustain her economic development.

Foreign loans of $26 million obtained in 1961. (para

51). This represented 50% of public investment in
that year and 17% of total investment but this
assumes disbursements equalled loans made. El Salva-
dor in a position to contract some additional
foreign debt but not to the extent implied by her
tentative program for the next few years (para. 56).

Guatemala 40%(1961) 43% 29%(1961/2) 38%* "To attain an investment level of 15% of GNP with
domestic savings rates of the last three years,
more than half the investment would have to be fin-
anced from external sources" (para. 14).

Honduras -7%(1960) 10% 64%(1962) 51W./ "Honduras will have to obtain external financing
for the great bulk of its total public investment
requirements. This neans that the external agencies
will have to finance most of the local currency cost
(summary para. 11 and para. 59).

Nicaragua n.a. n.a. 7%(1961) 12%* Over the next few years approximately 75% of public
investment expenditure will be financed out of
external sources unless public savings are stepped

*Central Government only Last 2 years only up (para. 41).
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5. Increase in Public Savings

52. One of the most widely favored solutions to the local currency
problem is to increase the level of public savings. This can be achieved,
given the level of public current expenditure, by an increase in taxation
or an increase in the current revenue of public autonomous bodies. Bank
economic reports for the Central American countries have given great
emphasis to this facet of a countryts developmental effort. This stands
in contrast with the view that an attempt to increase further public
savings in these countries is aggravating their inflationary problems,
and is also imposing an undue burden upon them by making them "pay in a
short period for what should normally be financed over a long period"....

53. The whole problem of the relative burdens of private as opposed to
public savings is an involved one that cannot be elaborated upon in detail
here. Briefly, it can be asserted that from the view point of the
economy as a whole the sacrifice of present consumption involved in under-
taking a given level of investment activity is the same whether this is
made possible either by reducing consumption voluntarily (i.e., increasing
private saving) or by reducing consumption compulsorily (i.e., increasing
public saving). Only the use of either foreign resources, or domestic
resources held abroad, or underemployed production factors at home,
enables this immediate sacrifice to be avoided. The essential difference
between financing investment out of private saving rather than public
saving is that the former gives rise to individual claims on the
increased level of future national production which the investment of
resources made possible, an increase which is represented by the interest
or dividend on the financial assets which are held by the private savers;
in contrast, public savings create no such prior claims on future
national production. Thus from the point of view of financing public
investment, whilst public saving involves a budgetary problem in the
present, private saving mobilized by the issue of government bonds
involves a future budgetary problem to service the increased national debt.
This future problem will be the less significant the faster is the
increase in real income and in public revenue based on such increase in
income, and the longer is the term of borrowing; and conversely if the
opposite conditions prevail.

54. For all the Central American countries the basic public savings
problem arises out of the tendency for government current expenditure to
rise at a rate greater than the rise (if any) in their current revenue.
Whilst Bank Reports are emphatic on the continuous need to ensure that
the strictest economy in government expenditure programs should be
observed, for most of the countries the rise in expenditure is judged by
Bank reports as desirable in the light of both the needs of a rising
population and of the need to increase per capita outlays on education
and health. There are exceptions, of course, such as in Costa Rica where
Bank economic reports indicate that education expenditure has probably
been permitted to rise much too rapidly in recent years to the detriment
of "development projects of high priority" (see para. 36 above). The
primary problem is that of the failure of public revenue to rise sufficient-
ly. This is both a long-term problem and one which has been aggravated
by factors such as the decline in coffee prices since 1956 and the effects

See, for example, Dr. Machado's memorandum, paragraph 9.
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on revenue from import duties of the formation of the Central American
Common Market. The outcome of the forces working upon government
expenditure on the one hand and tax revenue on the other is to squeeze
the level of government savings until they have become inadequate in
the light of the requirements for investment funds of this sector of
the economy.

55. In some cases the central government budgetary problem has been
somewhat offset by the improved position of the rest of the public sector.
For instance, in El Salvador the public power agency is expected to
finance about one-third of its capital requirements and the whole of its
local currency requirements to 1969 from internal cash resources and
likewise the new autonomous agency for sewerage and water established in
1962 is aiming to cover a large part of its capital expenditure out of
internal revenue though in the near future it will be heavily dependent
on budgetary appropriations for the purpose. In Honduras, on the contrary,
autonomous agencies appear to have increased their dependence on budgetary
funds though the Fund reports that the Electric Energy Enterprise there
is able to meet all its local currency expenditure out of its own
operating surplus.

56. The net outccme of these developments has been that the public and/or
the central government sectors of these countries have recently been
running overall deficits which must be financed out of internal and/or
external borrowing, whereas in the early 1950's some of them at least
generated surpluses which were available directly or indirectly for the
finance of private investment. In this regard the Central American
countries have merely reflected a general problem which has afflicted
the less developed countries as a whole in the 1950's and 1960s and the
existence of which emerged as the major finding of a previous Bank study.J

57. The essential question is, therefore, whether the five Central
American countries have fully exploited their taxable capacity. That
this concept only takes on meaning in the context of the econom- 'c and
political circumstances of each country, is widely recognized./ Table 3
brings together some of the relevant data which must be used in making a
judgment in each case and also gives a summary of judgments to be found
in Bank/Fund reports. It is impossible to generalize on this matter for
the five countries as a whole. At one extreme El Salvador has been
judged to have coped with its problems in the most disciplined manner
and is credited with a record of sound financial management except for a
lapse in 1960-61 when the political situation was highly unstable. Like-
wise the record of Honduras is rated as quite favorable. At the other
extreme the fiscal performance of both Guatemala and Costa Rica is
considered to be poor whilst that of Nicaragua is judged to be between
the two extremes.

1/ Marinus van der Mel, Economic 5taff, "Financing of Public Investment in
Underdeveloped Countries" (An analysis for Nineteen Less Developed
Countries during the 1950's) (September 1960).

2/ See, for instance, Sylvain Plasschaert, Economic Staff; "Taxable
Capacity in Developing Countries" (February, 1962).
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58. The majority of people will argue that more can be achieved in
all these countries to raise public savings: but this can probably
be said for any developing country and also, for at least some

developed countries. However, to assume that an increased fiscal
effort alone could solve the local currency problem seems over-optimistic.
In a more general context, Fund staff members who are closely concerned

with the fiscal problem in Latin America in the context of financial
and monetary stability, are reported as "not sanguine as to the
possibility of expanded public revenue".



Tablc 3

Domestic Savings and Government Taxation as Percentages of Gross DoeLestic Product Together with bunk and/or Fund Judgements on the Possibility of Increasing Public Revenue

Income per Domestic Saving as Percentage of Government Revenue as Percentage Bank and/or Fund Judgements on the Possibility of Increasing

Country Head Gross Domestic Product of Gross Domestic Product Public Revenue/Savines
Most recent Average of

years last 4 Years Most Recent Year

Costa Rica s 280 15 - 12 Greater public sector contribution to economic development

possible "provided that appropriate steps are taken."
"These will not be easy. Nevertneless, they are not so

difficult Inn- 3o.ua ,ica cannot reasonably be expected to

E~l Salvador 1 21- 1 "Incr-ase in tax revenue fror new taxes and better administra-
don -nliiely tt oe of the magnitude recuired in 1962. in

succeeding year. tie' grter dependence (on ioreign loans)
is likely to c.ntfnue." "No substantial change in public
sector investment supported from domestic resources is anti-
cioatea in view of toe continued strained position of the

budget. While a substantial revision of the tax system is
tne major task it shoula be noted that tax changes made in
recent years have made important contributions to strengthening
the fiscal situation."

Guatemala ' 175 7 - 13 "Public saving could be raised by 10 million dollar a year
within a few years through improved administration of the
tax laws and modification in the tax structure."

Honduras $ 210 14 13 9 "A realistic appraisal of tie fiscal trends over the next
few years suggests that the erostects for significantly
increasing public savings are dim even if substantial efforts
are riade to raise rev-nues." 'In the longer run, however, the
country should be able to finance a growing proportion of
its requirements out of the countryts own resources.*

Nicaragua a 237 14 14 11 "The ratio of tax revunuos of '-- Central Government to GDP
indicates that there is room for additional taxation. For
Nicaragua to step up its contribution to the financing of
public investment, a further increase in fiscal revenues will
bh necessary. This should ba within the country's taxable
capacity."
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CHAPTER IV. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS CONTINUED: MOBILIZATION
OF PRIVATE SAVINGS FOR PRIORITY INVEST1EN\T

59. It has already been argued in the previous chapter that it is of
little importance whether the savings for financing priority investment
are generated in the public or private sectors of the economy. What is
of importance is firstly that the total should be maximized so that a
given rate of economic growth can be generated without any unnecessary
resort to external assistance and secondly that the means should exist
for ensuring that this level of domestic savings is used for priority
developmental purposes.

60. It follows, therefore, that if fear of inflation is reducing the
volume of domestically available private savings for priority purposes,
that a solution or partial solution to the local currency problem is
to be found in policies which deal with the adverse consequences of the
inflation psychosis on private savings. In sections (1), (2) and (3)
below the evidence for believing that such adverse consequences have
occurred in the Central American countries is presented. The methods
by which they have attempted to mobilize private savings through con-
trols and/or bond. issues are outlined in section (h) This examination
raises the general problem of the relative desirability of controls
and inducements in mobilizing private savings and this is of suffi-
ciently general importance to a judgment on the Machado Proposal that
it is considered separately in section (5).

1. The Level of Private Savings

61. Table h presents the statistical material in regard to personal
and corporate savings for the countries where this is available. Whilst
in Costa Rica and Honduras both personal and corporate savings have
risen in absolute terms over the short period surveyed, in Costa Rica
the proportion of national product saved privately appears to have
slightly declined, and in Guatemala the decline has occurred in both
absolute and relative terms. No savings? analysis for El Salvador or
Nicaragua is available but in the former case the Bankss selected
indicators of private savings suggest that there has been a steady and
continuous increase in private savings over the decade 1950-1960.

62. The volume of private savings is, of course, a function of funda-
mental factors such as the level and distribution of income, the tax
system, political uncertainties, attitudes to saving versus consumption,
etc. However, the specific question to be answered is whether the level
of private savings as determined by these basic factors is reduced by
fear of an internal and/or external depreciation of the currency and
as a consequence could be increased by guaranteeing savers against such
an eventuality. Whilst on general grounds it can be suspected that this
relationship between private savings and price expectations exists, no
evidence in respect of the Central American countries which would sub-
stantiate it has come immediately to hand. However, something can be
said about the influence of currency fears on the disposition of private
savings.
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2. The Disposition of Savings: Capital Flight

63. As important as the question of the level of private savings is
that of the level of domestically available savings. This of course
refers to the "loss" of savings through capital flight - a problem
which was referred to in general terms in paras. 12-15. That this
problem is of significance for the countries that are being considered,
there seems no doubt, though its extent for any country is likely to
have varied over time.

64. The most recent estimate to be found of the extent of capital
flight from a Central American country is contained in the Fund report
for Honduras of June 26, 1963. It is stated that in 1962 the identi-
fiable portion amounted to "somewhat under $1 million" which is similar
to that estimated for previous years. However, the report goes on to
state that the net errors and omissions item for most years indicates
payments to foreigners which "perhaps reflect an outflow of private
capital that is not recorded". Even the $1 million identifiable portion
represented approximately 30 per cent of Bank net lending to Honduras
in 1962. The Fund report further asserts, however, that the amount
"is not considerable in relation to the experience of other countries
of the area" but unfortunately no indication of the volume of capital
flight from these other countries appears to be available. This is
also true of the complementary problem of the total volume of capital
funds held overseas. The Bank's representative in El Salvador reported,
for instance, that the volume of concealed foreign exchange holdings
in this country had been estimated at levels varying from colones 10
million to colones 100 million ($4 million to $h0 million). Even the
lowest of these two estimates represents about 20 per cent of the
country's net outstanding indebtedness to the Bank at the end of 1963
whilst the maximum figure quoted would be about twice as high as the
level of net indebtedness to the Bank. In the case of Nicaragua he
reports that "no reliable estimates of 'funk money are obtainable
but it must be relatively considerable".

65. The motivation behind capital flight is well recognized to be
both political and economic though the relative importance of each is
unknown and perhaps unknowable. On general grounds, however, it would
be surprising if the economic considerations were not important. The
Central American countries being small countries, offering a very
restricted range of financial investment opportunities have been bound
to prove unattractive for the many investors who wish to diversify their
portfolios. It is only by exporting some of their capital that they
could achieve the range of holdings they desire. This would not matter
if overseas investors in seeking a similar spread in their portfolios
took up a comparable volume of Central American securities but in fact
the need to do so hardly exists and the flow of funds is certain to
be virtually a one-way affair.

66. One of the advantages of regional development schemes embracing
several smaller countries, and of the consequent economic integration
of their economies, is that the investment opportunities are bound to
become more diversified within such a region; as a result, the desire
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of the investors to diversify their portfolios could be more easily met
within the region. This particular motive to export capital would then
be reduced, and the extent of the reduction should be proportionate to
the progress of integration, provided other things remain equal.

67. The evidence that the economic motive behind capital flight is
of significance is to be found, firstly, at the general level in
extracts from correspondence received by Dr. Machado which he kindly
made available to us:

"... a considerable part of the savings of Latin America is now
put into dollars and other foreign exchange assets as a hedge
against inflation" (Edward M. Bernstein, EMB (Ltd.), Washington,
D.C.).

"I believe that the underlying reason for the shortage of national
funds is to a large extent the fact that it is not possible to
utilize the national savings that are deposited abroad and not
repatriated because of devaluation fears" (Max Jimenez Pinto,
Inter-American Development Bank).

"... capital is constantly leaving the underdeveloped countries,
a situation that is produced by the fear of devaluation or by a
lack of confidence having its origin in political factors" (Manuel
Noriega Morales, Committee of Nine, Alliance for Progress).

68. Specific evidence in relation to the countries under review is
scattered. Speculation against the currency is mentioned as a problem
in Bank country economic reports from time to time and "financial
policies" are referred to in Fund reports as a cause of "sizable capital
outflows". Reports from Bank representatives in the Central American
countries suggest, in those cases where they have specifically commented
on the problem, that the fear of currency depreciation is a significant
factor in the capital flight problem. For both El Salvador and Nicaragua
fear of devaluation is said to encourage the purchase of overseas secu-
rities rather than domestic ones and this is true, it appears, in respect
of both personal investors and institutional investors including the
foreign insurance companies. But for the fear of depreciation and
default it is considered that these investors would in the case of
Nicaragua at least, "prefer to invest their funds in the bonds of the
country from which those funds are derived".

69. It can also be inferred from the introduction of unfavorable rates
of exchange for capital transactions, as in Guatemala in 1962, that
economic considerations have been thought to be of significance in
capital flight. This inference would be based on the assumption that
political flight capital is likely to be regarded as unresponsive to
devaluation over a considerable range of currency values.

70. To the extent that investorst expectations are based on the past
financial record of these countries, the prevalence of currency fears
is somewhat surprising. Table 5 indicates that a high degree of stability
of the internal value of the local currency over the last decade is the
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Table 5

Variations in External and Internal Value of Currency Since 1953

Internal Price Index Par Value of Currency

Costa Rica 1953 = 89 Unchanged 1953 - mid 1961
1958 = 100 18% devaluation in mid 1961
1963 = 110 Unchanged since mid 1961

El Salvador 1953 = 90 Unchanged $ value since 193h
1958 = 100
1963 = 100

Guatemala 1953 = 100 Unchanged since 1953
1958 = 106 Multiple exchange rates introduced
1963 = 104 in October 1962 for certain non-

essential imports and for capital
transactions

Honduras 1953 = 90 Unchanged $ value since 1926
1958 = 100
1963 = 106

Nicaragua 1953 = 83 Unchanged since 1955 when a
1958 = 100 40% devaluation was effected
1963 = 97

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial
Statistics, various issues.

outstanding feature of these countries. Only in Nicaragua did prices
rise by more than ten per cent from 1953-1958 and in three of the
countries in the five years since 1958, prices have in fact fallen a
little, and only in Costa Rica have they risen appreciably (by 10 per
cent). Externally three of the countries (El Salvador, Honduras and
Guatemala) have maintained a constant official exchange rate over the
last ten years and in the case of the first two of these countries,
since the inter-war years. Costa Rica devalued by 18 per cent in
1961, and Nicaragua by 40 per cent in 1955.

71. However, investorst expectations are only partially based on
past experience. Indications of prospective changes in currency values
are likely to be of dominant importance, however respectable the past
record might be. In this respect the Central American countries are
known to face formidable difficulties.

72. Internally the most serious of these is the budgetary problem
already alluded to. The immense difficulty involved in generating
sufficient and increasing non-inflationary revenue to finance growing
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expenditure on both current and capital account is bound to cause
apprehension notwithstanding the reasonable discipline which most of
the governments have shown in facing up to the problem. As regards
the external situation, fears are likely to be generated by the recog-
nition by the investors of the narrow margin by which these countries
managed to remain solvent in the face of severe adverse movements in
their terms of trade in the late 1950's. This is reflected in the
level to which their international reserves fell in those years
(see Table 6) despite inflows of capital, grants, stabilization credits,
etc. Whilst the current position of their reserves is considerably
improved, except in Honduras and Costa Rica, apprehension is likely
to continue in view of the dependence of these reserves on foreign
assistance. The precariousness of their external financial position
is also reflected in the introduction in some of these countries of
exchange controls over capital transactions and at times over non-
essential imports as well.

3. The Disposition of Savings: Non-Priority Domestic Uses of Private Savings

73. The other way in which domestically available private saving for
developmental purposes can be increased is by channelling it away from
non-priority uses. Here it must be said at once that the pattern of
investment in any country is primarily a reflection of the society to
be found there: the distribution of income between people and groups
and the relative strength of the public and private sectors are probably
the two most fundamental considerations. Widespread luxury house building
activity (surrounded by slums) essentially reflects the pattern of
income distribution and the propensity to consume of the higher
income groups: a ltdistorted" pattern of investment is a function of
a "distorted" pattern of income shares, of limited productive invest-
ment opportunities and of the scale of social values adopted by the
wealthy group of the society. Similarly, widespread and lavish govern-
ment buildings (in the face of housing shortage) essentially reflect
the existing political power of the government and the specific taste
of the past or current holders of this power. Such distortions
inevitably slow down the rate of economic growth, but they are basic
to the society itself at a point of time.

74. However, in addition to these fundamental determinants of the
investment pattern are other factors which distort the pattern in
such a way that growth is impeded. Two of these are of particular
importance. Firstly, is the fear of currency depreciation and secondly,
and related to the first, the shortage of a supply of assets which meet
the requirements of savers in terms of liquidity, security against
currency depreciation, yield, etc.

75. The distortion of investment which arises out of fear of cur-
rency depreciation results from the different distributions of the
gains and losses which arise as a result of inflation according to
the method by which investment is financed. In general whilst holders
of equity investments increase their share of total property income
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Table 6

Exchange Reserves and Exchange Controls

Net Foreign Exchange Reserves
of Central Bank Exchange Controls

Costa Rica 1950 - $ h million
1958 - $ 20 "

Dec. 1961 - $ 1.5 "
may 1962 - $ 12 Official rate used for
may 1963 - $ 9 all transactions

El Salvador 1955 - $ 37 Controls on capital trans-
1957 - $ 39 fers since April 1961

Dec. 1960 - $ 12 No unofficial exchange
Dec. 1961 - $ 16 market in El Salvador and
Dec. 1962 - $ 23 the currency quoted approx-
June 1963 - $ h5 imately at par outside

the country

Guatemala Sept. 1961 - $ 43 Exchange controls on capi-
May 1962 - $ 49 tal transactions since

Sept. 1962 - $ 25 1962 to date and on non-
May 1963 - $ 61 essential imports from

October 1962 to May 1963

Honduras 1953 - $ 22 Official rate used for
1958 - $ 8 all transactions
1960 - $ 8
1961 - $ 6 f

1962 - $ .5 "

Nicaragua 1953 - $ 17 Free exchange market until
1955 - $ 15 March 1963 for some invis-
1961 - $ 10 ible and capital market

April 1962 - $ 23 transactions but unified
April 1963 - $ 33 in March 1963 since when

all transactions are at
the official rate

Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics; IMF Country
Economic Reports; IBRD Country Economic Reports.
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the share of bondholders is reduced. In the less developed countries
where the capital market is unlikely to be particularly well-organized
and equity share issues to be in very small supply, the most obvious
way to acquire an equity holding in real capital assets is by their
direct purchase. This, of course, is the rationale behind investment
in land, objects diart, precious metals, etc.. It is also the rationale
behind investment in housing and other real estate. Finally, this
serves to explain the direct purchase of manufacturing plants and the
reinvestment of manufacturing profits either within the enterprise or
direct purchase of other physical assets out of these profits. A
separate study is needed to throw light on which of these different
types of assets are likely to be most in demand as inflation proceeds:
it is a gross simplification to say that only one type will be preferred -
say, land and precious metals - and the others neglected. This depends
on the way in which factor rewards - profits, rent, interest and wages -
change as inflation proceeds. What can probably be said, in the absence
of such a study, is that investment in real estate will be in increased
demand. This is an empirical impression for which conclusive statis-
tical and analytical proof is lacking, but it is probably a valid
impression.

76. Whilst, then, the supply of investible funds for investments in
which an equity interest can be obtained - including real estate invest-
ment - is increased, the supply of funds to bond financed investments
decreases. However, this changed pattern of investment is in response
to changes in the financial return on privately invested capital and
does not in the circumstances of inflationary expectations reflect the
economic return on alternative forms of capital formation./ A partial
solution to this undesirable diversion of investment funds is provided
in certain private sectors of the economy by equity investors in effect
sharing part of their expected return with bondholders by offering a
higher rate of interest on borrowed funds. Hence the appeal to many
institutional investors of real estate mortgage business. For the
public sector, however, equity investment as such is impossible for owner-
ship of the relevant real assets, which is what is involved with an
equity holding, cannot be alienated to private individuals. Therefore
in a period of inflation the public sector is denied access to an
adequate supply of investible funds, and some of the priority projects
in this sector are liable to be passed over in favor of others in which
an equity interest is possible, even though some of the latter may
include projects of less priority. The distortion in the relative
attractiveness of the two sectors of the capital market - equity and
bond - which is likely to arise in the process of inflation, is also
likely to result in a distortion of the pattern of real investment,
since one sector of real investment - infrastructure, including

2/ Inflation is also likely to vary the proportion of property to non-
property income as well.

2/ See Jochen Schmedtje, Economic Staff, "On Estimating the Opportunity
Cost of Capital" (1962).
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public utilities - is customarily bond-financed, while the other sector
- manufacturing and housing - is customarily either equity-financed or

directly purchased or financed by some rniced form of equity-bond instru-
ments; and whatever is bond-financed is at a disadvantage uhen inflation
prevails.

77. Even in non-inflationary conditions, conventional customs
may cause a diversion of fundp from priority public
projects. A recent article2/ has reemphasized this point in asserting
that: "One of the peculiarities of traditional public finance is that
governments have commonly accepted rules of conduct which impose
restrictions on their freedom of action which no commercial enterprise
would regard as appropriate". One of these rules is the: 1... tra-
ditional limitation on the financial policies of governments which is
still accepted almost everywhere - even though it runs counter to
every example set by commercial enterprise. This limitation is the
convention - which is accepted almost unthinkingly - that the only
way in which a self-respecting government should raise money is by
issuing fixed interest securities. These securities may sometimes
be very long-dated and sometimes very short" but all must "satisfy
the fixed interest rule". The results of this limitation, it is
argued, are firstly that the government has to stand a higher debt
service charge than would otherwise be necessary; secondly that
investors' portfolios are unnecessarily restricted; and thirdly, and
most relevant to this study, that: "important and socially desirable
projects which it is very widely agreed need to be carried out, but
which may well be possible only if there is a substantial transfer
of resources into the hands of the government, local authorities or
other public authorities are not undertaken or are delayed in their
implementation".

78. This situation is aggravated if the government attempts to main-
tain an artificially low rate of interest on the national debt. This
appears to be the case in all the Central American countries. Govern-
ment bonds have been forced on contractors, social security organi-
zations, and others, in lieu of cash payments and at a price much
above their market price. Unless an obligation is given to repurchase
these bonds at par or by ballot they stand at a considerable discount
thus raising the effective yield to subsequent holders of the bonds.
This increased yield is the effective rate of interest which the govern-
ment must then offer on its bonds if it wishes to sell them publicly -
e.g., in El Salvador in 1961.

79. A low rate of interest policy is, of course, in part desired for
budgetary reasons, but it is in part merely one aspect of a general
policy to keep rates of return in the official capital market at a
low level. The experts in the Fund have been critical of this policy
on several occasions and in their recent report on Honduras (1963
Article VIII Consultations) they particularly emphasized the distorting

1/ Alan Day: "A New Stake in the Country"?, Westminster Bank Review,
February 1964.
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effects which interest rate ceilings have on the pattern of investment
by "not giving full weight to the relative productivities of various
kinds of investment".

80. It is outside the terms of reference of this study to analyze the

general issue of what is an optimum rate of interest in the developing
countries. But a brief comment is perhaps in order. There are at least
three aspects to the interest rate problem. First, it will probably be
agreed, although not unanimously, that a wide span of interest rates,]
each one applying to different sectors of the capital market, will lead
to distortions of the overall investment pattern. Secondly, if the weight-
ed average rate of interest is too low, demand for capital will be enhanced

and so will its scarcity, and both the overall pattern of investment and
the factor combinations in individual investments will be biased in the
direction of excessive capital intensity. Thirdly, if the weighted average
rate of interest is too high, the incentive to invest will be depressed;
and if the main problem of the developing countries is in raising the rate
of investment this problem is unlikely to be solved at too high a rate
of interest. What the optimum rate of interest is for any particular country
will depend on a balancing of these three considerations. In the case of
the Central American countries it appears that the span of rates is so wide

as to cause distortion of the pattern of capital formation and since it is

impossible to cure this by reductions at the top end of the scale, then it

can only be done by an increase at the bottom end. The effect of any
resulting increase in the weighted average rate of interest upon the flow

of savings and of investment outlays must then be judged; how interest-
elastic are savings and investment decisions? Whilst nobody can serious-

ly dispute that an increase in the average rate of interest is needed,
any drastic increase immediately raises social and political problems and

might even jeopardize the process of growth. It will be argued later that

the desired effect on savings and investment can be achieved more efficient-

ly and effectively in the circumstances of inflationary expectations by
the use of value-linked obligations.

81. How significant the distortion of investment from high priority to
low priority projects actually is in the Central American countries,
can only be judged qualitatively. That there is such a problem in some

of the countries seems to be suggested by Bank reports. For Costa Rica,

for instance, it is argued that there should be "a larger share of

public sector savings used in the financing of high priority public

projects rather than in the private sector". This is a reference in

particular to the fact that two state agencies (the National Insurance
Institute and the Social Security Fund) whiich "accumulate large savings
have authority to invest as they see fit"./ and have in fact opted to

lend "most of their savings to the private sector mainly on mortgages".
This appears to be a problem in other Latin American countries as well.

The Bank study on "Financial Aspects of Social Security in Latin America"2/

reports that: "A natural reaction of the social security institutions

against the risk of inflation has been the great interest shown by
them in investing a substantial proportion of their reserves in

real estate." In regard to private investment the report on Costa

Wider than justified by differences in risk in different investments.
2 See Appendix 2.
/ Economic Staff, "Financial Aspects of Social Security in Latin America"

(1962).



Rica mentions the "traditional preference of private capitalists for
investment in real estate", (para. 40). In the case of Guatemala the
most recent Bank report states that: "Private investment has risen
somewhat since 1957, but less than half of it appears to have made a
direct contribution to the expansion of agricultural and industrial
output. More than 40 per cent of it has gone into residential and
commercial construction" (para. 12). This would also appear to be the
case in Honduras where in 1959 and 1960 (the most recent years for which
the statistics are available) investment in dwellings increased by over
20 per cent compared with the level existing in the previous four years;
yet this was a period when public investment fell due to the shortage
of budgetary and other public sector funds.

h. Mobilization of Private Savings

82. Increasing the availability of private savings for priority
investment implies, therefore, either that an increase in the level
of domestically available private savings takes place or that its
non-priority use including capital flight is reduced. This is true
whether the priority investment outlets are in the private sector and
to be financed, for instance, through government grants or loans to
development finance companies or actually in the public sector itself.
To achieve either of these objectives requires that machinery should
exist through which the government can increase domestically available
private saving for priority projects.

83. This machinery can take one of two general forms. Firstly, it
can consist of administrative controls over the direction of private
funds either in the form of exchange controls or of controls over the
investment policies of the financial institutions. In general the
Central American countries have avoided the use of exchange controls
and it is only recently that El Salvador (in 1961) and Guatemala (in
1962) have introduced them, with the Fundts approval, as emergency
measures, The controls over financial institutions are detailed in
Appendix 2. In the case of the non-bank institutions these controls
have been primarily aimed at securing the interests of insurance policy-
holders and social security beneficiaries rather than at achieving any
general aims of economic policy. Controls over the commercial banks,
furthermore, have been quantitative rather than qualitative though
exceptions (e.g., Guatemala) exist.

84. The alternative to controls is for the government and other
public bodies to induce investors to purchase bonds by offering "com-
petitive terms" to potential lenders. Comments on the government bond
market of each of the five countries have been requested from Bank
representatives and are reproduced in Appendix 3. These reports present
a varied picture upon which generalization is difficult. Quite obviously
little in the way of an organized capital market for government securities
exists in these countries. However, organization is not essential for
the existence of a market in goods, financial assets or anything else
though it undoubtedly makes for more efficient functioning. What is
essential is that there should be something to be traded of a quality
and within a price range which meets both the requirements of buyers
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and sellers for, by hypothesis, no market will exist if nobody wishes
either to buy or to sell.

85. Whilst this condition is obviously satisfied in the case of some
capital assets such as real estate and equities it is only partially
satisfied in the case of government bonds in the Central American coun-
tries. Given the fears of investors the rate of return offered by
governments appears to be low in relation to alternative opportunities
which are available and the governments for their part have been un-
willing to offer competitive rates. Certain governments have also
undermined their borrowing capacity by forcing bonds on to reluctant
holders at artificial prices (see para. 78). When competitive terms
have been offered to investors as with the issues made by CEL and
CEPA in El Salvador and by the National Development Institute in
Nicaragua public bond issues seem to have been readily taken up. This
suggests that a market exists for government bonds providing the terms
are such as to appeal to investors. It is significant in this regard
that three of the bond market reports (those for Costa Rica, El Salvador
and Nicaragua) explicitly mention a guarantee against currency depre-
ciation as an attribute which would be a powerful attraction in any
bond issue and would enable the government to reduce the nominal rate
of interest on such bonds. (See Chapter V).

5. A Digression - Controls versus Inducements

869 To judge the relative desirability of inducements as opposed
to controls as methods by which the individual private actions of persons
and institutions can be made consistent with the economic and social
interest of the country as a whole reference must be made, firstly to
fundamental ideas about the nature of economic, social and political
organization, and secondly to the more mundane criterion of efficiency to
achieve a given objective.

87. Many views can, of course, be held regarding the first of these
criteria. It is probably true to say that a very large number of Bank
member countries consider that government direct controls over individual
economic decisions are undesirable for as long as the basic aims of the
society can be achieved without such controls; and it is also probably
true to say that an equally large number of Bank member countries will
argue that some framework of national goals and of policies to achieve
these goals is needed, within which individual decisions can be freely
made. These considerations would argue against the Bank supporting
unnecessary use of controls over the disposition of investible funds;
and they would also argue in favor of the encouragement of policies
such as the one under consideration in this paper which induce investors
to pursue a use of their funds which more closely conforms to the
national interest.

88. Whilst it can be argued that it is the philosophical beliefs
regarding the nature of economic organization that ultimately determine
the choice between controls and inducements, more prosaic considerations
tend to reinforce the argument in favor of inducements. Firstly is the
fact that most of the less developed countries suffer from a dire shortage
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of administrative capacity. Whilst, therefore, a given result in terms
of the stemming of capital flight or the priority domestic use of
investible funds might be attainable by both the method of control and
the method of inducement, the cost of the former in terms of the
diversion of scarce administrative talent is likely to be very large.
Secondly, whilst controls over the investment of funds might be quite
effective in preventing capital flight, their mere existence dissuades
the repatriation of capital. In fact there is likely to be a direct
relationship between the efficiency of the controls and the unwilling-
ness to repatriate capital. Such inflexibility is virtually inevitable
with controls of this nature and thus, except in emergencies when the
longer-run advantages of flexibility must be sacrificed to the immediate
concern over, say, the dwindling of exchange reserves, controls stand
at somewhat of a disadvantage.

89. One major objection to the use of the inducement method is the
cost involved in raising the return on capital subscribed to public
bonds above its present level - assuming this to be necessary (see
below). The economic significance of this cost is different from its
social significance. It represents a redistribution of income within
the country the net amount of which will depend upon the increase in
the rate of return on the money invested and upon the tax system.
However, the whole purpose of the exercise is to raise the rate of
economic growth by increasing domestically available savings and thus
the level of income to be redistributed is itself - one must assume or
at least hope - increased. Thus the problem becomes a budgetary one
of ensuring that part of the increment to income flows to the public
sector to finance the increased interest on the debt. The social cost
can be minimized if the incidence of additional taxation is "equitable".
Whether tbis will take place in practice, cannot be answered
a priori.!/

90. But it must also be questioned whether the cost need go up at all
and whether, in fact, there is no possibility of its falling. It is
a principle of debt management that the closer the structure of the
debt can be geared to the requirements of lenders, the lower will be
its cost. This applies not only to the maturity structure of the debt
but also to its other features such as its issue price, tax concessions,
redemption terms, lottery element, etc. All of these features are,
of course, adopted in order to make a given amount of borrowing possible
at a lower rate of interest by appealing to particular investors. The
same is true if security against currency depreciation is a requirement
of some investors. This requirement can be much more cheaply satis-
fied if it is dealt with directly by value-linking than if it is dealt
with indirectly by an across-the-board increase in interest rates.

91. One qualification must be added. It may happen that the actual
rate of interest on value-linked bonds which will have to be paid by

1/ This represents a very attenuated discussion of the problem of the so-
called "burden of national debt interest payments" which has been the
source of considerable controversy amongst economists for decades but
which has flared up with renewed vigor since 1959.
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a government might be as high as or even higher than the rate of interest
it is currently paying on non-value-linked bonds. This would be for
one or a combination of two reasons. Firstly, because the volume of
borrowing it is now undertaking is larger and on general grounds this
increased demand can only be satisfied at a higher rate of interest.
Secondly, it might be because the existing rate of interest is being
kept artifically low and being supported by controls over the use of
investible funds. In this second case the introduction of value-linking
might be a more general way - and socially and politically a more
acceptable way - of increasing the rate of interest where such an
increase is badly needed on general economic grounds.

92. A final point: acceptance of the whole of the foregoing argument
pre-supposes acceptance of a much more general proposition. This is
that quite apart from its own narrow financial interests as a debtor,
the government should be prepared to use both the volume and structure
of the public debt as an instrument of economic policy. This view is
now widely held by economists and its application to the problems of
the less developed countries has recently been examined by Professor
Edward Nevin who concludes that:

"In its broadest sense, then, the shaping of debt policy
on the basis of the asset-requirements of the economy as a
whole, rather than on the basis of the use made of the proceeds,
may or may not result in the reduction of the debt cost as
commonly understood. This must be a relatively minor considera-
tion, however; of infinitely greater importance is the fact that
the public debt can be employed positively in the development
of the economy, both in the sense of contributing towards
equilibrium in the balance of real resources and in the sense
of assisting the financial flows of the economy to attain the
closest ossible integration with its physical development
needs."itl

/ Edward Nevin: "Public Debt and Economic Development" published by the
Economic Research Institute in Dublin, 1962.
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CHAPTER V. VALUE-LINKED BONDS

93, Dr. Machado has precisely defined the form of maintenance of
value guarantee which should be given in the bond issue envisaged in
his proposal. The guarantee should be based on changes in the official
rate of exchange of the local currency and should cover both principal
and interest to the full extent of any devaluation in the currency#
This particular proposal represents one combination of a range of
combinations of elements which are possible. All of them have the
same fundamental purpose. In many cases different combinations have
been used in various value-linked bond issues to achieve some additional
purposes or to meet a particular situation. This range of possibilities
can be classified and cross-classified according to the combination of
eight significant elements in the loan contract:

(a) The type of linking employed to guarantee the real value
of the bond issue. Five broad possibilities exist in
this respect:

i. Linking to the price of the products manufactured by
the borrower.

ii. Linking to an index of prices in general.
iii. Linking to an external currency or group of currencies

either through the price of gold or through the
official or unofficial (free market) rate of exchange.

iv. Linking to an index of equity share prices.
v. Linking to a non-financial index such as an index

of total production, of productivity, etc.

(b) Linking may apply to interest, principal or both.

(c) Linking in respect of interest and/or principal may be
100% or less.

(d) The linkage may be a "one-way" obligation which is only
operative in the event of a fall in currency value.

(e) Bonds may be redeemable either at maturity or alternatively
at the option of the lender and/or borrower.

(f) Bonds may be marketable or not.

(g) The tax treatment of the gain resulting from the operation
of the guarantee may be varied.

(h) The bond may contain an option to receive interest and/or
repayment of principal in a foreign currency.
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94. The eighth feature is disregarded in what follows for in effect
this converts the debt into an actual or contingent external obligation
and Dr. Machado's proposal is essentially designed to avoid this
commitment. However, the particular combination of the other seven
features which is adopted is not crucial to a judgment on the Machado
proposal though of course in detail the effects of each combination
will be different. Certainly in judging his particular proposal it
can be regarded as just one of the many alternative possibilities
which are available,

95. The examination of value-linked bonds is presented below.
Certain general points which arise in considering value-linked bonds
are discussed first. Then an account is given of their use in Finland,
France and Israel. Thirdly, an attempt is made to draw lessons from
these countries t experiences.

1. General Considerations

96. There is a long and impressive history of support by economists
to the idea that monetary obligations over time shoul4 be tied to
some measure of the real value of the monetary unit, This support
stems firstly from considerations of social justice and secondly
from the favnrable effect that value-linking has on the supply and
utilization of domestic funds. There is less agreement amongst them
when the wider aspects of economic policy are brought into consideration.

(a) Considerations of Social Justice

97. It is widely held that an uncompensated rise in general prices
unfairly robs creditors to the advantage of debtors. This is
particularly true if the rise in prices were unexpected and therefore
could not be taken into consideration in fixing the terms of a loan
or if, even if expected, there is no hedge against inflation which
is generally available or the government restricts the allowance to
be made for rising prices by fixing a maximum nominal interest rate
on all or some transactions. Unless this switching of income from
creditors to debtors is part of an explicit government policy to
redistribute income (e.g. the "euthanasia of the rentier") it is in
general to be deplored. An erosion of the savings of the lower and
middle income groups results from reducing in particular the real
value of social security funds and insurance policies. This in fact
will inevitably result from the government forcing these institutions
to invest in low-income uncompensated government bonds in times of
inflation. Such controls exist in the case of insurance companies
in several of the Central American countries and to a much lesser
extent in the case of social security institutions. The justice of
"exploiting" the ultimate investors in these captive institutions
whilst leaving other investors free to invest overseas, in real
estate, etc., must be questioned.

See David Finch, "Purchasing Power Guarantees for Deferrmd Payments",
International Monetary Fund Staff Papers, February 1956.
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(b) Effect on Supply and Utilization of Investible Funds

98. The expectation that inflation will occur may reduce the willingness
of individuals and corporations to save. If this happens, an additional
burden on public savings arises or alternatively the total flow of
domestic investible funds may decline. But even if this does not
occur, the transferability of savings among different uses will most
likely be reduced for reasons stated in Chapter IV, section 3; and
also, capital flight is likely to take place. As a general proposition,
it may be argued that value-linking will tend to correct the distortions
which inflationary price expectations induce. Funds would be helped
to flow into those channels where the real return upon them is highest
rather than being diverted into those channels which offer a private
hedge against inflation.

(c) Value-Linking and Inflation

99* Whilst support of value-linking on the above grounds is
fairly widespread, less agreement exists when it comes to the possible
wider implications of such a device. Two of these are of particular
importance. Firstly, there is the view that by implying a willingness
to live with inflationary expectations rather than fighting them
head-on, government use of the device merely aggravates the position.
Alan Day, for instance, powerfully demolishes the case for sole reliance
by the government on fixed-interest borrowing both in times of stable
price and of rising prices yet dismisses the argument for value-linking
in one sentence: ...such arrangements (value-linking of bond issues)
have been very rare, and understandably have been frowned upon because
they imply a deliberate acceptance of inflation by the monetary
authorities". Similarly Edwin Nevin, despite his conviction that
the public debt in the less developed countries should be tailored
to the needs of economic growth, nevertheless rejects value-linking
for this purpose for: "above all, it is a clear admission of the
expectation of defeat by the one agency in the economy which has both
the power and the responsibility for combating inflation".../

100. It would be foolish to argue that these misgivings are totally
unjustified. But it would be equally blind to deny today, after two
decades of inflationary experience throughout the world, developing

O/ op. cit. Both these writers favor the issue of a so-called
"national equity" by the government rather than the value-linking
of government bonds. This suggestion is examined in Appendix 5
where it is emphasized that to be effective in achieving its
objectives, a national equity must not be an alternative to
value-linking but an extension of value-linking. Thus its
consideration pre-supposes the acceptance of the arguments
for value-linking itself,
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and developed countries alike, that there are circumstances - economic,
social and political - in which there might be no alternative to the
acceptance of rising prices other than the abandonment of a growth
target for some time. What should give in: the fear that the issue
of value-linked bonds may imply a willingness of the government to
live with inflation, or the prospect that the supply of domestic
investible funds will be increased and their allocation improved
and thus growth accelerated with a consequent reduction in the infla-
tionary pressure?

101. In any case the argument that value-linking aggravates the
inflationary tendencies can be exaggerated. In particular the existence
of value-linked obligations provides a financial instrument which
people can buy when inflation or fear of inflation makes them wish to
flee from money. Without such an instrument this wish would be widely
satisfied by the buying of overseas securities, real estate or other
durable consumer goods all of which would aggravate the inflationary
situation.

102. It is the effect which the acceptance of value-linking by the
government has on the climate of expectations which is the crucial
issue in regard to its effect on the inflationary situation and this
could only be Judged case by case. Certainly any decision by the
government to use value-linking should be complemented by other fiscal,
monetary, etc. policies which impress upon the public that the
decision is part of a disciplined economic policy and not one which
can be interpreted as a sign of weakness.

(d) Value-Linking and the Capital Market

103. The second issue on which opinions differ is the effect which
the acceptance of value-linking by the government would have on the
capital market as a whole. There is a fear that the introduction of
value-linking by the government, perhaps on a small scale to begin
with, would inevitably spread to all public borrowing and into
private loan transactions as well, leading to what has been called
"the abdication" of the local currency. This fear seems frequently
to be based on the assumption that a value-linked bond would carry
the same nominal rate of interest as one which is not linked in this
way. This should not be necessary. In fact for an initial small
issue of linked bonds the terms could be such as to be aimed at those
investors having the greatest fear of inflation and who would there-
fore be willing to accept a very low nominal rate of interest (even
a negative one)1/ in return for a maintenance of value clause. Any

That such a possibility is not merely a theoretical abstraction
is illustrated by the negative rate of interest on certain over-
seas deposits in Swiss banks. This analogy is less far-fetched
than it seems. If a value-linked bond had a convertibility clause
at the option of the holder and all this were guaranteed by the World
Bank, this would not compare unfavorably with a deposit in a Swiss
bank,
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subsequent spread of value-linking would depend on the expectations
regarding the extent of future price rises of both borrowers on the
one hand and lenders on the other, In the case of an economy possessing
a developed capital market borrowers will find, given their own
expectations regarding future prices, that their financial needs are
most cheaply met by tailoring their bond issues as closely as possible
to the requirements of lenders. Whilst such a high degree of sophisti-
cation cannot be assumed in the capital markets of the developing
countries with which this paper is concerned, nevertheless a crude
attempt to meet the requirements of savers can be attempted. If in
fact the inflation psychosis is so widespread that all or most lenders
demand a guarantee of the real value of their savings then money has
ceased in that country to fulfill one of its primary functions of
being a store of value; and it can certainly be argued that in order
that economic decisions bearing on the future should be taken in the most
efficient manner, money in these countries should be given a real value

over time by being linkcd to the exchange rate, a price index, etc. This
has happenedand with succes, when monetary systems have been reconstructed.

104. In summary, value-linking can be seen to have considerable merit
in terms of the supply and utilization of investible funds in times
of inflation or fear of inflation. As a technique of government
borrowing it helps restore the balance between public and private
borrowing. The arguments against this device are strong, but, in
our judgment, they are not overwhelming. Furthermore experience shows
that many of the misgivings which both economists and the financial
community feel in regard to value-linking are not realized in practice.
The following two sections describe the experience of three countries -
Finland, France and Israel - with value-linked bond issues. There
have been others which have tried this device but the three countries
mentioned have used it most extensively in recent years.

2. Value-Linked Bonds in Finland, France and Israeli

(a) Finland

105. The first value-tied loan in Finland was not a capital market
transaction. The bonds were given to displaced persons entitled to
compensation after the war; the intention was to maintain the real
value of the compensation claims during the 10 years over which
the payments were to be made. But the bonds could be sold in the
market, and were traded at favorable prices. The city of Helsinki
issued a loan with an index clause, and when the Government had to
resort to borrowing of some size, a pattern had been set. In the
years 1953-1957 about 80 per cent of new government issues were
index-linked, and about 45 per cent of other new issues.

1/ Appendix 4 presents more detailed accounts of the provisions of
a selected group of value-linked bond issues in Finland, France
and Israel.
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106. The National Pension Fund was the first institution to introduce
indexation in its lending, and was soon followed by the private
insurance companies. Index clauses were applied in insurance contracts
and bank deposits, they penetrated most of the capital market and it
is estimated that about 80 per cent of the total credit volume
incorporated an index clause by the end of 1958. After the stabili-
zation measures in the late fifties the use of index clauses declined
for some time, but they have recently become widespread again and in
1963 the Government issued several value-tied loans and indexation
has been reintroduced for some types of bank deposits.

107. Complete value-linking has been exceptional in Finland. Most
government loans have carried a clause guaranteeing 50 per cent linking
and this has been applicable in most of these cases to both principal
repayments and to interest. The clause has been restricted to upward
movements in the index to which the payments are linked and there has
frequently been an initial threshold (from 1 to 10 per cent) before
the clause comes into effect. A variety of index links have been used
including the cost of living index, the wholesale price index (either
for goods in general or for domestic goods) and finally the exchange
rate of pound sterling,

108, The market price of the value-linked bonds has responded to the
indexation; this is illustrated by the quotations on three government
loans which are identical except for the base index. The repayments
are to be increased by 50 per cent of the increase in the cost of
living index, but from different starting points. The calculation
refers to October 1963.

Table 7

Government Base Cost of Living Index Theoretical Market
Loan Index2/ October 1963 Bond Price./ Price

1951 - loo

1956 I 10h 153.7 121.4 119.0
1956 11 110 153.7 114.8 112.5
1956 III 113 153.7 111.7 111.0

The starting point for the index regulation.
According to the accumulated index compensation.

The market price is very close to the "theoretical bond price" which
results from adding the index compensation to the nominal value.



(b) France

109. Following a lead set by public and private enterprises after the
War. the government introduced index clauses into its borrowing
contracts* Table 8 below indicates the use of index regulations in
bond issues in the period 1952-57.

Table 8

(billions of old francs)

Issues by: Index Regulation Ordinary Bonds Total

The government 6811 319 1,000
Public corporations 255 401 656
Private enterprises 144 139/ 283
Others - 40 40

Total 1,080 899J 1,979

1 Excluding 233 billion issued for the conversion of other bonds,
2 Including 16 in convertible bonds (convertible in stocks under

certain conditions).

Source: Statistiques et Etudes Financieres, No. 105, September 1957.

110. Each index-linked bond issue has contained a guarantee in respect
of either the principal or the interest payment but not both and the
guarantee has been to the full 100 per cent of the change in whatever
index the principal or interest is to be linked. A whole range of
indices has been used upon which to base the maintenance of value
guarantee. The principals of government bond issues have been linked
to the free market price of a certain gold coin (the "napoleon"), to
stock prices and to a combination of stock and bond prices whilst
interest payments have been linked to the volume index of industrial
production.

111. Public and semi-public corporations issued bonds with a great
variety of index linkings. The cost of living index or other general
indicators were not used because the courts on several occasions have
declared such contracts illegal. Interest, capital or both have been
linked to the level of electricity production in the case of bonds
issued by the electricity industry, to the level of productivity in
the industry in the case of bonds issued by the coal industry, and
to the level of product prices in the case of bonds issued by both
the transportation and electricity industries. Other industries have
used total value of their sales as the base for such index linking.

112. Private companies have generally avoided a direct link to their
own prices or production, but have offered an additional interest



related to distributed profits or other indicators of company earnings,
thus giving the bondholders some of the advantages of a stmckholder.
Nevertheless, there are examples of rather strict regulations in
issues by private companies; in one issue both interest and capital
are linked to steel prices, cement prices and the wage level. Two
complicated formulas determine the payments to be made to the bond-
holders.

313. As part of the stabilization program, indexation of new issues
was declared illegal in 1958. Whilst this prohibition was on indexation
to prices of goods and services having no direct relation with the
business of either the borrower or the lender, the Treasury has refused
to approve any indexation provisions whatsoever, or even any provisions
giving the bondholder an interest in the profits of the issuing enterprise.

114. All the details on the calculation of the index compensations
(the exact base period, etc.) are not available, but by applying the
main rules we find that:

(a) It was not until August 1961 that the price of the "napoleon"
exceeded the threshold price for the 1952 loan of hO new
francs and which was necessary for the compensation clause
to become effective. Even since August 1961, however, the
price has only been slightly higher than hO francs. But
the price limit in the 1958 loan was only 36 new francs,
and according to the last quotation this loan has given
a capital gain of l per cent.

(b) Industrial production increased by 38 per cent from 1956 to
1962, and the interest payments in 1963 on one of the 5 per
cent 1956 loans should be close to 7 per cent.

(c) The average increase in bond and stock prices from 1956
to 1962 was 58 per cent; the redemption payments on one of
the 1956 loans should be increased correspondingly (in
1963).

(d) Stock prices increased by 51 per cent from 1957 to 1962; the
repayments in 1963 on the 1957 loan should be increased by
that percentage.

(c) Israel

115. In 1951 government bonds denominated in dollars were given as
compensation for foreign securities requisitioned by the state. The
bonds were favorably quoted in the market, and set a pattern for
following issues which were denominated in Israeli Pounds but linked
to the U.S. Dollar; both repayments and interest payments were to be
increased proportionally with an increase in the official price of
the dollar. Public corporations and private companies have issued
bonds pegged to the price of their product, to the cost of living index,
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to the dollar or to a combination of these final two indices.
Investors have often been given the option to choose between a dollar
link or a price link. Some special bonds entitle the holder to the
purchase of a flat, land or a citrus orchard at a price fixed in
advance. Until recently both interest and principal have been 100 per
cent value-linked. Value-linking has spread very widely and it is
claimed that the Israeli Pound was practically abandoned as a standard
of payments in long-term financial contracts. Close to 90 per cent
of the domestic bonds listed on the stock exchange at the end of 1962
had some kind of linkage.

Table 9

Domestic Bonds Listed2/ on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange

(nominal value, end of 1962)
(Hilli on IM)

Government
Government Guaranteed Other Total

Dollar-linked 185 57 157 399
Index-linked 74 13 56 143
Mixed-link 13 - 80 93

Linked, Total 72 TO 293 633
Non-linked 64 - 2 66
Total 7ig 70 295 701

1/ Short-term loans are not listed.
Source: Bank of Israel Annual Report 1962

The development of bond and stock prices is given below.

(1950 = 100) 1950 1955 1960

Non-linked bonds 100 100 103

Linked bonds 100 266 313

Shares 100 219 402

116. The devaluation of the Israel pound which occurred in 1962 increased
the dollar-linked debt by two-thirds in terms of local currency. It had
been anticipated but nevertheless the prices of dollar-linked bonds rose
by 55 per cent over the year.

117. The devaluation increased the total debt of houseowners by 17 per
cent and measures were introduced to help farmers with dollar-linked debt.
It was decided that the dollar-link should not apply for repayments dur-
ing the first three years, and several conversion schemes were set up:
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the farmers could choose between a conversion into price-linked debt or
into non-linked debt with a 3 per cent higher interest rate; the costs
should be covered partly by the government, partly by the devaluation
gains of financial institutions.

118. After the devaluation and stabilization measures in 1962 the
government expressed its intention to stop all issues in currency-linked
bonds, but to continue the issue of index-linked bonds. The use of
indexation subsequently declined and the public developed a preference
for non-linked securities which have had a higher interest than linked
securities. The maximum legal rate of interest on non-linked "approved"
loans was set at 12 per cent in 1963 (it had been 9% previously) and that on
linked transactions at 8 per cent thus giving a 1 per cent rise from 3
per cent to h per cent in the premium to cover the risk of non-linkage.
Whilst new issues of dollar-linked bonds have been forbidden since 1962
transactions continue to occur of course in previous issues and recently
their prices have tended to rise again after a period of stability follow-

ing upon the devaluation.

3. The Lessons from Finnish and Israeli Experience

119. It is apparent from the foregoing descriptive account that value-
linking has been most extensively developed in Israel and Finland. In
order to derive some practical judgments regarding the economic effects
which have resulted from this experience a limited on-the-spot investiga-
tion of the judgments of the central banks, commercial banks, savings
banks, insurance companies, pension funds and finance ministries has been
undertaken. It must be emphasized, however, that the use of the technique
in both countries has not been the outcome of any explicit appraisal of
its economic desirability. In fact in both countries value-linking was
introduced initially as a measure of social/political justice to a small
group of expropriated asset owners whom the government wished to
compensate. From this restricted beginning it has in both cases snow-
balled through the economy.

120. The most striking and surprising fact that emerges from talking to
people who are active in the financial and capital markets in both these
countries is their widespread acceptance of value-linking as a desirable
technique in general once it is expected that a rise in prices in the
future is either politically or economically inescapable. The surprise
stems from the fact that traditionally opposition to valu9-linking has
come from financial circles rather than from economists.- Of course
there is universal concern and complaint that governments seem unable or
unwilling to control the inflationary process and it is emphasized that
value-linking is in no way considered to be an alternative to stable
prices but merely as a second-best solution. But there seemed to be
virtually no support for the view which is so strongly emphasized in the

/ David Finch, op. cit. page 2
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more abstract discussion of value-linking and to which reference was
made previously (para. 99) that the device itself is inflationary because
it reinforces peoples' expectations that prices will rise in the future.
It was suggested that this might be a possibility when value-linking is
initially introduced but that subsequently the interest differential
between linked and unlinked obligations comes merely to reflect investors'
expectations rather than the other way round. The question the govern-
ment or other bond-issuing authority apparently has to ask itself is
always: given price expectations in the market, what interest differ-
ential between linked and non-linked bonds is necessary in order that
they should be competitive with each other?

121. Of more significance in relation to the inflation problem was felt
to be the effect of value-linking on savings and investment. Both in
Israel and in Finland the insurance companies and the banks are convinced
that by being able to guarantee either in whole or, in the case of
Finland, in part, the real value of peoples' savings, their business
has been increased considerably. The insurance companies in particular
are certain that, but for their introduction of value-linked policies
based on their portfolios of, in part, value-linked obligations of the
government and other public bodies, their life business would have been
very small. Without the existence of value-linked obligations only
real estate could have provided the basis for such policies because the
equity market is too little developed and too risky to provide the
asset structure they require. In both countries, furthermore, these
savings institutions believe that had they not succeeded in generating
these increased savings, that the income would have found its way
mainly into the purchase of consumer durables rather than into alterna-
tive savings outlets. Opinion differed Ae to whether a higher interest
rate would be just as effective as a value-linking of policies and
savings accounts but in Finland, at least, the insurance companies con-
sidered that the past history of their currency was such that only a
guarantee to provide a given sum in real terms in the future could con-
vince some potential policy-holders of the desirability of long-term
saving. For this reason they regretted the Finnish practice of limiting
the value-linking of bond issues to 50 per cent of the increase in the
price level.

122. Changes in the level of saving, however, result also from changes
in public savings as well as of private savings and the relevant judgment
to be made here was whether value-linking of government bonds in these
countries had reduced fiscal discipline. In Israel nobody was willing
to countenance this view either in respect of the central government
itself or of the autonomous public agencies. In Finland, however, the
point was made in a more general context when the view was expressed in
the Central Bank that anything which made government bonds more saleable,
including the development of a more active capital market, was a cause
of concern because it eased the financial pressure upon the government.

123. As regards the pattern of savings use, to begin with neither
Finland nor Israel has had a capital flight problem. Undoubtedly
domestically it has made more funds available to the public sector though
there are critics in Israel who argue that the real return on the
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investible funds would be higher if more were to be left in the private
sector to be distributed in part through the 'blackt capital market.

124. In Finland a problem which is being actively discussed is the
effect of value-linking on the growth of an equity market and therefore
on the supply of funds to private industry. 'Whilst one group holds that
value-linking educates investors away from fixed-interest securities
and can be regarded as an intermediate step on the way to completely
variable-return securities, another considers that by providing investors
with a hedge against inflation, value-linking reduces the flow of funds
into equity shares.

125. As regards techniques of linking, there is universal disapproval
in Israel of exchange-rate linkage. (Finland has had virtually no
external linkage whatsoever). The 1962 devaluation of the Israel pound
had such an impact effect on the society when many of its internal
obligations were linked to the dollar, that the government was forced to

yield to the demands in particular of houseowners and farmers. Further-
more, although the suggestion was categorically denied by some people,
the view persists in some quarters that the actual devaluation was
delayed because of the anticipation of this impact effect. That this
universal disapproval of dollar-linking seems not to have affected at
all the attitude towards value-linking in general is an indication of
the extent to which the policy has become acceptable to the financial
institutions and its merits recognized by them in a situation in which
inflation is expected to persist.

126. Regarding the actual determination of the internal value-link,
the general point was often made that the index of prices must be
widely respected if it is to be acceptable and effective. In Finland
the Central Bank acts as the referee in private contracts which have
been linked to many different internal indices.

127. It is obviously impossible to isolate the effects of value-linking
in the countries which have employed it upon their rate of economic growth.
Certainly the growth performance of the three countries whose experience
we have examined has been favorable as compared with other countries at
a similar level of development, though it is always open to the purist
to argue that it might have been more favorable but for value-linking.
However, within the countries nobody appears to entertain this view that
value-linking has hampered their growth rates - rather the reverse,
given the apparent inevitability of inflation.
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CHAPTER VI. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

128. It was emphasized in the Introduction (Chapter I) that Dr. Machado's
proposal has two parts; firstly that governments should issue value-linked
bonds to finance the local currency component of Bank projects and
secondly that the Bank should guarantee this obligation. Whilst the
first part of the proposal might be approved on the basis of the considera-
tions outlined in the previous Chapter, the question then arises whether
the Bank should effectively associate itself with the issue of value-
linked bonds in the way Dr. Machado suggests. This chapter explores
the considerations which are relevant to a judgment on this second part
of the proposal.

1. Legal Considerations

129. It is understood that it is within the powers of the Bank under
its Articles of Agreement to offer the form of guarantee envisaged by
Dr. Machado.

2. The Likely Demand for the Bank Guarantee

130. It has been argued that the proposal to guarantee a local bond
issue by a government is in fact of mere academic interest because no
government would be willing to injure its self-respect by requesting the
Bank to guarantee its creditworthiness in respect of its internal debt.
Such a view is not borne out by the reaction to the proposal contained
in correspondence received by Dr. Machado. For instance from Costa Rica
comes the statement: "I have discussed your proposal with the President
and we entirely agree that the introduction of this system would provide
a positive stimulus for local investors and thus facilitate the execution
of development plans", and a further letter from Costa Rica from the
Minister of Economic Affairs states, "The document submitted by you to
the Bank's Financial Policy Committee has the full support of my Govern-
ment". From Honduras the Minister for Economic Affairs and Finance writes,
"We also welcome the possibility of the Bank assisting the Governments
of underdeveloped countries to obtain the local funds they require".

3. The Market for Machado-type Bonds

131. The objectives of a value-linked bond issue can in part be achieved
without the necessity for obtaining the Bank guarantee. For those
investors (individual or institutional) who wish to retain their funds
in domestic assets and who have faith in the willingness of present and
future governments to honor their obligations, a non-Bank-guaranteed
value-linked bond issue would be sufficient to attract them away from
alternative inflation-proof investments such as real estate. This is
likely to be true, for instance, of social security institutions and
also of other locally managed savings institutions including, probably,
the local insurance companies.

132. If this were thought to be correct and providing, of course, the
whole argument for value-linking presented in the previous chapter were
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accepted, then operationally it would merely imply that Bank missions
or representatives should encourage the issue of such bonds in particular
countries and, in certain cases, that their issue could be linked with
the local financing of a Bank project.

133. However such a bond issue is only likely to cover part of the
needs of investors. In addition there are those investors who fear not
only a deterioration in their domestic currencies but also the willing-
ness and/or ability of future governments to honor their contracts.
There are also those who seek security in diversification and whose
investment horizon must therefore extend beyond the limited range of
domestic assets which are available. The requirements of both these
groups of investors can be met in part by a Bank guarantee as proposed by
Dr. Machado. In effect the Bank would be providing security to the first
group by pledging the backing of all its member governments to the obliga-
tions of one member. To the second group it would be giving them the
possibility of achieving a given degree of diversification in their
portfolios without the need to invest so heavily overseas. Both of these
considerations would seem to be highly relevant to the circumstances of
those countries in which political uncertainty is frequently widespread
and whose size and level of development severely restrict the range of
financial investment opportunities which are available.

134. It must be emphasized once again that the purpose of issuing
Machado bonds is not that borrowing governments should give investors a
bond which carries guarantees against currency depreciation and against
default without extracting any quid-pro-quo from them. The value-linked
bonds would carry a lower nominal rate of interest than non-linked bonds
and Bank guaranteed bonds would likewise carry a lower rate of interest
than non-guaranteed bonds.

4. The Risks to the Bank

135. Dr. Machado's proposal would permit member governments when they
wish to borrow local funds to use the Bank's own credit standing in the
eyes of investors. For this permission Dr. Machado proposes that a
commission would be charged. It can be assumed that this commission would
impose little, if any, extra budgetary burden on the governments concerned
for in the circumstances envisaged in their economies it will be partly
or wholly offset by a reduction in the rate of interest on the bonds
issued. If this were not true it would imply that the credit standing
of the government in the eyes of local investors was rated equivalent to
that of the Bank and, therefore, the need for the Bank's guarantee would
not arise. Furthermore the foreign exchange cost of the commission would
be a relatively small burden.

136. It is quite obviously impossible to calculate actuarially what
level of commission would be required to cover the contingent liabilities
to which the Bank would be committing itself under the proposal. In fact
the risks of default would appear to be minimal. The member government's
obligation is merely in terms of local currency so that no question of
an external transfer problem arises from it. The problem is a budgetary
one and a deliberate decision to default on internal debt servicing would



therefore be required before the Bank's obligation would become effective.
Even then a government would be able to discriminate in favor of that
part of its internal debt (such as the proposed Bank guaranteed debt)
the servicing of which would reflect directly upon its external credit
standing with the Bank and other lenders. Thus the possibility of default
on its obligation under the Machado proposal would appear to be smaller
than in the case firstly of external debt where the foreign exchange
transfer requirement can raise particularly difficult debt servicing
problems for certain countries, and secondly of the normal internal debt
where default does not directly affect a country's external credit standing.

5. The Dangers to the Developing Countries

137. Acceptance of the Machado proposal would carry with it two dangers
to the economic development of member countries taking advantage of it.
To the extent that either of these potential dangers were realized the
benefits to be derived from the proposal would be partly or wholly
negatived.

(a) Fiscal policy

138. It was emphasized in Chapter III of this Report that generating the
maximum level of domestic savings through, in particular, the development
of effective and dynamic tax structures, must be regarded as the primary
aim of government financial policy in the countries which have been
studied in this enquiry. The possibility of being able to finance the
local currency cost of Bank projects out of the funds raised from a
Machado-type bond issue, should not induce any weakening whatsoever in the
fiscal discipline which should be expected from governments before Bank
lending is contemplated. In this regard the Bank's influence has been
particularly beneficial in the countries under review in its dealings
with the autonomous or semi-autonomous public industries (in particular
power and telecommunications). In these cases the Bank has often been
able to insist upon or work towards tariff structures to generate internal
saving which in all probability has represented a net increase in total
national savings. Any undermining of this beneficial influence could be
considered highly undesirable.

(b) Foreign assistance

139. One of the undoubted dangers which would arise to the extent that
the Machado proposal reduced the local currency problem in relation to
both Bank projects and other investment projects in a country, is that
it would result in a reduction in foreign lending and aid to such a country.
This would follow from the present practice of some lending institutions
of lending foreign exchange to assist countries in meeting the local
currency cost of investment projects. These institutions presumably first
estimate the local currency "gap" for projects they intend to finance and
then approve loans in foreign exchange to meet this gap. If the gap were
to be reduced by a successful mobilization of domestic funds through
Machado-type bonds, the foreign exchange needed to meet the local currency
requirements would also fall.
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14(), It has already been suggested that criteria which are based on
the accidents of the physical composition of particular projects are
inadequate for estimating the desirable rate of external borrowing by
a country. (See paras. 49-50). What is required is a more general
evaluation of a country's need for assistance and its potential for
using such assistance. It is the growth performance, the absorptive
capacity and the readiness to finance donestically a part of the total
developmental cost that are decisive for determining both the amount
to be borrowed and lent and the capacity to service such borrowing.
An increased ability to mobilize domestic resources for development
should only strengthen the country's claim for foreign assistance. If
there is any sophistication in development lending, the success of
Machado-type bonds should lead to an increase in the rate of domestic
capital formation and to an associated increase in foreign assistance
to such a country rather than to a reduction.



CHAPTER VII. CONCLUSIONS

11. The initial assertion of Dr. Machado's paper is that shortage of
local currency is "the most serious obstacle" to the economic development
of "most underdeveloped countries". On the basis of a fairly detailed
investigation of the situation in a selected group of Central American
countries, this study has confirmed that this assertion is true with
respect to the countries studied, though whether it is "the most serious
obstacle" or merely "a serious obstacle" cannot be judged and is in any
case not important for policy purposes. Dr. Machado is particularly
concerned with this problem in relation to the submission and completion
of projects financed by the Bank/IDA and his concern has been shown to
be justified in the case of these five countries. Furthermore, it has
been emphasized throughout the paper that unless it were assumed that
the Bank should take a very narrow view of its responsibilities, the
problem with which he is concerned has an even wider economic meaning.
This wider context is firstly the mobilization of savings for public
investment; and, more widely still, the problem of the mobilization of
domestic resources in general, including capital repatriation, for high
priority investment in both the public and private sectors of the economy.
The evidence confirms that development expenditure in the public sector
has been held back by shortage of funds and that at the aggregate level
the absorptive capacity of the Central American countries is in excess of
the investible funds which they have available.

142. There seems widespread agreement that the main pillar of any
policy to deal with this problem in these countries must continue to be
the generation of the maximum flow of savings available for ploughback
through, in particular, disciplined fiscal policies aimed at increasing
public savings both in the government budget and in the operations of
public enterprises.

143. However, it would be erroneous to believe that there is no room for

supporting specific policies which are carefully focussed on crucial
problems, even though such policies may be considered as "second best"
In this regard the adverse effects upon both the supply and utilization
of domestically available savings which result from the fear of internal
and/or external depreciation of the currency have been isolated for
examination. Despite a creditable record of financial discipline, fears
of inflation and/or devaluation persist in the Central American countries
and both the flight of sorely needed capital and its misapplication to
non-priority uses can in part be attributed to these fears. Whilst the
ultimate solution to this problem might be held to be the vigorous
pursuit of price stability, there is presumably a limit beyond which even
the most ardent deflationist would not go when both prices and exchange
rates have been stable for long periods, in order to convince the public
that their fears for the future value of the currency are unjustified.

114. It is apparent, therefore, that the undesirable consequences of
these currency fears must be countered by specific government policy.
Dr. Machado's proposal, by providing the security which holders of some
investible funds demand, is focused on a crucial problem, and it should
be supported.
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The alternative is an attempt at mobilization of local resources
through a drastic increase in interest rates or through controls. The

effectiveness of controls is doubtful, and certainly so for these
countries. A reasonable increase in domestic interest rates is desirable
for many reasons. But it is highly doubtful whether even a drastic

upward shift in the rate of interest would help combat the fundamental
motives which induce investors today to transfer their funds abroad
or into real estate; while it is fairly certain that such a policy would

cause social and political resentment and very uncertain whether the

basic economics of such a move are at all correct. The Machado proposal
would achieve the same purpose - an increased resource mobilization -
for which controls and drastic increases in the rates of interest are
intended; but it would achieve this purpose more efficiently,with more

elegance and without a risk of deflation which, except in special
circumstances, is likely to slow down growth.

145. While many aspects of the problem require further research, we
believe that the results embodied in this report provide a basis for

several steps. The first one is in the direction of Bank operational

work; the remaining ones are in the field of further study.

(i) If the judgment made in this Report on the economic aspects
of the Machado proposal as it affects the Central American countries is

accepted, then this study could be supplemented to include an investiga-
tion of the financial, legal and other technical problems which the

proposal implies. This would presumably demand a working party drawn

from the appropriate Departments of the Bank. Its work could be under-

taken both in general terms and possibly in terms of a specific project
being considered by the Bank where the possibility has arisen of using

a Machado-bond issue for generating the local currency component. To

put it bluntly: if the economic case for the Machado-type bonds can be

made - and we believe it can - what is the most practicable way in which

the Bank can help? Are there strong financial and other reasons why

the Bank would not guarantee some such bonds? Is the type of bond

which Dr. Machado proposes the best one?

(ii) Independently from (i), a new study should be undertaken to

embrace countries whose record in terms of currency stability is not

so good as that of the Central American countries. Two groups of
countries suggest themselves in this regard; firstly are those with

moderate-to-high inflation and secondly those where inflation is gallop-
ing.

(iii) Related to (ii) is the possibility of extending the conceptual

framework of the analysis to embrace the more general complex of problems

of inflation, capital flight, balance of payments management, indebted-

ness and growth. What role, if any, could some form of Machado proposal

play in an effective management of the capital account of the balance

of payments of the developing countries which continue to suffer from
inflationary pressures and under what conditions would such a measure
be effective. More concretely, if it were possible to devise a paper

which would provide security similar to that enjoyed by a deposit held
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abroad and, in addition, some return, one of the main sources of
balance of payments instability - frequent bursts of capital flight -
might perhaps be removed or at least mitigated. If this were done, one
of the most difficult problems of balance of payments management under
conditions of inflation would be nearer to solution.

(iv) One more approach concerns the repatriation of assets
already held abroad. Both the Machado Proposal (i) and the approach
under (iii) are addressed primarily to preventing or reducing the escape
of capital in the future. It is somewhat doubtful whether, by them-
selves, they could be effective in inducing a repatriation of assets
accumulated abroad in the past. There are suggestions that the Bank
might be instrumental in engendering such a repatriation. For instance,
in a recent statement, Mr. Fernand Collin, Chairman of the Belgian
Kredietbank, argued that ways and means should be sought for "getting
the capital saved by residents in the developing countries to return
freely to its land of origin, so that it can be utilized productively
there". He suggested the role financial institutions, particularly
the banks, of America and Europe can perform in this regard and main-
tained that "their influence would become very impressive indeed if

they could obtain the collaboratiop/of great world institutions such
as the World Bank, the IFC, etc.."- Whilst the focus of these

21/ "Private Financing for the Developing Countries", Speech delivered by
11r. Fernand Collin in New York in October 1963, and republished in his
book: "The Formation of a European Capital Market": The following
specific proposals were made in regard to this question during the
course of this speech;

"The World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank and

the European Investment Bank could float large bond issues
stated in units of account in Europe at low interest rates,
the proceeds of which would be re-loaned in units of account
to underdeveloped countries.

Another possibility would be for the international
financial institutions to guarantee borrowings in units of
account from private lenders by governments or corporations
of underdeveloped countries.

A third possibility would be the employment of synchroniz-
ed loans in units of account from international financial insti-
tutions and private banks, where the private banks would buy
or place the securities having early maturities without the
guarantee of the international financial institutions, and the
international financial institutions would place the securities
having long maturities."

Just as recent unit of account offerings have proved very
attractive for the European investor, they are probably equally
attractive for the refugee money which is now so abundantly
available in Europe and which might be lured into sound invest-
ments in the underdeveloped areas if the yield is also satis-
factory."
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suggestions is somewhat the same as in Dr. Machado's paper, in fact
the methods proposed would raise problems of external debt servicing
identical with those on conventional foreign borrowing. Thus a broaden-

ing of the scope of the study in this way would automatically link up
with the study of foreign debt servicing problems, whhich has already
been completed. The question arises whether the Machado proposal - which

is limited to a Bank guarantee of value-linked bonds that remain service-

able and repayable in local currency - should not in some way be combined

with an obligation which carries, in toto or in part, some option of the

owner to claim service in foreign currency and which would be more effect-

ive in inducing repatriation of capital. Whether it is a practicable
one and what are its implications are issues which ought to be explored.

They are outside the framework of the Nachado proposal, since the latter

is designed to avoid the actual or contingent increase in foreign in-

debtedness which IvIr. Collin's suggestion, for instance, would imply. But
is there a middle ground? And could the Bank help in finding a middle

ground?
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COSTA RICA Millions of Colones
Table I

Gross Investment and Its Financing 1955-1961

1955 1956 1957 1958 199 1960 1961

Gross Domestic Product 2,051 2,113 2,303 2,465 2,530 2,648 2,789

Gross Fixed Investment 394 418 435 404 451 474 484

Increase in Inventories 31 38 32 33 42 52 2h

Total Gross Investment 425 456 467 437 493 526 508

Percentage of GDP 20% 21% 20% 18% 19% 20% 18%

Public Sector Gross Investment 90 106 90 78 69 89 92

Finance of Grc-ss Investment

Total PoDreciation Provision
(Public and Private Sectors) 117 126 131 141 124 128 161

Private Company Net Saving 38 37 38 38 39 41 74

Personvl 1ot Saving 87 88 84 145 76 84 111

Public ,et Saving 113 77 101 79 117 121 61

Overseas Borrowing 71 128 113 35 138 152 100

Sources: U.F. Yearbook of National Account Statistics and IBRD Report "Current
Economic Position and Prospects of Costa Rica", dated May 27, 1963.

Despite a significant fall in the proportion of gross domestic
production devoted to investment in the final four years as compared with

the first four covered in Table I - especially if allowance is made for the

large inventory increase in 1960 - investment has persistently absorbed

around 20 per cent of domestic production in Costa Rica. However domestic

savings failed, particularly in 1959 and 1960 to match the rising absolute
level of investment and the capital inflow markedly increased. Company net
saving in particular was almost unchanged until 1961 as was personal
saving with the exception of a very large and short-lived increase in 1958.
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Public saving has fluctuated very considerably over the period covered but
even in 1959 and 1960 when it was very high it failed to provide sufficiently
increased investible funds to finance the increased volume of capital expend-
iture.

Table II

Public Capital Account

(Millions of Colones)

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Investment

General Government 62 58 56 37 45 40 66

Public Corporations 28 _48 34 _41 24 49 26

Total 90 106 90 78 69 89 92

Sav17s

General Government 93 35 78 64 95 63 33

Public Corporations 20 _42 23 15 22 58 28

Total 113 77 101 79 117 121 61

Overall Balance

General Government 31 -23 22 27 50 23 -33

Public Corporations -8 -6 -11 -26 -2 9 2

Total 23 -29 11 1 48 32 -31

Table II shows that public investment fell markedly in 1958 and 1959
both absolutely and as a proportion of total investment. This reflected a
very large fall in general government investment but it was reinforced in

1959 by a large fall in investment by public corporations. The new
stability at a higher level of total public investment in 1960 and 1961
was the result of off-setting fluctuations in its two broad components.
However in both these years public investment was no higher than in the
mid-1950 and in fact lower than in 1956.

On the revenue side of the public capital account the main feature is
the high level of total public savings in 1959 and 1960 which has already
been noted, This, together with the low level of public investment partic-
ularly 1959, resulted in overall public sector surpluses of around 10 per
cent of private sector investment in those years. However the weak budgetary
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position in 1961 halved both the savings of general government and public
corporations and led in conjunction with a high level of public investment
expenditure particularly by the general government to the first overall
public sector deficit since 1956.

The experience of the central government itself since 1957 can be
seen from Table III. Throughout the period it ran an overall deficit but
it was not until 1961 that this reached large proportions. Until 1961 the
placement of treasury bonds with certain agencies had covered most of the
deficit but in 1961 funds from this source remained virtually unchanged and
the increase in the deficit by more than 60 mission colones was financed
primarily by the building up of credit from suppliers (46 million colones)
and the balance largely out of a treasury bill issue of 10 million colones.

Table III

Central Government Financing of Budget Deficits 1957-1961
(Millions of Colones)

1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Current Revenues 309.3 325.0 319.8 348.4 318.0

Expenditures 328.7 342.1 351.6 376.1 408.1

Salary Bonus Adjustment 1.1 1.3 1,2 1,5 1.1

Surplus or Deficit -20.5 -18.3 -32.9 -29,2 -91.2

Financed by:

Increase in Cash and Bank Deposits -2.0 2.8 -1h -0.3 4.2

Increase in Pending Obligations 15.4 -1.0 0.4 8.1 46.5

Placement of Treasury Bonds 3.4 14.5 35.1 26.5 27.6

Change in Treasury Assets 3.7 2.0 -1.1 -5.1 13.0

Drawings on Foreign Loans - - - -

Discrepancy - -

Total 20.5 18.3 32.9 29.2 91.2

Sources: International Monetary Fund; Ministry of Economy and Finance;
Central Bank of Costa Rica.



Government investment as at present projected appears likely to double

in the next few years. The 1963 Budget which proposes increased revenue still

leaves a deficit of 80 million colones which is more than the budgeted

capital works and therefore implies that there will be a net 
demand for

investible funds from the private sector or from overseas.

"The local currency costs of the development program will, however, be

as large or larger in 1964 and in 1965, and the Government's contribution

to the development program from domestic resources will need to be substan-

tially increased. With the expected growth also in the Government's current

expenditures, mainly as a result of the fast rise in expenditures on education,

the necessary addition to Government revenues could be secured by an increase,

probably of the order of 1 per cent, in the proportion of the gross national

product taken in taxation as compared with the 13 per cent of recent years.

This would seem feasible, but if it should prove impossible to secure a

sufficient increase in Government revenues from increased taxation, a greater

domestic contribution to the financing of public sector development projects

could be obtained if a larger share of savings originating in the public

sector were to be used for this prupose. In particular, two state agencies,

the National Insurance Institute and the Social Security Fund, accumulate

large savings which they have authority to invest as they see fit. 
While

the Social Security Fund has lent part of its savings to the state electric-

ity and housing authorities, most of the savings of the two state agencies

have been lent to the private sector, mainly on mortgages. Total annual

savings of both agencies have increased rapidly in recent years, in 1961

reaching almost 60 million colones. The Social Security Fund expects that

as it expands its operations to cover additional sections of the population,

its loanable funds will decline, and that it may have to borrow to help

finance the construction of new hospitals. Nevertheless, the timing of such

expansion and new construction should be adjusted to the overall availabil-

ity of resources, and at present it appears that a greater contribution

to the economic development of the country would result from using more of

the savings of the Fund and of the National Insurance Institute to help
finance productive projects in the public sector rather than, for example,

private housing or the expansion of social services." (IBRD Economic

Report, 1963, paragraph 38).

"Some part of the savings of the private sector may also be available

to the Government. Government bond issues have been an important source of

finance for development in the past. With the mounting fiscal difficulties

of recent years, bond issues increased and the Government resorted to the

practice of issuing bonds to suppliers as payment in lieu of cash. Bond

prices fell sharply, with the discount on 7 per cent bonds reaching almost

40 per cent early in 1962. The current yield is at present about 10 per

cent. Since then, issues have been greatly reduced and bond prices have

strengthened somewhat. If this policy can be continued until the confidence

of investors is restored, the Government and possibly some state agencies

should then be able to place new issues in the market. It is difficult to

assess the demand for such issues; clearly much will depend upon the interest

rates and other conditions offered. It is probable, however, that the

Government could raise about 20 million colones annually by this method."

(IBRD Economic Report, 1963, paragraph 39).



"Besides expanding local resources for public sector projects, it
should also be possible to mobilize greater domestic resources to supplement

new foreign borrowings in financing productive projects in the private sector,
although with the traditional preference of private capitalists for invest-

ment in real estate, this may be slow, With one exception, Government bonds

are the only securities actively traded in the market, and only in exceptional

cases can business raise capital by the issue of shares or debentures. A

heavy responsibility rests on the banks, therefore, for supplying both short

and long-term capital. Resources for longer-term lending to the private

sector have come partly from foreign borrowings, and new loans from abroad

are planned over the next year although almost $10 million of earlier

foreign loans are still undisbursed. A large part of this sum is however
already earmarked for specific uses, so that the balance of disposable funds

is probably not greater than $5 million, Further resources for longer-term

lending have come from the accumulated reserves of the banks, but the growth

of reserves is likely to be slowed with the diversion of a share of the

banks' profits to the Government. This loss could be offset by raising the
rate of return on the bankst capital, now only 1-1 per cent, and an increase

in interest rates on bank loans, now typically 6 per cent and 8 per cent,
would undoubtedly reflect more closely the real scarcity of capital. It
would also enable the banks to attract resources by offering higher rates

on savings deposits and on bonds sold to the public, By raising interest

rates on bank loans, by offering higher rates on savings deposits and bank

bonds and by actively promoting the sale of bonds and possibly of other

forms of bank securities, bank resources for longer-term lending could be

increased. The problem of mobilizing equity capital for new business
ventures would remain. The establishment of a development corporation might
be a partial solution, though it would no doubt be difficult to establish a

viable institution without some alterations in the banking system. This

and other problems relating to the structure and operations of the banking

system have been the subject of a study by a team organized by the Inter-

American Bank, whose report has now been completed." (IBRD Economic Report,
1963, paragraph 40),

"To summarize: Costa Rica should be able to finance the local currency
costs of public sector development projects and to increase resources for

productive investment in the private sector, provided that appropriate steps
are taken. These will not be easy, involving as they do further increases

in taxation, a limitation on the jealously-guarded autonomy of some state

agencies, and an increase in interest rates on bank loans and possibly
other charges. Nevertheless, the steps are not so difficult that Costa Rica

cannot reasonably be expected to take them," (IBRD Economic Report, 1963,
paragraph 41).
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EL SALVADOR Millions of Colones

Table 1

Gross Investment and Its Financing

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962

Gross Domestic Product 1,292 1,259 1,227 1,279 1,389

Gross Investment 157 138 182 156 157

Percentage of G.D.P. 12% 11% 15% 12% 11%

Public Sector Gross Investment 46 47 54 48

Sources: U.N. Yearbook of National Account Statistics, 1962; DIF Report
(SM/63/93) dated August 16, 1963; IBRD Economic Report dated
February 27, 1962,

Total investment has remained fairly constant in El Salvador during the
past five years with the exception of 1960. In this year it rose by over
20% increasing the proportion of domestic production allocated to investment
to 15%. This increase was entirely in the private sector of the economy
public investment having remained fairly constant throughout the period at
or a little below 50 million colones per year. In general public investment
has represented about a third of total investment. It is unfortunate, how-
ever, that the national account statistics do not cover the years immediately
prior to 1958 and that the analysis must be restricted to the sector covered
by the central government accounts for it is the financial problems arising
out of the fall in coffee prices since 1957 and which could. be seen by
comparison with the 1958 statistics which are of greatest interest.

It is not possible to construct a comprehensive picture of the finance
of investment activity. In particular no statistical information on the
extent and pattern of either private corporation saving or of personal
saving appears to be available. As regards borrowing from overseas, El
Salvador has in fact had a net surplus on current account in all years since
1953 with the exception of 1960 when the domestic private investment boom
resulted in a large adverse movement in the balance of payments.

El Salvador has enjoyed a good reputation for sound monetary management
in the past. A stable rate of exchange has been maintained since 1934 and
internal prices have risen a mere 1 per cent per annum on average over the
last decade and have been stationary in the last five years. Only under the
emergency conditions of 1961 when foreign exchange reserves fell to less
than a third of the level existing a year earlier were foreign exchange
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controls introduced and then only for capital transactions. Furthermore,
the Fund reports that whilst the "authorities feel that it is still
necessary to retain capital controls on a temporary basis, it is their
intention to eliminate these controls as soon as it is practicable".

The fiscal position of the government has been the weakest element in
its financial program. The fundamental problem, of course, in this respect
has been the decline in coffee prices since 1957 which reduced revenue from

export taxes by over half in the period 1957 to 1959 and by a further 16
per cent (compared with the 1959 level) in 1962. Thus from providing over
a quarter of government revenue in 1957 they were providing a mere 12 per
cent in 1962 and this proportion would have been smaller but for a 10 per

cent reduction of total revenue over this period. The response of the

government to this fundamental problem has been twofold. Firstly, to hold
down expenditure and secondly, to seek new sources of income. In both

respects it has achieved considerable success. Total government expenditure

rose by less than 3 per cent from 1957 to 1961 and there was a slight fall

in 1962 compared with the previous year, This check on expenditure, however,
has only been achieved by drastic reductions in government capital expenditure

which have fallen in the last few years to about half their level in the
years 1956 and 1957 and by a slight reduction in subsidies and loans to
government agencies which are in part directed toward investment purposes.

Administrative exepnditures on the contrary rose by 12 per cent from 1957
to 1961 but of this increase education accounts for almost three-quarters.
The other major increase has been a doubling of pension and social security

contributions over the period since 1957 but, of course, the economic

significance of this cannot be judged without reference to the effective

use of these funds by the social security agency. That some at least of
the rise in non-capital expenditure by the government has been necessary and
will continue to be necessary particularly in the light of "the rapid growth

of population and intensifying social needs" is accepted by the Bank's
Economic Report, and the Fund further supports this view by reference to
the "growing awareness of the deficiencies of the educational system."

The holding of expenditure under strict control can, therefore, only
be regarded as a temporary measure if high priority investment and educational
developments are not to be impeded. The longer term solution is to reinforce
the government's revenue position and in fact the government has recognized

this. The Fund notes "that the tax changes made in recent years, beginning

in 1961, have made important contributions to strengthening the fiscal
situation" and that "it is encouraging that the fiscal authorities of El

Salvadore intend to take additional measures in the tax field to increase

the flow of resources to the public sector". In particular in this regard

is the new system of income taxation introduced in 1961 for both personal

and corporate income. This became fully effective in 1962 when revenue from
the tax was over 70 per cent above that of 1960.

No consolidated statement of the financial position of the public
sector as a whole is possible in the case of El Salvador. Many of the

autonomous agencies receive budgetary funds for current and/or capital
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purposes but one of them (the Hydroelectric Commission (CEL)) is now generat-
ing sufficient funds internally to meet the local expenditure costs of its
development program and another (the Water and Sewerage Administration (AI'DA))
hopes to do so at some time in the future. In fact the Bank Report considers
that: "even if the level of budgetary allocations for economic development
had to be reduced considerably below that of recent years because of budget-
ary difficulties, El Salvador would still be in a position to cover an
important portion of its overall public development program from internal
sources".

Despite its firm fiscal measures El Salvador was running an overall
cash deficit which amounted in 1962 to 7 per cent of its total expenditure
though this was an improvement on the previous year when it had amounted to

13 per cent of total expenditure.

The financing of the deficit in both years has been from inflationary
sources though with the exhaustion by the Treasury of both its deposits and
its accumulation of securities from the years of budget surpluses (particular-
ly 1954-57) the method of financing has changed. In 1962 the deficit was
financed by direct borrowing from the Central Reserve Bank. There has been
no public issue of bonds for three years though before then the financing of
public investment from bond issues met with some success. Table III appended
shows that in September 1961 outstanding bonds issued by the public power
enterprise, the Acajutla Port Authority and the mortgage bank amounted to
54 million colones of which 18 million colones were held by private investors
(IBRD Report, para. 55). There is no evidence of the government directing
any of the public autonomous agencies or the private non-bank financial
intermediaries to utilize their investible funds in approved ways. However,
since 1961 foreign exchange controls have been introduced on capital
transactions and this is likely to have made more funds indirectly avail-
able to the public sector.

Im summary, El Salvador has responded in a responsible and reasonably
determined manner to the fiscal implications of the marked change in its
external position since 1957. For administrative reasons, quite apart from
political considerations, the readjustment of its tax policy will take time
but there seems no reason to doubt that the government is intending to
pursue policies which accord with its record of financial responsibility.

Despite this display of financial responsibility the Bank's representa-
tive nevertheless reports a fear of currency devaluation and default.
Certainly there appears to be an unwillingness on the part of investors to
repatriate their short-term capital holdings though the actual flow of
flight capital overseas which was such a marked feature in 1961, appears to
have been stopped in 1962 (Fund Report). Estimates of the amount of short-
term capital held overseas vary from colones 10 million to 100 million.
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GUATEMALA

Table 1

Gross Investment and Its Financing

Million Quetzales

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Gross Domestic Product 569 628 653 647 659 685 691

Gross Investment 60 94 98 97 84 82 75

Percentage of GDP 11% 15% 15% 15% 13% 12% 11%

Public Sector Gross
Investment 32 49 55 45 37 29 25

Finance of Gross Investment

Public Savings 25 29 31 27 18 15 )
) 45

Gross Private Savings 30 45 26 19 33 37 )

External Finance (including
changes in foreign exchange
reserves) 5 20 hi 51 34 30 30

Source: IBRD Report: "The Economy of Guatemala"7 , November 1962.

During the first half of the 1950's investment absorbed little more than
a tenth of domestic production but in the period 1956-58 an investment boom

occurred which more than doubled the annual rate of capital expenditure and

increased it in the course of one year by over 50% from Q60 million in 1955

to Q94 million in 1956. From 1959 investment fell until in 1961 it was

absorbing the same proportion of national product as in 1955. The rise in

investment was approximately equally divided between the public and the

private sectors of the economy and therefore the public sector roughly

maintained its 50% share of total investment outlays during the period 1955-
57/8. However, from 1958, public investment fell by over one-,half from its

1957 high and with private investment remaining fairly constant around the

Q50 million level, the public share fell to bbout one-third by 1961
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The financing of the investment boom was primarily from external sources

particularly in 1957 and 1958. These came partly from United States grants

and partly from public and private (direct and portfolio) long-term invest-
ments. In fact external assistance has remained at a high level since the

investment boom and has thus helped to offset financially the continuous
fall in public saving which has taken place since 1957. Private saving has
oscillated continuously over the period but apart from a marked fall in 1958
has shown no tendency to decline over the period covered by the Table.

The pattern of Central Government's financial activity since 1957/8 is
given in Table II.

The basic budgetary problem has been that arising out of a decline in
current revenue in the face of generally rising expenditure. The level of
saving has therefore fallen and the overall deficit has only been kept in
check by very large reductions in capital expenditure. This budget picture
appears to have continued into 1962/3 with an 18% reduction in budget invest-
ment expenditure from Q28 million to Q23 million being necessary to keep the
overall deficit within bounds. For 1963-4 it is hoped that current revenue

will rise by Qll million but this, after allowing for overseas grants and
loans, is still expected to leave a Q7 million overall deficit to be financed
internally (IIF Report, SM/63/83 dated July 19, 1963).
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Table II
Million Quetzales

Central Government Capital Account

1957/8 1958/9 1959/60 1960/1 1961/2

Current Revenue 91 90 88 87 87

Ordinary Expenditure

(approx. Current Expenditure) 66 71 77 72 72

Central Government Saving 25 19 11 15 15

Extraordinary Expenditure

(approx. Capital Expenditure) 49 38 25 26 31

Overall Balance -24 -19 -14 -11 -16

Financed from

U.S. Grants 13 9 6 8 12

Het Foreign Borrowing 6 1 2 10 -3

Net Borrowing from Bank of Guatemala 5 -2 -3 -1 1

Increase in Official Deposits
(increase represented by a minus
sign) 2 3 1 -3 2

Increase in Trust Fund Balances
(increases represented by a minus
sign) -5 h -1 -2 -1

Increase in Floating Debt 1 h 9 -l 4

Statistical Discrepancy 2 - - - 1

24~ 19 14 11 16
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HONDURAS Million Lempiras

Table I

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961

Gross Domestic Product 624 665 688 725 751 756 801

Gross Fixed Investment 83 84 94 92 89 96 101

Increase in Inventories 6 10 10 _4 5 9 9

Total Gross Investment 89 94 104 96 914 105 110

Percentage of G.D.P. 114% 14% 15% 13% 13% 114% 14%

Finance of Gross Investment

Private and Public Corpora-
tions 30 39 41 48 49 54

Government Enterprises Pro-
visi,n for Depreciation 1 1 1 1 1 1

General Government 16 8 11 3 8 8 5

Household and Private
Nonprofit-making
Institutions 30 34 24 26 34 49

Overseas Borrowing 13 12 27 18 2 -7

Source: U.N. Yearbook of National Account Statistics and IBRD Report
"Current Economic Position and Prospects of Honduras", dated

November 15, 1963.

After a reduction in both absolute and relative terms in 1958 and

1959 resulting from the stabilization program agreed with the I.M.F.,
the level of investment in 1960 and 1961 regained its previous path

absorbing around 14% of the gross domestic product. Although the

precise figures for 1962 are not available, it appears that in 1962
investment increased by a larger percentage than the 5/ increase in
national income and that this increased proportion of national income

going into investment is continuing in 1963 and will continue Into the
next few years. The financing of investment has been predominantly out

of savings generated in the private sector of the economy (both the

corporate and non-corporate sectors) which have increased very markedly
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over the period, especially in relation to national income. This rise
in itself has been largely attributable to a very large increase in the
net savings of private corporations from their low level in 1955 and,
to a less marked extent, 1956 and 1957. Saving by the Government
(including local government) has made a relatively small contribution
to investible funds.

Table II

Public Capital Account

Million Lempiras
Est.

195 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Investment

Public Corporations and
Gov't. Enterprises 1.4 1.7 1.5 2.0 3.2 4.9)

) 21.5 29.0 43.5
General Government 13.0 17.2 18.2 14.9 10.7 15.3)

Tl7T 1.9 19.7 76.9 13.9 202 21. 29.0 3.
Savings

Central Government Saving) 15.8 7.8 10.9 3.3 7.7 7.6 5.4 2.h
)

Local Government Saving ) 1.4 1.7

Saving of Autonomous Entities -1.9 -3.0

Net External Credits 7.2 18.5 29.0

Net Internal Borrowing 8.0 10.1

Discrepancy 1.4 -0.7

21.5 29.0 29.0

Sources: U.N. Yearbook of National Account Statistics and IBRD Report, page 18.

The failure of Central and Local Government savings to rise sufficiently
to meet the growing public demand for investible funds which occurred in
particular after the impact of the 1958-9 stabilization program had been
overcome, can be seen from the table. In fact the "moderate but steady
rise in current expenditures without a corresponding increase in tax
receipts reduced Central Government saving to less than L3 million in
1962. Thus the level of capital outlays has come to depend mainly on the
volume and rate of disbursement of external credits". (IBRD Report page 13).
These credits financed one-third of public investment in 1961 but in 1962
they represented two-thirds of total public investment outlays.

The actual record of Central Government saving is given in Table III.
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Table III

Central Government Saving and Financing of Deficits

Million Lempiras

l95 196 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962

Current Revenue 51.0 69.3 64.5 67.2 71.1 72.8 74.6

Current Expenditure 67.4 72.2

Central Government Saving 5.. 2.4

Capital Expenditure 9.9 10.4

Current Expenditure plus
Capital Expenditure 53.3 73.2 75.0 77.7 79.2 77.3 82.6

Overall Central Govern-
ment Balance -2.3 -3.9 -10.5 -10.5 -6.5 -h. -8.0

Finance of Budget Deficit

Net External Credit - 3.2 h.8 9.7 5.9 2.6 4.1

Net Domestic Credit -0.1 1.h 5.1 0.6 0.8 2.3 3.3

Use of Cash Balances 2.h -0.7 0.6 0.2 -0,2 -0.4 0.6

Source: IBRD Economic Reports for 1962 and 1963.

Central Government saving for the finance of its own capital expendi-

ture fell by well over one-half from 1961 to 1962 and the deficit has

only been kept in check in the face of growing current expenditure by
restrictions on capital investment which is basic to the growth of real

income, and by a slight increase in revenue. However, the hopes for

tax revenue increasing appreciably in the near future seem very slight

(see IBRD Report for 1963, pages 14-16) and in fact the increase from

L74,6 million in 1962 to a budget estimate of L81.9 million for 1963
seems unlikely to be attained and that the out-turn will be around

L77 million (see IMF Report, June 1963). As budgetted current expendi-

ture was to rise from L72.,2 million in 1962 to L78 million in 1963 the
amount of Central Government saving seems likely to be around zero if

not negative. However, capital expenditure was planned to more than double

from L10.h million to L24.1 million with the bulk of this (L17.4 million)
financed out of net foreign borrowing and L2.8 million out of net internal

borrowing. Expenditure has now had to be curtailed in the light of

the lower level of budget savings but it was hoped (in June 1963) that

the limit of L2.8 million on net internal central government borrowing
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could be adhered to. This was to be financed largely from sales of
securities to the private sector though to a small extent out of borrowing
from the central bank, For the public sector as a whole it has been
agreed with the DIF that this latter item should be limited to L13 million.

These financial arrangements were agreed before the recent political
coup which has resulted in the suspension of U.S. aid and whilst the
immeditate impact of this is not serious, its effects for the future
financing of investment are likely to be very significant.
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NICARAGUA Million Cordobas
at 1958 prices

Table I

1955 1956 1957 198 1959 1960 1961

Gross Domestic Product 2,180 2,074 2,267 2,311 2,294 2,295

Gross Investment 400 365 347 353 377 369

Percentage of G.D.P. 18% 18% 15% 15% 16% 16%

Public Sector Gross
Investment na. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a,

Central Government 1955/6 1956/7 1957/8 1958/9 1959/60 1960/1 1961/2

Expenditure on Public
Works and Economic
Development (Current
Prices) 75.5 71.9 82.2 80,0 71.3 66.8 76.7

Index of Cost of Living
(1953 - 100) 123 118 114 118 116 114 115

Source: U.N. Yearbook of National Statistics; IBRD Economic Report on Nicaragua
(WH-118) dated May 23, 1962.

Note: National Account figures are only available in terms of constant 1958
prices. However, the cost of living index over the period 1955-60 has
not varied very much (see IBRD Report Table 23 and IMF International
Financial Statistics).

With the termination in 1955 of a period of rapid growth in the
economy capital formation fell by around 10% in real terms and by an even
larger proportion in terms of its share of total domestic production.

This reduction was the result of a precipitous fall in non-central
government investment (i.e. private investment plus investment by autonomous

public bodies financed other than out of budget appropriations). Central
government capital expenditure in fact rose in 1957 and 1958 and
although this was in terms of current prices it would have required a
marked divergence in the price index of government purchased capital
goods (which is not available) from that of consumer goods (which is
available) to lead to any difference in conclusion. In fact if the cost
of living index can be treated as an index of prices in general, govern-
ment capital expenditure was about 17% higher in 1957 compared with 1955
and represented almost a quarter of total investment as compared with 18%

in 1955. Subsequently, public investment fell somewhat and in 1960 was
particularly low but by 1961 it had again risen to above its 1955 level.
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Table II

Central Government Investment and Its Financing

Million Cordobas

1955/6 1956/7 1957/8 1958/9 1959/60 1960/1 1961/2

Current Account
Surplus 96.o 52.9 64.7 42.3 32.2 35.8 76.7

(approx.)
Expenditure on Public

Works and Economic
Development 75.5 71.9 82.2 80.0 71.3 66.8 76.7

(approx.)
External Grants 4.2 3.5 4.3 4.1 3.6 2.3 16'

External Borrowing 4.5 4.1 8.2 8.5 4.7 2.1 10.0

Bonds Issued!/ 17.2

Borrowings from Central Bank 31.6 8.4

29.2 -11,J -5.0 -25,1 -0,8 -9.4 9.4

lf Issued to state entities (Social Security Fund and the National Development
Institute) in lieu of cash,

Source: IBRD Economic Report and I2F Report (EBS/63/87) dated June 21, 1963.

For most of the years in the first half of the 195015 (1954/5 was
an exception) the central government had generated a sufficient surplus
on its current account to enable it, in conjunction with grants and loans
from abroad, not only to finance its expenditure on public works and
development but also to build up considerable cash balances with the
Central Bank. However, the marked deterioration in the revenue position
after 1955 considerably reduced the current surpluses and this, combined
with the increase in capital expenditure led to the high overall deficits
of 1956/57 - 1960/61. These were financed at first out of the accumulated
cash balances of the Government but in 1959/60 it borrowed heavily from
the Central Bank and in 1960/61 paid its statutory contributions to the
Social Security Fund and the National Development Institute in bonds
instead of cash, No part of the financial requirement has been met by
the sale of bonds. There appears to be no domestic capital market of any
importance and in the IBRD Economic Report of January 28, 1958 (JH-66a)
it is asserted that: "Nicaraguans do not have the habit of saving as
such, possibly on account of a history of political disturbance and
inflation. They prefer goods rather than money or securities: it is,
for example, impossible to sell them government bonds". (Page 6).
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This assertion, however, must to some extent be qualified by 
the statement

in the Bankts latest Report (May 1962) to the effect that the 
"National

Bank is considering its first domestic bond issue, which is believed

feasible if the bonds bear the Central Bank's guarantee".

Having achieved an approximate budgetary balance in the fiscal year

1961/2, the IF Report suggests that this is likely to 
be maintained

through to 1964 with the assistance of foreign loans to cover approximately

3% of expenditure. It is the intention of the Government to avoid increasing

its indebtedness to the Central Bank during this period. This more

favorable budgetary situation has been achieved partly as a result 
of a

higher level of economic activity which has particularly 
influenced

revenue from import duties, and partly as a result of changes in tax rates

and administration. It would appear, therefore, that the need to raise

public sector saving which was stressed in the last IBRD 
Report (May 1962)

has in fact at least in part been met.



APPENDIX 2

Controls over the Financial Institutions in Central American Countries

The following table brings together the information which is available
in a published form on the controls which have been instituted in each
country over the portfolios of the commercial banks, the social security
funds and the insurance companies.

Costa Rica El Salvador Guatemala Honduras Nicaragua

Commercial Quantitative Legal minimum Limitation on Legal minimum Reserve re-

Banks limits on bank Central Bank lending for reserve of 42% quirements

lending in reserve require- commercial for checking graduated
total and to ments: No quali- inventories, accounts, 15% according to
different tative controls real estate, for time and the level of

sectors of the over investment and for savings de- deposits

economy. of funds, agricultural posits and 35% above a
and industrial for foreign basic level.

operations. currency
deposits.

Social Funds can be Any accumula- Investment Investment in Investment

Security held in mort- tion of funds requires ap- real estate in real

Funds 1/ gage loans, over the mini- proval of for own use, estate for
loans to agri- mum statutory Monetary government se- own use and

culture, gov- contingency Board. Lend- curities, se- in low cost

erment loans reserve which ing to Cen- curities of housing.
and bonds and is held on tral Govern- autonomous Remainder in

in buildings demand at the ment in agencies and investments
for use by the Central Bank, general for- private secu- with a guar-

social secu- must be in- bidden but rities. antee, an

rity services. vested in approved attractive
securities loans to yield and
backed by autonomous of high
the govern- public agen- social
ment. cies can be importances.

made.

Insurance Public bond 40% of New insur-

Compa- holdings are mathematical ance regu-
nies limited to reserves must lations pro-

those forced be held in mulgated in

upon the public sector 1963 giving
Insurance In- bonds. the Central
stitute in Bank powers
lieu of annual over invest-
cash payment ment policy
by government. in order to

direct these
into nation-
ally desir-
able chanels.

Derived from Economic Staff, IBRD "Financial Aspects of Social
Security in Latin America", (19625.
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Controls over commercial banks have been primarily quantitative
rather than qualitative. In Guatemala, however, the government has
recently restricted lending for commercial inventories, real estate
and for agricultural and industrial operations and the Bank's repre-
sentative reports that there is general agreement there that these
measures have improved the pattern of employment of investible funds.
In Honduras the reserve requirements of the commercial banks are
stipulated partly in terms of holdings of central government securities
and also since the end of 1962 a ceiling has been imposed on commercial
credit in the hope of reducing the volume of speculative imports.
There are also credit ceilings imposed on lending to certain sectors
of the Costa Rican economy.

In the case of the funds of social security institutions,
regulations regarding their investment portfolios appear to be almost
wholly designed for the protection of the beneficiaries. Most of them,
for instance, are free to invest in hospitals and other projects related
to their operational needs and also in some cases in low-rent housing.
In Costa Rica and Nicaragua there is virtually complete freedom to
invest their funds as the institutions wish and in the case of Costa
Rica they have opted to lend heavily to the private sector largely on
mortgages. Likewise in Nicaragua land, buildings and private loans
appear to dominate their portfolios. In the other three countries
tighter regulations exist but all are aimed at security plus yield
for the funds of the institutions rather than at assisting in the
attainment of wider social priorities. Bank economists, at least in
the case of Costa Rica, have criticized this narrow criteria for the
use of social security funds, arguing that they should be mobilized
for priority purposes in the public sector. In effect this has
recently been achieved to some extent by forcing the Social Security
Institute to accept public bonds in lieu of the government's own
annual contribution to the Institute's funds.

Control over the funds of insurance companies is not widely used.
To begin with a considerable volume of unrecorded insurance is effected
directly with overseas companies but even that part which is effected
within the Central American countries is to a large extent subsequently
reinsured overseas. Only in Nicaragua has any explicit attempt been
made to control insurance funds in the interests of economic policy
and then only in the last few months. However, in Guatemala 40 per
cent of the minimum reserves must be held in public sector bonds and
in Costa Rica the Insurance Institute has recently been forced to
accept government bonds in lieu of its annual contribution.
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Bond Market Reports from Bank Representatives in Central
American Countries

Costa Rica

There is no organized capital market in Costa Rica. The bond
niarketv is almost exclusively dominated by central government debt, which

is held almost wholly by the banks (which are nationalized) and other
state entities. A radical departure from the government's present deficit
policies will be needed before the private sector can be induced to absorb
government paper without sizable discounts for these deficits have been
met in part by bond issues to contractors, social security institution,
etc., in lieu of cash payments and these have only been absorbed by banks
and some individuals at a discount of 30 to 35 per cent. In view of the
depressed conditions in the bond market it is argued that either a higher
rate of interest tin keeping with possible investment opportunities in
the private sector' must be offered or alternatively other substantial
advantages such as a maintenance of value guarantee. "The rate of
interest would have to be well over the 5 per cent maximum rate at present
obtainable on savings deposits."

El Sqlvador

"There have been no public issues of bonds during the last three
years." "The Central Government, Official Institutions and the Central
Bank, together, hold about 65 per cent of the total public bond issues
the rest being held by commercial banks and financial institutions,
companies and individuals. Both the CEL 5 per cent and the CEPA 6 per cent
bonds are popular (half of the latter is owned by private companies and
persons) because of the attractive terms of issue (interest free of income
and inheritance taxes, guaranteed by the Central Government and accepted
at face value in payment of inheritance taxes). The general opinion
expressed was that they were firmly hold and only infrequently changed
hands."

"The Government has not attempted to exploit to the full the
possibility of issuing medium and long-term bonds. The present policy
of exempting bank interest from income and inheritance taxes makes the
bond issues unattractive unless they too enjoy the same exemptions. It
was the general opinion that issues on the same terms as the CEL and CEPA
bonds would attract investors."

"Security against currency devaluation and default, I was told,
would ensure much larger subscriptions to any bond issue. It was suggested
that if holders of illicit foreign exchange were told that they would
escape penalties on discovery if they had invested their illicit holdings
in such bonds, a good deal of "funk" money would be invested in such an
issue."
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Guatemala

On the matter of the possibilities of selling public sector bonds
to private institutions and the public there seem to be a variety of
opinions:

(1) The Central Bank position seems to be that devaluation and default
are not problems, nor perhaps even willingness of the private community
to absorb more bonds; the real problem is that there is not at the present
time (i.e., for the next 4-5 years) enough money in the budget to support
additional debt service without unduly reducing current expenditures, or
until new taxes are specifically created, as has been the case with the
"1rentas consiguadas" in the past. Moreover, the promise of the Central
Bank to repurchase Government bonds at sight, at par, inhibits the Central
Bank from favoring large increases in the bond issue.

(2) A body of opinion appears to hold that if the public only realized
the advantages of holding bonds (which are tax-exempt) instead of savings
deposits (which are not) they would do so. However, this would require
a period of propaganda and education; and there always in the process
would exist the threat to the Central Bank and monetary stability referred
to above.

(3) Another body of opinion feels (because apparently this is an area
which has been little studied) that the obstacle to more ownership of
bonds by individuals and private institutions lies in the low rate of
interest on Government bonds and the possibilities of greater profits in
other activities, such as the mortgage cedulas of the mortgage banks, and
of course, usury. However, this approach to the problem seems not adequately
to take account of the substantial increase in the number and value of
savings accounts in recent years. From the end of 1957 to the end of 1962,
savings accounts increased from 44,000 to 109,000 in number and from
Q7 million to Q23 million in value. During the last year the increase in
value has been around Q7 million, on considerable part, probably, owing
to the controls set up on capital movements abroad.

(4) A variant on this line of thought is the opinion that the public
does not have confidence in Government bonds and would not be prepared
to purchase many of them, even if they were available. This group thinks
that a Central Bank guarantee would help, but that the educational process
would be lengthy, and, as above, the Central Bank would be vulnerable.
Especially if the present restrictions on capital movements were relaxed
or lifted.

In the meantime, official entities have to hold a certain amount
of Government bonds, and I am told that the mathematical reserves of the
insurance companies must be invested in public sector bonds. The commercial
banks hold excess reserves in Government bonds by speacial arrangement with
the Central Bank; but the Government, at least in the time of Idigoras
Fuentes, frowned on this (out loud), preferring that the Central Bank
retain these holdings (at 2}- per cent instead of 5 per cent for the commer-
cial banks).
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In summary, the margin for increase of public sector bonds here
seems at present not to be very considerable, being restricted (a) by
very limited revenue availabilities for the service of new debt, (b)
the fear on the part of the Central Bank of having large amounts of new
debt suddenly return to it for repurchase and (c) by (present) expecta-
tions, or at least hopes, of relaxation by the Government of the present
restrictions on capital movements abroad.

Honduras

The Government is proposing to issue bonds for Lps. 8.4 million
in December 1963. "What are the prospects that bonds for this large sum
will be taken up? They seem to me to be reasonably good, because (a)
the new military government enjoys the confidence of the investing public,
and (b) the terms of issue are, in Honduras, attractive. As to (a) I am
assured by the commercial banks that there are no signs of uneasiness
and that, after 3 weeks of relative stagnation following the coup d'etat,
business is expanding in a gratifying way. As to (b), the terms of issue
are satisfactory because they provide for tax free interest which, to the

institutional and larger private investor, is equivalent to at least 8
per cent less tax. Moreover, they will carry the customary Central Bank
undertaking to buy on demand at par plus accrued interest. In considering
whether these terms are attractive, regard must be had to the control
exercised over bank interest rates on deposits and loans, and the Central
Bank requirements for reserves. You will see from (c) on page 2 ante
that they were holding Lps. 6,792,000 of excess reserves at the end of
June, 1963, and they have been unable in recent weeks to obtain all the
bonds they required as the Central Bank has stated that they have no more
available for sale".

Nicaragua

There have been no public issues of bonds during the last three years.
The internal government debt is held predominantly by firstly the National
Bank of Nicaragua and secondly by the Social Security Institute, the
National Development Institute and other government creditors in lieu of

cash payments. The National Development Institute has borrowed local funds
from, in particular, the Social Security Institute and the Central American
Integration Bank. Most of this borrowing has been at 5 per cent but it is
noteworthy that in 1963 a loan for l'/5 years from the Social Security Insti-
tute carried 53- per cent and this has been far and away the largest loan
negotiated apart from that from the Central American Bank. "None of the
securities of the Government on the National Development Institute have
been sold by the original holders. At the present, there appears to be no
market for bonds in Nicaragua".

Insurance companies (excluding Lloyds of London and three other
foreign-owned companies) hold a mere 1 per cent of their assets in securities.
30-40 per cent of their funds have been remitted to Head Office (presumably
overseas) and a further 40 per cent (approx.) lent on mortgage loans or on
the security of policies. A further 20 per cent (approx.) is classified as
investment in "other assets". However, the new insurance regulations



referred to in Appendix 2 are designed to channel insurance funds
into "nationally desirable channels".

"The possibilities of selling public sector bonds to private
institutional investors and the general public will be governed by the
following considerations:

(a) Investors' assessment of political stability;
(b) Government's financial policy;
(c) Relative rates of interest as between bonds offered and

current bank and market rates of interest;
(d) Security offered, particularly against currency devaluation

and default.

As far as Nicaragua is concerned, I comment on each of the above
points as follows:

(a) Investors are acutely aware of the possibility of political
trouble which may result in financial and currency difficulties.
Hence almost all large investors are prepared to accept
appreciable lower rates of interest on investments in stable
international currencies. No reliable estimates of "funk"
money are obtainable but it must be relatively considerable.

(b) The Government Financial Policy must include an acceptance of
the desirability of promoting the sale of public sector bonds
to institutional and private investors. At present the
Central Bank directorate has no ideas at all on the subject
although it recognizes the urgent need for more local funds
to promote development.

(c) Almost two-thirds of the banking business is in the hands of
the National Bank of Nicaragua (N.B.C.) which until about 2
years ago also exercised the functions of a Central Bank and
still enjoys considerable privilege. I have the impression
that the interests of the other commercial banks are sub-
ordinated to those of the N.B.C. This is apparent, inter
alia, from the regulations regarding minimum reserve require-
ments (See Annex D, page 3). Annex D sets out the maximum
rates of interest which the Banks and other financial
institutions may charge on loans and advances or pay on
deposits. Given adequate rediscount facilities the commercial
banks would be interested in suitable bonds (cf. Honduras).

(d) Security against currency devaluation or default would be a
powerful attraction in any bond. Many Nicaraguan investors,
including institutional investors such as foreign insurance
companies might be expected to prefer to invest their funds
in bonds of the country from which those funds are derived
if they were secured against devaluation and default. Given
this protection, such bonds would be attractive at lower
rates than those prevailing in Nicaragua.



APPENDIX h

Value-Linked Bonds in Finland, France and Israel

This appendix presents the details of a selection of bond issues by

public and private institutions in Finland, France and Israel which have

contained a maintenance of value guarantee. The selection broadly reflects

the types of guarantee which have been found in the bond issues of each of

these countries.

1. Finland

Government 6.5 per cent bond loan 1954 (March lst)

Interest: 6.5 per cent

Emission price: 97.5

Maturity: 15 years

Redeption: First 4 years: 6 per cent per annum of original
amount

Last 9 years: 7 per cent per annum of original
amount

Index clause:

Index used: Cost of living index

Regulated: Interest and repayments

Base index: 104

Clause: Interest and repayments are increased
by 1 per cent for each two points
increase in the index. This applies
only when the index is more than four
points above the base index. The
index figure to be used is the index
for the month two months prior to the
date of payment.
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Government Bond Loan 1955 with Flexible Interest

Interest: 2 per cent above the interest on 6 months deposits
in the two largest commercial banks

Emission price: par

Maturity: 10 years

Repayments: 1/10th annually

Index clause:

Index used: Cost of living index

Regulated: Interest and repayments

Base index: 100 (October 1951)

Clause: Interest and repayments are increased by
1 per cent for each two per cent increase
in the index. This applies only when
higher than 105.

14. Examples on other types of linking to prices or exchange rates are

given below:

Loan Issue by an Industrial Mortgage Bank (7.5 per cent, 20 years)

Type of linking: Exchange rate

Regulated: Interest and repayment

Base rate: The selling rate for pound sterling as quoted by the
Bank of Finland, December 1, 1958.

Clause: Interest rate and repayments are to be increased by
half of the percentage increase in the exchange rate.
This applies only when the rate is more than 3 per
cent above the basic rate. No reductions are made
if the rate falls below the basic rate.

Loan Issue by a Shipping Company

Index used: Retail prices for domestic goods

Regulated: Interest and repayments

Base index: 2187 (1935 = 100)

Clause: Interest and repayments are increased by half of the
percentage increase in the index. The last published
index figure is to be used.
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2. France

Government 3.5 per cent bond loan 1952

Interest: 3.5 per cent

Maturity: 60 years

Redemption: at par

Index clause: Index used: The price of a 20 franc gold coin on
the free market in Paris

Regulated: The repayments

Government 5 per cent bond loan, May 1956

Nominal interest: 5 per cent

Maturity: 15 years

Redemption: at 105

Index clause:

Index used: Industrial production

Regulated: Interest payments

Government 5 per cent bond loan, 1956 (September-October)

Interest: 5 per cent

Maturity: 15 years

Redemption: at par

Index clause:

Index used: The average of bond and stock prices
the previous year

Regulated: The repayments

Government 5 per cent bond loan, 1957

Interest: 5 per cent

Maturity: 12 years

Redemption: at 110

Index clause:
Index used: Index of stock-prices the previous year
Regulated: The repayments
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3. Israel

Government 6 per cent bond loan 1957 ("Housing Loan")

Interest: 6 per cent

Maturity: 13 years

Redemption: over the last 10 years

Index clause:
Index used: Cost of living index

Regulated: Interest and repayments

Quotation July 1962:

In per cent of nominal value: 124

In per cent of par!/ value: 105,7

1/ The increment due to the index-clause is added to the nominal value,

the par value thus includes the accumulated index compensation.

Government 6 per cent bond loan 1960 ("Development Loan")

Interest: 6 per cent

Maturity: 15 years

Redemption: over the last 10 years

Linking:

Linkage used: The exchange rate for dollar

Regulated: Interest and repayments

Quotation July 1962:

In per cent of nominal value: 144

In per cent of nominal value
at new exchange ratel/: 86.4

1/_The increment due to the exchange-clause is added to the original
nominal value; the price has not increased correspondingly and
is - in this sense - below par.



APPENDIx 5

A National Equity

Because, in particular, of the undesirable announcement effect which
value-linking is thought to have on the climate of expectations in an
economy, the suggestion has been made recently that governments should
issue an obligation which would be called a national equity. This financial
instrument is designed to correct the distortions in the economy which result
from the fear of future inflation and from the orthodox limitation on govern-
ment bond issues to fixed interest securities, but at the same time to do
so without giving the appearance that the government itself feels that future
price increases will occur, These objects would be achieved, it is claimed,
by issuing bonds which are linked not to changes in the internal and/or
external value of a currency but to changes in the level of its gross
national product. Two major variants on the proposal emerge at this point.

Firstly Nevin has argued.V that such bonds should be linked to changes
in a country's real national product per head. This it is stated will
firstly give investors "an asset whose yield can grow pari passu with the
national output as a whole" and secondly will represent "an announcement by
the authorities of the probability, not of inflation, but of continued
economic growth, the psychological effect of this", it is added, "would be
of value in promoting that growth itself". Certainly if in certain countries
at certain times conditions are judged propitious for such an announcement
effect then this proposal is to be commended. However, if inflation or fear
of inflation exists then the investor is likely to recognize that any increase
in the valuation of his bond resulting from an increase in national product-
ivity will not result, if these fears are realized, in his yield growing
"pari passu with the national output". His yield will in fact fall if the
rate of inflation is greater than the rate of increase in national product-
ivity. Only by basing the increase in the value of a bond upon both
productivity and price changes can the objective desired by Nevin be
attained.

This is the merit of the second variant which, as outlined by Alan
DayZ/. would link the value of the proposed government bond issue to changes
in the level of a country's gross national product over the life of a bond
issue. Certainly there is, from the economic point of view, much to be said
in favor of such a linkage. It extends the range of choice of assets
available to investors by, in effect, going beyond mere value-linking and
giving investors a share in any increase in real production resulting either
from increased productivity or from an increase in population. It is,
however, somewhat inconsistent on Day's part to present such a proposal
and yet to argue as he does against simple value linking. The sole just-
ification for doing so is the supposed undesirability of value linking
itself upon the climate of expectations in a country. If it is considered
that the announcement effect of a value-linked bond issue when combined
with other fiscal and monetary measures will be considerably more adverse

/ Op. cit. pages 10-11.

2/ Op. cit. page 3.
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than the announcement effect of a national equity, then the apparent

inconsistency in Dayts position is easy to understand. Furthermore, in these
circumstances it might be necessary to extend the linking of bond issues

in the way suggested by Day if the object of the linking is to be achieved.

However it has been decided that the examination of the Nevin/Day
proposal should not be pursued in this report. To begin with to our know-

ledge no experience with this type of bond exists by which its effectiveness
and problems can be judged. Secondly, however, the idea of a national
equity can be considered not so much as an alternative to value-linking as
an extension to it. Thus if the case for value linking is accepted in
principle, then this acceptance would apply to the extension of the idea
as well. whether a particular bond issue should take the narrower or the
extended form would then be decided upon grounds of their anticipated
effects on expectations and secondly upon such technical considerations
as the statistical, administrative, etc. difficulties involved in applying
the linkage.



Mr. George D. Woods January 8, 1964

Dragoslav Avramovio

Machado faper

1. Pleass find attached for your consideration a nwnorandum
which I have prepared for Dr. Machado. I understand that he is
anxious to hear what is happening in; connection with his proposal.
I don't think anything is prejudged by the attached since the
content of the study is still subject to discussion of the Senior
Staff Coumittee and, of course, to your approval.

2. Mr. Stanley Please is now doing the redraft of what I believe
will be an excellent piece of analytical work. The research he has
done indicates to vy satisfaction that local currency shortage does
exist in Central Anterica and probably even more elsewhere; that one
of the effective ways to overcom this shortage is to mobilise private
funds for developmental purposes through Government bond issues;
that, based on desk investigation, the postwar experience with value-
linked bonds in Israel, Finland and France has not been discouraging;
and, accordingly, that the Bank should take a positive attitude to
actions aloag the lliws of the 14aado propoieal, provided thoy are
financially, technically and legall feasible. Furthermore, both the
stdy and general observations have led me to the conclusion that
the general problem of large-scale mobilisation of private capital
everywhere should be most intensively explored in the ronths to came,
because it may turn out to be the only way out of the present impasse
created by the apparent and increasing urillingness of the legislatures
of the rich countries to provide adequate budgetary funds for financing
the economic growth of the developing nations.

Avr/M

cst Mr. J. Burke Knapp
Mr. Geoffrey M. Wilson
Mr. G. Schmidt
Mr. S. Please



Dr. Luis Machado January 8, 964

Drgoelav Avraniovit

tocal Gurren y Shortag!

I am pleased to inform you that the basic research in

the subject you raised in the Financial Policy Conittee last

swuer has been completed. We are now drafting our findings en
the paper entitled, "The Machado Proposal". I hope that the
draft will be completed in a month or no.

A"/v

ct r. George D, Woods
Mr. J. Burke Knapp
Mr. Geoffrey M. Wilson
NIr. Orvis A.sh
Yr. Stanley Please



Mr. Dragoslav Avramovic October 15, 1963

G. M. Wilson

Dr. Machado's Praer

As we arranged on the telephone yesterday, you are going to discuss

this paper with Mr. Polak in the first instance, and I think this is right.
My only comments at this stage are as follows:

1. The Bank must be in charge of this study. Machado's paper was

presented to us and there i3 no reason why we should allow responsibility
to be shifted to anybody else.

2. I think that you should aim at the problem which Machado has in

mind, i.e., the more stable countries of Central America rather than the

less stable ones in South America. This should limit the scope of the

study considerably, and thereby save quite a lot of time. We can perhaps

go on to the South American countries later. Perhaps you might have a

word with Machado at some stage in the fairly near future.

3. If you have not already done so, I hope you will keep in touch

with Paul Rodan.on this.

GMWilson/hd



Mobilization of Domestic Private Capital for Financing
Government Capital Ebpenditures

I. Introduction

1. At the meeting of the Staff Loan Committee held on August 29, 1963,
Mr. Geoffrey Wilson proposed that a joint Fund/Bank study group should explore

the wider implications of Dr. Machado's paper on the mobilization of domestic

private capital in the developing countries for financing local currency ex-

penditures. Consequent upon this proposal a meeting was held in September 1963,

between Messrs. Polak (IMF), Avramovic and Please to discuss the possible fields

of enquiry for such a study group.

2. This note identifies the alternative directions which the study may take

and then suggests the terms of reference for one of these alternatives. This is

followed by an outline of the procedure which may be followed.

II. Possible Fields of Study

3. A comprehensive study of the general problem of mobilization of local

funds for development including the role of fiscal and monetary policy in genera-

ting private and public savings.

4. A narrower study which would take the fiscal and monetary framework as

given and would focus attention upon the motivations which induce investors to

direct their funds into non-priority investment (capital flight, luxury housing,

etc.). This would cover such factors as the search for security of capital
holdings, the fear of devaluation, the fear of internal depreciation of a

currency, the attempt to maximize the return on capital, political considerations,

etc..

5. An even narrower study of the experience of selected countries with

government borrowing. This would examine the techniques used in the different
countries including the use of interest rate policy, regulation of the investment

portfolios of institutional investors (social security funds, insurance companies,
commercial banks, savings banks, etc.) and the use of various forms of value

linked bonds.

6. A study of the possible role which international organizations such as

the Bank or Fund could play in assisting national governments wishing both to
borrow from their local capital markets and to induce the repatriation of capital.
This could, perhaps, be achieved by, for instance, guaranteeing "maintenance of
value" clauses in borrowing contracts, or issuing Bank bonds in these countries.

7. A methodological study of the choice between the various methods of
financing the local currency element of Bank sponsored projects. Three possi-
bilities would need to be examined in this connection: (a) further external
borrowing, (b) budgetary appropriations, and (c) internal borrowing. Each of

these methods carries different implications for the economy of the country

and for the government regarded as a separate financial sector within the

economy and these implications require to be analyzed and appraised. It is, for
instance, important to assess whether, as has been asserted, financing out of

budget appropriations, which can be said to represent an unduly rapid rate of

amortization of capital, involves an excessive burden on the country concerned.
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III. Assessment of Each Field of Study

8. It seems clear that not much useful purpose would be served at this
stage by undertaking the type of comprehensive study outlined in I(3) above.
Such a study would inevitably cover problems and engage in analysis which has
already been many times reported upon elsewhere. Furthermore, even if we could

make some original contribution, in all probability, most of the conclusions
to which such a study would lead would be those which are already widely
accepted (e.g., the need for more disciplined budgetary policies) and whose

operational application would require a major overhaul of national policies - a
goal which might be quite distant in many cases.

9. At the other extreme a study in depth that was conceived very narrowly,

whilst it would result in meaningful and non-platitudinous conclusions being
drawn, would nevertheless be too restricted by the unique combination of
determining factors to make generalization for a wider group of cases possible.
For instance a study of the limited experience of, say, the Argentine with the
use of index bonds was unlikely to result in conclusions readily applicable to

other Latin American countries quite apart from even wider applications.

10. To approach the problem through a study of motivation is obviously a
most desirable method in principle for only on the basis of such a study could

policy measures to redirect the flow of investible funds be properly formulated.
However, the problems involved in determining the relative importance of each of
the motives which lead investors into real estate, overseas securities, etc.
would be extremely difficult to solve more particularly in relation to the
individual private investor. Nevertheless, an investigation of this kind, if
properly conceived and focussed and combined with a simultaneous examination of
specific measures which could be taken to remedy the situation, would seem
required. Furthermore, in the case of institutional investors where there is
more likely to be for each institution an acknowledged pattern of guiding
principles for the investment of funds, this approach might, it was felt, yield
quite satisfactory results.

IV. Suggested Plan for Research

11. The methodological study referred to in 11(7) above is important if our
thinking on the problem of local financing is to be disciplined. However, such
a study would not be a substitute for studies mentioned under 11(3-6); it would
only help in providing a general framework of analysis. An initial draft of a
methodological brief of this kind has already been prepared in the Ecoaomic Staff.

12. In the light of the disadvantages outlined above of, on the one hand,
broad studies and, on the other hand, narrow studies in depth it is suggested
that a scheme of work along the following lines could avoid these shortcomings
and thus provide conclusions which would be operationally significant.

13. The proposed study would be undertaken with a clear recognition of the
wide context of the problem and specifically of the fact that the primary need
of policy in the less developed countries is to raise the level of domestic
savings. However, it would emphasize the complementary need for an optimal

allocation of savings between the various sectors of the economy. It would at
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this point distinguish between (a) policies which attempt to correct a non-
optimum allocation of savings by acting upon the fundamental problems of
inflationary rises in prices, fear of devaluation, failure to adjust prices
of basic goods and services, income distribution, etc. of which the misdirection
of investment funds is perhaps a mere reflection, and (b) policies which take
these fundamental determinants as given but then attempt to redirect savings
into the finance of priority projects. In order to delimit the study the factors
under (a) would be assumed as given and attention concentrated upon those under
(b). In this latter context, particular attention would be paid to the problem
of capital repatriation.

14. The study as outlined would embrace the approaches detailed in 11(5)
and 11(6) above and at the same time attempt to examine the motivation of
investors in selecting outlets for their funds and thus link up to a limited
extent with 11(4).

15. In order that the study should not be too narrowly conceived, the
experience of several countries would be examined and appraised, and also, an
intensive examination would be undertaken of all possible ways on which re-
direction of the savings flows, and particularly repatriation of capital, could
be encouraged. In this way it would be hoped, for instance, that policies
which have proved successful in more than one country could be evaluated more
generally, and the likelihood of success of various policy proposals could be
more searchingly investigated.

V. Method of Study

16. The initial task would be to obtain a descriptive picture of the techniques
which have been used in different countries for channelling savings into the hands
of priority users and for preventing and reversing capital flight. This could be
commenced immediately utilizing the Bank's own studies of national capital markets
and social security schemes together with Bank country reports, and other
published material. Particular attention would be paid to experience with value
linked bonds in, for instance, France, Israel, Finland, Argentina, etc.. This
material could be supplemented by reference, where necessary, to finance ministries
and/or central banks possibly by asking them to complete a questionnaire.

17. The second step in the study would be to assess the success which has
been achieved with the use of the various techniques in different countries.
This would be a more difficult task than the descriptive study. The danger is

that judgments which are in a published form or those which have been made in

past conversation with national officials, Bank/Fund staff, etc. are likely to
be very general in nature. Consequently, it would be necessary to pay special
visits to countries selected for study in order to obtain a first-hand judgment
on the basis of views of both the national officials and the experienced private
investors.

18. This field examination should be combined, thirdly, with an exploration
of the suggestions, within the less developed countries, of the ways in which re-

direction of savings flows could be accomplished and of the function which the

Bank and Fund may take on in this endeavor. This examination would necessarily
have to be linked with a review of motives for capital flight and for investment



in luxury residential housing. The countries where it could be conducted,
would be similar to, but not necessarily identical with the list of countries

where past experience in resource mobilization would be investigated.

19. The fourth A and one which can be started- t the desk-study out-
lined in paragraph 16, - is an examination of the role which

the Bank (as well as the Fund) could play in assisting governments to obtain a

better allocation of internal capital funds and in preventing and reversing

capital flight. This examination would initially be conducted in the Bank-Fund

and perhaps by establishing contacts with, and gathering views from, bankers

and other experienced people in the countries where flight capital is held (e.g.,
New York, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Hong-Kong).

20. From these four complementary steps it can be expected that conclusions
will be possible regarding firstly, the attitude which the Bank should take to

the use by national governments of the various policy techniques which have been

examined and secondly, the possible ways in which the Bank itself can help in
achieving the objective of mobilizing domestic resources for development. This

part of the study would inevitably be analytical in approach. It would explore
the alternative possibilities open to the Bank and the relative effectiveness

of each in order to determine the points at which the Banks influence and

resources can most effectively be employed. It would furthermore indicate the

implications of each alternative to the Bank in terms of its actual or contingent
commitments, the break with accepted Bank practices that is involved, its
standing in the capital markets of the world and in the less developed countries,
etc..

VI. Organization of the Study and Timetable

21. Ideally, the project should be under the joint control of the Bank and
the Fund. Certainly it conforms with those common fields of interest to which both

Mr. Woods and Mr. Schweitzer referred at the recent Annual Meeting of the Boards
of Governors. However, joint control may create some administrative difficulties
and it is probably better to designate one of the two institutions as having the
main responsibility. Since Dr. Machado's proposal was made to the Bank's

Financial Policy Committee it would seem that the most appropriate solution would
be to place the primary responsibility upon this institution. But of course the
final decision on this matter must be the outcome of discussion and mutual agree-
ment.

22. It is important that the members of the study group should get together
at an early stage to determine the plan of work and the assignments to be made.
It is impossible in advance to indicate in any definite manner the division of

work that would be most rewarding. Tentatively, however, it would seem that
in the first step of the study the Fund could contribute an analysis of the
techniques which have been used to guide or control the lending operations of

both domestically-owned and foreign-owned commercial banks. The Bank for its

part could most obviously undertake to survey the controls which have been used

over the investment of funds held by social security institutions, savings banks,

insurance companies, etc. as well as to review the available material on capital

markets generally (i.e., the work outlined in para. 16). The Bank could also
immediately start with the examination of the possibilities open to it and to the
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Fund to assist in capital repatriation, along the lines indicated in para. 19.
Subsequent steps in the project, particularly in the field work in the less
developed countries can best be distributed in the light of the personalities
concerned. For this reason and in order to give the essential unity to the

project it is desirable that the group should be accommodated as a whole under
a single head so that the division of work can be determined as the study unfolds
and personal strengths and weaknesses recognized.

23. If the project is to be undertaken reasonably quickly and well, two
senior people (one of whom would direct the project) and two more junior people
would be required to start the work. The two senior people would collaborate in
undertaking the various aspects of the study outlined in paras. 16-19 to ensure
that the unity of the project was maintained. In addition close cooperation will
be necessary between the study group and the Bankts Legal Department with one
lawyer charged with the responsibility to advise and participate in the work of
the group.

24. The different aspects of the study will overlap considerably at times
and consequently no detailed time schedule for each phase is possible. However,
the descriptive part and the initial gathering of views should be completed in

three months and the various aspects of the field work within another three
months. The assembling of facts and judgments from which conclusions for Bank/Fund
policy can be derived and analyzed will take another three months. Thus the
study should be completed by July 1964.

25. If it were considered desirable to present a preliminary report before
July 1964, this would be possible provided some of the field work could be under-
taken in the early stages of the study. For instance, the correspondence from
the Bankts Paris Office to Mr. Geoffrey M. Wilson (dated September 5, 1963),
suggests that it should be reasonably easy to study French experience with the
use of index-bonds for preventing capital flight and to examine the judgments
of French officials, etc. regarding their effectiveness. The same is likely to
be true for Finland and Israel as well. Likewise, since steps should be taken
to start implementing stage four of the project immediately in order to get
some early idea as to whether the experienced people referred to in paragraph
19 above feel that the Bank and/or Fund can play any useful part in dealing with
the problems of capital repatriation, better internal use of savings, etc., it
should be possible already in early 1964 to arrive at some tentative judgments.

Economic Staff, Prepared by S. Please
October 9, 1963 Approved by D. Avramovic



Mr. John D. Miller September 12, 1963

G. M. Wilson (?)gned) G L

Dr. Machado's Proposal

Thanks for your letter of September 5 about Dr. Machado's proposal.
I was greatly interested in Arthur Karasz's experience and in the views of
the Banque de France, and I wanted to give you a preliminary indication of
how we are thinking of dealing with this subject.

There is not the slightest doubt that the problem to which Machado
is addressing himself is a very real one. This is particularly true in

Latin America, but similar difficulties arise in other parts of the world

as well. On the other hand, none of us think that Machado's precise pro-
posals would work, and there would be no particular difficulty about shoot-
ing them down in detail. I have been discussing the matter with Frank
Southard in the Fund, and Drag has been pursuing it with Polak on the lines

that we ought to consider in the two institutions, taking Machado's paper
as a starting point, whether there is anything that either or both of us
can do to help our member countries mobilise domestic funds for development
purposes. I hope that it will be possible to work out terms of reference
fairly soon and we shall then spend some months, in cooperation with the

Fund, in making a detailed study. There is a good deal of scepticism about
whether we can contribute much to finding a solution to the problem, but at
any rate we propose to have a good try.

I will keep you informed of developments and we may be able to tell

you more when you are over here for the Annual Meeting.

cc: Mr. Avramovic

Gl4Wilson/hd
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Geoffrey M. Wilson DATE: September 5, 1963

FROM: John Duncan Miller

SUBJECT: Dr. Machadots Proposal

As France has had considerable experience of indexed bonds
I thought the views of the Banque de France might be of interest.
(These refer only to the post-1945 loans. There were some in the
1920s - for example, the Citrodn loan of 1924 - on which I know
Mr. Rist can provide information.)

Since the second war there have been two types of loan in
which tying to some kind of value was attempted.

1. Government Loans. There were two issues - the Pinay Loan
of 1952 and the Pinay Loan of 1958 - which are officially
considered to be two tranches of the same loan and they had
the same features. The capital value remained constant but the
interest was tied to the value of the "Napoleon" on the free
market and they were exempt from death duties.

The bonds were not issued in the hope of bringing funds
back into the country and there is no evidence that any signi-
ficant amount came back. The main purpose (apart from that
of raising any money at all when the government's credit was
low) was to bring some gold out of private hoards. In this
they had little success.

The interest was tied to the "Napoleon" because it was a
popular coin for hoarding and was worth on the free market
more than its actual weight in gold. It was believed that, in
case of devaluation, the price of the "Napoleon" would come
back to that of bar gold and that the premium to be paid would
therefore be lower.

The Banque de France believes that the success of these 4A
loans (they are usually at a 25%-30% premiuxA is not caused by & &7
the indexing feature but by their exemption from death duties.
There is a brisk ("scandalous" is the word used by the Banque
de France) trade in these bonds by the dying. They are bought
by the rich when seriously ill and sold inmediately after their
death by their executors to the next man who has had a heart
attack.

The view of the Banque de France is that government borrow-
ing by means&,f indexed oIpds is bad and only admissible when
there is a reasonable probability of stability in the near future
and any devaluation will not be more than 20%-25%.
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2. Bonds of Public or Private Corporations. There have
been many examples of this kind ofTborrowing - most of it by
public bodies - EDF, SNCF, etc. - with capital and/or interest
tied to the price of the product. Such bonds have been very
successful. They were prohibited after the stabilisation at
the end of 1958 but there is a possibility that they may be
allowed again. At least there is a growing body of opinion
in favour of permitting them.

The argument, which the Banque de France thinks valid,
is as follows:

A public corporation borrows $100 million for a specific
project and immediately spends the money on fixed assets at
the price ruling at the time of borrowing. In an inflationary
period (that is to say at almost any time in almost every
country since the war) these fixed assets appreciate in value
and the cost of their product increases4  Should the bond-
holders be the only losers? In a private corporation, should
the holders of equity gain at the expense of the holders of
bonds? In the case of a public corporation should the consumer
be charged a cheaper price at the expense of those who, by
lending money, have made the existence of the service possible?

And, on a more practical plane, if a slow inflation is
taken for granted as an inevitable phenomenon, is there any
chance that public corporations will be able to find all the
funds they need for development without offering something to
offset the deterioration in the value of money? The bonds of
a public corporation tied to the cost of its product are in a
sense the equivalent of a convertible debenture for a private
company.

Taking Dr. Machado's example, the solution of encouraging
whatever agency of the state is responsible for building the
project to issue indexed bonds of this type seems preferable
to a scheme of government borrowing with some exchange guarantee
(whether the Bank is involved or not). For one thing there
would not be the temptation to rob the bondholder by the use of
multiple exchange rates. Probably the bonds should be indexed
to the cost of the product rather than its selling price or
there would be an added reason for not charging an economic
price.

I enclose a note or this subject by Arthur Karasz who has
some personal experience.

Encl.

cc: Mr. Knapp
Mr. Avramovic
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John Duncan Miller DATE: September 4, 1963

FROM: Arthur Karasz

SUBJECT: Indexed Bonds vs. Dr, Machado's Proposal (Your draft September 4)

1. When talking about indexing as a monetary weapon one has
to distinguish between two concepts:

(a) Indexing as a stabilising factor in the economy
as a whole.

(b) Indexing to attain a given purpose of a more
limited nature (such as financing a project or
alleviating the budget).

2. If we study the two concepts separately the following can
be stated:

(a) The indexing of bonds, or of money in general,
has only worked in countries with a relatively
stable economy, i.e in countries - like Pinayts
France - which did not really need indexing.
(What France needed was an overall stabilisation
of all the sectors of the economy.)

In inflationary economies the only result of
indexing is that the index itself becomes an
inflationary factor. The most absurd result of
such indexing happened in Hungary, during her
hyper-inflation of 1946 when an index was esta-
blished for tax payments. The result was that
the entire country started to count in tax-
currency units and some six months later the
dollar was worth nine nonillion pengos. (Pro-
fessors of mathematics were not sure whether
one nonillion meant 34 or 36 zeros ... )

Similar troubles followed the indexing in
Bolivia, during her inflation of 1955-56. The
government maintained an artificially low
official rate but allowed the "public auction"
(similar to that in Brazil and in Peronts
Argentina) of free dollars for invisible trans-
actions. Result: the entire price system changed
from the official to the auetion level and the
price of the dollar rose from 190 to about 12,000.

(b) The second case is more limited: indexing to
attain a given purpose (bonds of a public corpo-
ration tied to the cost of its product "similar
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to a convertible debenture for a private company").

It may be good business for some investors; but
they would be the only ones to profit from the
ensuing inflation. The most likely result is that
the index established by, say, the electricity
company would soon become an independent factor
pushing upwards the inflationary spiral and,
later, replacing the money of the country.

3. This is the real danger also in Dr. Machado's proposal.

It might happen that investors would be interested in

buying "IBRD guaranteed local currency bonds". This, in itself,
would be anti-inflationary. If, however, the government were
forced, for other reasons, to start a new inflation, the IBRD
bonds would soon become money pushing out everything else.

Nevertheless, it is undeniable that the immediate financing
of local costs is often only possible through inflationary means.

In certain limited cases the Machado proposal could be the answer
it might be desirable to study details in cooperation with IMF.
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CO~MiENTS ON DR. NACHADO'S PROPOSAL

1. Dr. Machado's proposals, in his note of July 26, 1963 to the Bank
Financial Committee, have two parts: that governments of underdeveloped
countries should issue bonds with some sort of maintenance of real value

clause; and that the Bank should give some kind of guarantee to such bond

issues.

2. In this note, Dr. Machado's proposal is broadly interpreted. Thus
he says that "investors are afraid of possible future currency devaluation"

(para. 6) and speaks of governments "undertaking to maintain the monetary

parity in local currency of the bonds..." (para. 13). In this note, it is
taken that Dr. Machado may be referring either to the external purchasing
power of currencies or to their internal purchasing power or to both.

3. Dr. Nachado's prime concern is with the availability of local, non-
inflationary finance to meet internal costs of projects which are financed

only in part by IBRD/IDA loans or other capital inflow. He is seeking to
mobilize for this purpose the "fairly large amounts of local private capital
available for investment which are presently being diverted into real estate

or invested abroad in foreign securities or time deposits" (para. 5). He
suggests that the proposed scheme "might also encourage the repatriation of

capital which has fled from many developing countries to foreign markets..."
(para. 19). An additional aim not mentioned by Dr. Machado might be to

induce an increase of total private saving at the expense of consumption.

4. The device of bonds with some form of maintenance of real value
provision has been used in various countries with varying degrees of apparent

success. In some cases the technique has been abaadoned; in some it is

alleged to have had inflationary effects. Much depends on the psychology and
past experience of private savers and on the way in which the scheme is set

up, there being a wide variety of possibilities. Maintenance of value

provisions have been objected to as a confession of defeat in designing and

implementing a comprehensive and well-designed fiscal and monetary policy
designed to remove the distorting effects of inflation and to encourage

savings and the mobilization of savings for investments of high-productivity.
However, they might be useful in conjunction with other measures of a compre-
hensive stabilization program.

5. The proposal for guarantee by the Bank raises a variety of questions.

How effective would this guarantee be in promoting the effectiveness of the

proposed bond issues? What would be the size of the contingent liabilities

on the Bank? How likely is it that such contingent liabilities would have to

be honored? What conditions would the Bank have to negotiate with the

Economic Staff
August 26, 1963.
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governments issuing the guaranteed bond issues? What would be the advantages

in terms of additional opportunities for the Bank to influence internal policies

of member countries? To what extent would the Bank be placed in the position

of appearing to approve second-best solutions to the problems of inflation?

Legal aspects of the proposed guarantees, the question of whether they could

be made under present Articles of Agreement, are regarded as outside the scope

of this note.

Value-tied Loans

6. Value-tied loans have been made at various times in the post-war period

and in a number of countries, including France, Israel, Finland, Chile and

Argentina.

7. Israel has used the device most extensively and has made issues with

various provisions attached. Bond issues there have been linked with the

price of such specific items as cement, citrus orchards, etc. and at other 
times

with the general index of retail prices and the official rate of exchange.

Some issues were made in alternative forms allowing the purchaser to tie his

bond either to the general price index or to the rate of exchange. Redemption
characteristics have varied considerably, and since 1956 tax concessions on

certain value-linked bonds have been granted.

8. In France a series of bond issues has been made since the war by the
various semi-government corporations operating basic industries in the country.

In these issues the value of the bonds has been tied to the value of the

product of the industry. Thus the Coal Corporation issued a bond repayable

at a price related to the wholesale price of coal, railway bonds were related

to the price per kilometer of a third-class railroad ticket and those of the

electricity industry to the price of a kilowatt hour. In addition, the French

Government issued bonds in 1952 (the Pinay loan) which guaranteed repayment at

a price related to the rate of exchange in the free market.

9. Finland has made value-linked bond issues in the 1950's, related to a

general index of retail prices.

10. In Chile bond issues have been made with a guarantee in terms of the

U.S. dollar. An unsuccessful experiment with value-tied bonds in Argentina

has been mentioned, but it has not yet been possible to find documentary
evidence on this case.

11. It has not been possible, in the time available, to make a detailed

study of actual experience. Such loans have apparently been successful in

France; popular but controversial as to their overall effects in Israel;

and notably unsuccessful in Argentina, according to the information so far

available on this case.

12. Such loans can take a wide variety of forms.

A. Type of linking employed to guarantee the value of the bond:
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i. linking to some form of price index;

ii. linking to a particular price;

iii. linking to the price of gold in terms of the local currency
or to an external currency through the official or unofficial
(free market) exchange rate.

B. Alternatively there could be an option to receive interest and/or
repayment of principal in foreign exchange.

C. Linking may apply to interest, principal or both.

D. Bonds may be redeemable:

i. at option of lender;

ii. at the option of borrower;

iii. only at a stated maturity.

E. Bond issues may be marketable or not.

F. The tax treatment of any monetary gain resulting from the operation
of the guarantee can be varied.

13. Whether index or value-tied loans are to be recommended depends on which
of these provisions are needed to appeal to the potential lenders and what the
side effects of the necessary provisions are likely to be.

14. To prevent savings from flowing abroad or to attract repatriation of
externally held assets, it might be necessary to offer service in external
currency. As regards the service burden, the operation would then be tantamount
to borrowing externally, and the sole benefit would arise from the fact that it
may not be possible to borrow externally to meet local currency costs. But in
addition such a technique might actually facilitate capital flight over the
long run. Dr. Machado, however, does not contemplate the offer to pay service
in external currency: "I suggest...the Government of the developing country
offering to prospective purchasers of such bonds the payments of principal and
interest at maturity in local currency - but at the prevailing value of the
currency vis-a-vis the original monetary value at the time the bonds were
issued" (para. 12).

15. It is not clear to what extent such an offer could be expected to check
capital outflow or attract repatriation of assets held abroad. Capital outflow
takes place not only in search of high rates of return and good liquidity but
also to escape from exchange controls and taxes. Where exchange controls are
in operation, it may be suspected that very favorable terms must be offered to
attract repatriation of assets or to prevent capital flowing abroad through
whatever loopholes the exchange controls permit. Also, to attract repatriation



of assets it may be necessary to offer some form of indemnity, and this might

be held to weaken respect for the exchange control laws.

16. If lenders expect continuing inflation, and especially if there is no

adequate bond market, savings may be attracted only if the bonds are made

redeemable at the option of the lender. But this may lead to demands for

redemption at a time when the borrowing government is in financial difficulties.

The government may then have recourse to the printing press or to borrowing
from the central bank, and the effect would be the aggravation of inflation.

This is reported to have happened in Argentina, but we have been unable to

secure corroboration on this case. This kind of difficulty applies to all

bonds which are redeemable at the option of the lender and not specifically to

value-tied bonds.

17. If the bonds will not or may not be redeemed for some considerable time,

then success is likely to depend on indexing or value-tying of interest as well

as the eventual repayment of principal. The situation of the bond holder will

then be analagous in some respects to that which would prevail with an ordinary

bond in the absence of inflation: the realisable price of the bond will

fluctuate inversely with the current rate of interest, but possible losses due

specifically to decrease in the purchasing power of the currency will be protect-

ed against.

18. It may be objected that indexing or value-tying interest payments imposes

a large and inflexible burden on the borrower. But this may be to say no more

than that the borrower is not allowed to pay less in real terms than was

originally bargained for, at the expense of the lender, as a result of inflation.

Of course, it is possible that the result of a certain indexing or value-tying

procedure may be to inflict on the lender a larger service burden in real 
terms

than it originally bargained for. The practical and psychological effects of

value-tying may vary considerably according to whether it is done in terms of

a single internal price, an index of external prices, the price of gold or an

external currency, since these different prices may not move at all parallel.

19. The base to which value-linked bonds are tied becomes a very sensitive

magnitude, and this may lead to undesirable distortions. For instance, if the

bonds are tied to the rate of exchange then the government will be unwilling to

devalue even if this is desirable and instead will resort to expedients of one

kind or another in order to maintain the formal value of the currency. In

Israel, for instance, this led to the creation of multiple exchange rates of an

unofficial nature and delayed the devaluation of the Israeli f until 1962.

Alternatively, if the linking of bonds is to an index of internal prices then

pressures are set up to vary the weighting of the index, to introduce price

controls on sensitive items in the index, to distort indirect tax/subsidy policy

in relation to these items, etc.

20. It would hardly be possible to demonstrate in any particular case that

issuance of value-tied loans had increased total saving. There is evidence that

such loans may divert savings from investments considered less desirable to

those considered more desirable. In Israel, "... the supply of funds for the
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illegal money market has decreased because the lucrative terms of the value-

pegged bonds are diverting the private investor from feeding the black market

to an avenue considered economically superior by the authorities" (A. Rubner,
"The Abdication of the Israeli Pound as a Standard of Measurement for Medium
and Long-term Contract", Review of Economic Studies, October 1960).

21. On the other hand, the control over the use of capital funds is probably
far greater in many countries than it has been in Israel. Dr. Machado, suggests
for instance (para. 18), that index bonds will be attractive to commercial and
savings banks, insurance companies, foundations and social security institutions.

However, it is apparent from the Bank's capital market studies for exico and
Colombia that in these countries there is very wide control over the investment
of funds by most of these institutions, amd this would also appear to be the
case in India and the Philippines. In these circumstances Dr. Machado's proposal
would merely duplicate existing controls, unless it be argued either that these

controls are widely evaded by the institutions or alternatively that the funds

which the institutions would have available for investment would increase if

it were known by savers that their real value would be maintained.

22. In Israel, Finland and, to a lesser degree, France, value-linked bonds

were in fact popular with lenders at least as recently as 1956, the only year
for which figures have been found:

Percentage of Total Bond Percentage of Credit from
Issues in 1956 Accounted' Financial Institutions hav-
for by Value-linked Bonds ing a Value. Index Clause

Israel 92% 65%
Finland 84% 80%
France 60% 20%

(Table derived from figures supplied by the Bank of Finland, Institute of

Economic Research and quoted by Peter Robson in Review of Economic Studies,
October 1960, p. 58).

For Israel, Rubner reports, all contracts exceeding a few months came to be

expressed ultimately in terms other than the monetary unit.

23. Whether value-linked bonds contribute to inflationary pressure has been
disputed in the case of Israel. The 1962 Bank Report on Israel suggests that:

"Efforts by the Government and Bank of Israel to combat inflation are hampered
by various arrangements which facilitate the perpetuation of inflationary

pressures... Service on public and private bonds and on loans made to the Govern-

ment and by private financial institutions to the public are linked either to
the cost of living index or, until recently, to the dollar" (para. 7). On the

other hand, Abba Lerner has argued in respect of the Israel experience that:
"...one of the effects of linkage and the issuing of linked securities would be
that when inflation causes people to flee from money, they are able to buy linked

securities instead of hoarding stocks of money...so that linkage not only makes

a given degree of inflation less harmful but tends to reduce the degree of
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inflation itself" (Reservation to the Report of the Public Commission on

Government Value-linked Loans (Yin. of Finance 1955), quoted by Rubner:

The Economy of Israel, p. 97).

24. This is obviously an involved problem, and one made more difficult

firstly by the change in the climate of expectations of savers, investors, etc.
induced bgr the introduction of index bonds and secondly by the change in the

strength of political presssure groups to which the introduction would give

rise (e.g., bondholders, pensioners, etc. no longer so concerned about the

dangers of inflation to them). A recent article ends with the equivocal

conclusion that: "The effects of index-linking depend in general upon the

behavior pattern of the individuals in the community in which it is introduced;

on complex considerations concerning expectations, and on the interpersonal and

intersectional distribution in the economy of obligations fixed in money terms"

(Peter Robson, "Index-linked Bonds", Review of Economic Studies, October 1960).

25. A blanket objection to index bonds issued by a government is that they

denote a decision to live with inflation. However, there might be circumstances

in which index bonds would be desirable to restore the confidence of savers

in a period when the authorities were also taking steps to stabilize the currency.

The Bank Guarantee

26. Dr. Nachado evidently considers that index or value-tied loans will be

made considerably more attractive if they are offered with the guarantee of

the Bank. Such a guarantee, to be meaningful, would involve a contingent
liability on the Bank to make good defaults by the borrowing government on its

service obligations to the bond holders.

27. The proposal envisages that such guarantees shall be "limited to the

local currency required to complete a project financed by the Bank" (para. 20

(b)), and hence would not apply to government borrowing in general. his and

the other proposed limitations on the scheme would presumably keep the amount

of bond issues prima facie eligible for guarantee to less rather than more than

$500 million per year. However, if the idea has merit as a way of mobilizing

private savings for use by the private sector, it is not clear why the limitation

in Dr. Nachado's para. 20(b) should be applied.

28. Dr. Machado suggests that: "The Bank would charge a commission for

staiping its guarantee on the local currency bond issue and,thus, obtain an

income from its intervention without using its own funds or having to borrow..."

(para. 15). Any defaults on such bond issues by borrowing governments would

have to be met out of the proceeds of this guarantee or out of the Bank's reserves.

29. Legal aspects of this proposal are outside the scope of the present 
note.

Apart from strictly legal considerations, the question arises of the propriety

of Bank intervention in transactions between a government and its own nationals.

Would governments in fact invite such intervention?
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30. The contingent liability involved by the proposed Bank guarantee 
could

clearly not be assessed on an actuarial basis, so that there would be no way of

balancing commissions against liabilities. In order to discourage defaults,

defaults on a Bank-guaranteed internal bond issue would have to be recognized

as being regarded by the Bank as tantamount to default on a regular Bank loan.

The Bank would presumably wish to make a creditworthiness assessment, relating to

the probable strains of all service obligations, internal and external, on the

government budget or public finances generally in the country seeking the

guarantee. It has to be considered how embarrassing the Bank may find it to

refuse a guarantee in countries where the conclusions of such creditworthiness

appraisal would not be reassuring. It might be argued that such countries would

i pso facto be considered uncreditworthy for Bank loans and so would not qualify

a Bank guarantee under the terms of Dr. Machado's para. 20(b). However, Dr.

hiachado's proposal apparently envisages that bond issues under Bank guarantee

could be made to provide matching internal finance for IDA operations (see his

para. 2). According to this interpretation, the Bank might be asked to guarantee

bond issues in countries judged uncreditworthy, it would be necessary to con-

sider whether such countries were uncreditwbrthy only at the 
level of the balance

of payments or also at the level of the public finances, and it is conceivable

that the Bank might feel obliged to refuse a guarantee while approving 
an .IDA

credit. Such a refusal might be invidious. A possible approach would be to

limit the proposed guarantees to bond issues needed to match specifically IBRD

operations. But could provision of the guarantee be made automatic 
in countries

judged creditworthy for Bank loans? If not, what would be the basis for making

a guarantee in one country and refusing it in another? 
How would IDA/IBRD blend

cases be treated?

31. In order that the Bank should not appear, by guaranteeing value-tied

bond issues, to condone inflation, it might wish to impose conditions aimed at

averting inflation. This might be desirable in itself, but would tend to

involve the Bank in matters normally in the sphere of IYF.
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CONFIDENIAL

FROM: Dr. Luis Machado July 26, 1963

BANK FINANCIAL POLICY

In connection with the forthcoming meeting on July 30, 1963

of the Financial Policy Committee of the Bank to discuss the

memorandum circulated by the President on July 18, 1963 (FPC63-8),

I have prepared the attached memorandum which I think my colleagues

will find interesting.

To: Members of the Financial Policy Committee
President
Vice Presidents
Department Heads



July 25, 1963

Memorandum on possible Wlorld Bank assistance to help the
less developed member countries raise the local currency
required to complete financing of development projects

l.- As an Executive Director representing ten of the Bank's less

developed member countries, I welcome the clear and thoughtful

memorandum circulated by the Bank's President to the Financial

Policy Committee (FPC63-3, dated July 8, 1963), on future courses

that might be followed by the Bank to accelerate the economic and

social progress of member countries.

2.- One of the stumbling blocks to the economic development of

most underdeveloped countries is their inability to raise the

necessary local currency to match the foreign exchange obtainable

from the Bank or IDA for their projects. This deficiency obstructs

development in t,,o ways:

(a) By retarding the execution of projects already

financed by the Bank or IDA, where the foreign

exchange is available after the signing of the

loan or credit agreement, but where the borrower

is unable to raise the required local currency,

thereby also contributing to the lag in Bank

and IDA disbursements;

(b) By delaying the presentation to the Bank or IDA

of projects of high developmental priority,
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because of the uncertainty and difficulty of

raising the local funds required for their

completion.

In both instances, the benefits that would be derived from

the completed projects are denied or postponed to developing

countries.

3.- To assist developing countries in solving this problem,

the Bank has through the years liberalized its original orthodox

policy of lending only the strict foreign exchange required by a

project, and has, by various formulae, made available to member

countries larger amounts of foreign exchange, beyond what the

projects really required in foreign exchange for their execution.

4.- This policy, although justified by the special circumstances

of the developing countries, is not, in the long run, in the best

interests of the Bank or of the country concerned. It imposes on

a developing country, generally faced with a difficult balance-of-

payments situation, the obligation to repay in foreign exchange

expenses incurred and paid for in local currency (e.g. wages,

local services and materials, etc.) thus taking care of the present

but impairing the future.

This policy, moreover, forces the Bank to stretch its inter-

pretation of Section 3 of Article IV of the Articles of Agreement,



which defines the currency to be lent; this being the only

practical way found, so far, to clear the bottleneck.

5.- In many developing countries there are fairly large amounts

of local private capital available for investment which are

presently being diverted into real estate or invested abroad in

foreign securities or time deposits. These local savings could

be channelled into high priority developmental projects, and,

thereby, eliminate the paradoxical situation where foreign exchange

is available for development from the Bank or IDA, but no investors

will put up the corresponding local currency necessary to make

feasible projects that, when completed, would redound to their

own benefit.

6.- The main reason why at times no local currency can be raised

at home for a development project, is because, whether justified

or not, investors are afraid of possible future currency deval-

uation. Investors are not inclined to lend pesos now, that at

the time of repayment may be worth only a fraction of their

present monetary value, either by a gradual depreciation in which

the investor has no voice or by deliberate governmental deval-

uation against which there is no recourse. I need not elaborate

on the many recent sad experiences in this field.

7.- This problem is, in my opinion, the most serious obstacle

in the way of rapid economic and social development in many
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less developed member countries. And it is a problem that, in

my cpinion, we can no longer dodge. No matter how liberal the

Bank decides to become; regardless of the unquestionable benefit

to developing countries of extending the amortization of future

loans over a longer period of years to assist borrowing countries

in their balance of payments, the fact remains that, unless

developing countries can raise, without undue delay, the local

currency required to make projects operative, the process of

development will drag along; and the benefits of development

will unnecessarily be delayed or denied to rapidly increasing

populations.

8.- The Bank, whose resources and credit are now at a high peak,

might well render an invaluable service to developing member

countries in helping them to overcome this bottleneck. At the

present time, in development projects financed by the Bank or

IDA, the Bank or IDA provide the foreign exchange needed. The

provision of the local currency part of the project is, naturally,

left up to the Government of the borrowing country. In the

absence of a local capital market, the Government usually has to

finance it by appropriations in the national budget included as

part of the governmental expenditures over one or several fiscal

years during the construction period.
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9.- The system of raising these local currency funds by budgetary

appropriations in one or a few fiscal years during the construc-

tion period, when the local funds are mostly needed, actually

amounts to an accelerated amortization of a substantial part of

the cost of a project, usually involving a large investment. It

imposes a heavy burden and strain on the national finances of a

developing country; and often involves sacrificing or neglecting

other important and urgent public needs that can be financed only

by expenditures from the national budget. The attempt to pay in

a short time for what should normally be financed over a long

period is perhaps the largest contributing factor to the dangerous

inflation plaguing many developing countries.

10.- Faced with the need to execute development projects that can

no longer be postponed and are essential to their economic growth;

faced with the lack of a domestic capital market to raise the

local currency needed to complete financing; faced also with the

inability to reduce or eliminate other expenditures needed in

their budgets for public or social services of equal high priority;

developing countries often follow the line of least resistance and

recur to the dangerous practice of using the currency printing

press, thus opening their weak economies to the cancer of inflation,

which will eventually reduce the purchasing power of their currency,
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wipe out the accumulated savings of generations and destroy the

very benefits of the eco-aomic growth they are seeking.

11.- This serious problerii wou"A be solved if a developing country

could finance in each case the local currency part of the cost of

projects through medium and Long-term bond issues, payable in

local currency bu;: with an appropriate amortization schedule,

according to the nature and financial returns of the project; and

if these local currency bond issues could, in turn, be marketed.

12.- In order to induce the frightened private investor in a less

developed country to part with his savings now aid buy bonds

rep'iyable in local currency with medium and long-term mturPtiCs,

the fear of future currency devaluation during the period of his

investment, must, to the extent possible, be removed. I suggest

that this can be done by the Government of the developing country

offering to prospective purchasers of such bonds the payments of

principal and interest at maturity in local currency - but at the

then prevailing value of the currency vis-a-vis the original

monetary vaLue at the time the bonds were issued. In other words,

if by the time of repayment a peso had been devalued to half its

original value, the bondholder would receive two pesos for each

peso originally invested in purchasing the bond.
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1-3.- To strengthen further and to assist in the development of a

local capital market for bonds, the World Bank should be prepared,

2- cq-e~sdLc by the Government concer-ued, to guarantee this under-

taking to maintain the monetary parity in local currency of the

bonds thus issued. This guarantee can be given by the World Bank

which, in addition to the authority to make direct loans, has the

power under the Articles of Agreement to guarantee bonds issued

in the market of a member country.

14.- This idea is not as revolutionary as it might sound. The

maintenance at all times of monetary parity is a principle recog-

nized and accepted by all member countries in joining the Monetary

Fund and the World Bank. My proposal is merely to extend the same

principle, on a voluntary basis, to the flotation of bonds

denominated and payable in local currency to facilitate raising

locally long and medium-term funds, where a member country has no

other way of obtaining the necessary local currency to complete

a project.

15.- Now, let us examine how this type of operation would affect

the position of the Bank and of a member country voluntarily

adopting this system. The Bank would charge a commission for

stamping its guarantee on the local currency bond issue and,
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own funds or having to borrow - just by the use of its credit.

The iBanks risk o- a Possible future currency devaluation '.-ould
7-

be covered by the member government voluntarily undertaking to

maintain parity on the loan obligation on the same basis as its

existing obligation to maintain parity on the value of its Bank

capital subscription and Fund quota.

16.- From the point of view of the member country, the possibility

of having to deliver in the future more local currency than it

originally received would not be an unbearable burden. A deval-

uation would proportionally increase the relative value of its

foreign exchange and monetary reserves in terms of local currency.

By the same token, the capital value in local currency terms of

the new assets acquired by the country as a result of the

exec:tion of the project, like all other capital investments,

would be similarly enhanced. The system might, in some cases,

act as a deterrent against manipulations of currency monetary

values for temporary gains at the expense of public confidence

in future monetary stability.

17.- From the point of view of the local investor, the proposal

would remove the fear of losing his capital savings invested in
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Government bolds by a later currency devaluation against which

he has today no protectiou.

18.- Our enperience in recent successful International Finance

Corporation underwritings of stocks payable in local currency

clearly shows that a local currency bond issue of a member

country, protected against devaluation and guaranteed by the

Bank, should be attractive and would find a ready market among

private investors, commercial and savings banks, insurance

companies, foundations and social security institutions in the

very countries where the development projects are to be executed.

19.- If successful, the system would assist in developing local

capital markets and may enable GDvernments to borrow locally at

more advantageous rates of interest than at present. It might

also encourage the repatriation of capital that has fled from

many developing countries to foreign markets seeking greater

monetary stability, though at the price of much lower yields.

It is possible that, after one or more successful local currency

bond issues, the World Bank's guarantee might no longer be

necessary, as public confidence by investors will have been

built-up by the creation of a sound bond market.
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20.- My proposal would not impose on the Bank the obligation to

guarantee every bond issue floated by a member country in its

domestic rarke:: I: would only do so,

(a) When requested by the Government of a member

country, prepared and willing to give the Bank

the undertaking to maintain parity of the local

currency monetary value of the bond issue;

(b) When the issue is limited to the local currency

required to complete a project financed by the

Bank; and

(c) When the Bank is satisfied that the developing

country cannot, uithout resorting to inflationary

practices, raise otherwise the local currency

required for the project.

21.- Now that the Bank after its period of initial and vigorous

growth, is examining new ways and means to expand its operations

to assist member countries in their economic and social develop-

ment, I submit this idea in the hope that something of value may

be found in its study and discussion by the Financial Policy

Committee.

Respectfully submitted,

Luis Machado
S" eAExecutive Director


